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We\ la8b5 
MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
between
 




UNITED STEELWORKERS, LOCAL 9434-00
 
1. Term (Section 17.1): Four (4) year contract: 01101/05 through 12/31108. 
2. Wages (Subsection 6.1.1): 2005 - 0%, 2006 - 3%, 2007 - 3%, 2008 - 0%. 
3. Pavroll Deductions (Section 4.12): Add: "The City will provide for bi-weekly direct deposit at 
the financial institutions ofthe employees choice. " 
4. Disability Insurance Deductions (Section 4.13) - Delete Schedule "K"; add the follovving 
section: "The City of Niagara Falls will process the Union sponsored disability coverage. This 
coverage will name the Local Union as the insured. The City ofNiagara Falls will merely process 
the 100% employee contribution by payroll deduction. " 
5. Union Stewards (Section 4.5): Delete existing language; replace with the following: 
"Section 4.5.1 - Union Stewards: It is understood and agreed that the City Administrator will 
be furnished with the names of the Union Stewards and the number ofsuch stewards shall not be 
greater than seven (7). The stewards shall be allowed a minimum of three (3) hours per week, 
during their normal working hours, to perform their duties as Union stewards. Along with the 
Union President, Unit Chairs and District or International representatives, stewards shall be the 
unit members designated to appear at PERE, grievance and disciplinary hearings to represent the 
employees ofthe collective bargaining agreement, with City representatives. 
1¥tzen conducting union business during regular working hours, stewards shall be required 
to sign out with their department head or his/her designee, on a standardized form provided by the 
City, prior to leaving the job assignment. The form shall provide space where the steward can 
indicate the specific nature ofthe union business, specific location(s) ofthe union business, sign out 
time and sign in time. The steward must sign in upon completion of the union business, should the 
busineSs be concluded during the normal working hours ofthe steward. 
All Union Stewards cover by this collective bargaining agreement shall be employed by the 
City ofNiagara Falls, and exclusively represent only individuals employed by the City ofNiagara 
Falls. In the event that additional time is required it shall be authorized by the department head or 
his/her designee at department heads discretion. 
Section 4.5.2 - Negotiating Committee: Not more than six (6) members of the Union 
negotiating team shall be granted release time without loss ofpay or benefits for negotiations or 
negotiating committee meetings. This time offshall not be considered stewards time off should any 
member(s) of the negotiating committee best rewards. The period of time that the negotiating 
committee shall meet will commence according to Article 17, Subsection 17.1.1 and end upon 
ratification ofthe new collective bargaining agreement by the City Council. 
Section 4.5.3 - Executive Committee: It is understood and agreed that the members of the 
Executive Committee of the United Steel Workers ofAmerica shall be granted a maximum of three 
(3) hours per month, specifically the third Monday afthe month, unless a holiday applies in which [ 0 to 
t?' 
case it will be the following day, to attend an Executive Committee meeting without loss ofpay or 
benefits. 
The names ofthe members ofthe Executive Committee along with the office they hold will be 
furnished to the City Administrator with the understanding that should any member of the Executive 
Committee be a steward, that this time offwill constitute stewards time offfor that week. It is also 
understood and agreed that members of the Executive Committee will be required to sign out with 
their department head or hislher designee, on a form provided by the City, prior to leaving the job 
assignment. The form shall provide space where the Executive Committee member can indicate the 
nature of the business; location(s) of the business, sign out time and sign in time. Furthermore 
members of the Executive Committee must sim in upon completion of the union business, should 
said business be 'concluded during the Executive Committee members normal worldng hours. " 
6. Union President (Section 4.6): Delete existing language; replace with the following: 
"Union President and Unit Chairs: The Union President and/or Unit Chairs will be 
afforded a reasonable amount oftime to conduct union business. They must first coordinate with the 
Department Head, City Administrator, or their designee, prior to leaving their respective work area. 
The Union President and/or the Unit Chair will make every effort to establish such procedure which 
would minimize interruptions of their assigned City responsibilities. This may include, but not be 
limited to, ,specific call in hours, emphasizing after hour meetings, and limiting attendance at 
"events" during worldng hours. The President or Unit Chair ofthe Union or hislher representative 
shall be accorded time offwhich is reasonably required to conduct proper business, without loss 
ofpay or benefits. It is also understood and agreed that the Union President and/or Unit Chair or 
hislherd designee will be required to sign out with their department head or hislher designee, on a 
form provided by the City, prior to leaving the job assignment. The form shall provide space where 
the Union President and/or Unit Chair or hislher designee can indicate the nature of the business, 
location(s) ofthe business, sign out ti'!1e and sign in time. Furthermore the Union President and/or 
Unit Chair or hislher designee must sign in upon completion of the union business, should said 
business be concluded during the Union President and/or Unit Chair or hislher designee normal 
worldng hours. 
It is further agreed that the City will grant the Union President and/or the Unit Chair or his/her 
designee time off with pay to attend one (1) United Steelworkers of America conference or 
convention annually, whether national, state or regional, not to exceed the actual duration ofsuch 
conference or convention and the necessary travel time. Time shall be granted to the Union 
President and/or Unit Chair or his/her designee without loss ofpay or benefits to conduct all phases 
ofunion business while also representing the employees of the Niagara Falls Water Board who are 
members ofthe United Steelworkers ofAmerica Local 9434-00. 
The City will attempt to provide office space for the Union at City Hall if and when such space 
becomes available. " 
7. Agency Shop (Section 4.8): Delete Schedule "C"; add following section: 
"1. Pursuant to Chapters 677 and 678 of the Laws of the State ofNew York Of 1977, and 
Article 4.0, Section 4.8 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement, the City of Niagara Falls (City) 
agrees to continue to deduct agency shop fees from the salaries ofemployees ofthe City who are not 
members of the Union, but who are represented by the Union for the purposes of the collective 
negotiations, and to transmit suchfunds to the Union in accordance with State Laws. 
2. The parties agree to be bound by the provisions of said to Chapters 677 and 678 of the 
Laws of1977 with regard to their respective rights, duties and obligations hereunder. 
3. The Union will maintain a procedure providingfor the refund to any employee demanding 
the return of any part of an agency shop fee deduction which represents the employee's pro rata 
share ofexpenditures by the Union in aid of activities or causes ofpolitical or ideological nature 
only incidentally related to terms and conditions of employment, as such procedure is required by 
said to Chapters 677 and 678 ofthe Laws of1977. 
4. The parties agree that the agreements herein will remain in effect as long as the enabling 
legislation is extended or re-enacted The 'terms and conditions herein set forth shall continue and 
remain infullforce and effect and be binding upon the parties hereto for, and during the duration of 
the new legislation, so far as legally permissible. " 
8. 30 Year Longevity Step Increase (Subsection 6.1.1 (e)): The wage schedule shall be amended 
to include a $1,700.00 increase for the employees in the 30 Year Longevity Step 
9. Over Time Lunch Allowance (Subsection 6.6.4): This section shall be amended to incorporate 
Schedule "F", which shall be deleted, and shall read as follows: "The City shall, at its expense, 
provide a lunch allowance	 offive dollars ($5.00) for any employee covered by the terms of this 
bargaining agreement who is reqUired to work at least two (2) hours overtime. Such employee shall 
be provided an additional lunch at the expense ofthe City for every four (4) hours overtime required 
to be worked thereafter. " 
10. Call-In-Time (Section 6.5): This section shall be amended to read: "All employees covered by 
this collective bargaining agreement shall be paid three (3) hours at regular time when called into 
work other than his/her normal shift, which time shall be known as "call-in-time". Call-in-time 
shall be paid in addition to actual hours worked, but shall not be computed in the total hours 
workedfor the purposes ofovertime. 
In addition, all employees called into work shall be guaranteed two (2) hours ofwork at time 
and one-half (1-1/2) the regular hourly rate. " 
11. Sick Leave Verification (Subsection 9.3.3): This Section shall be amended to read as follows: 
"An employee covered by the terms of this collective bargaining agreement that is entitled to sick 
leave in accordance with the above Subsections (9.3.1 and 9.3.2), shall be paid while absent from 
work due to personal illness/injury. If such illness continues beyond ten (10) consecutive working 
days, or twenty (20) working days within a thirty (30) day period the City may, in its discretion, 
direct the employee to verify their illness/injury with a statement from the employees attending 
physician. 
An employee covered by the terms ofthis collective bargaining agreement, who is entitled to 
sick leave in accordance with the above subsections, shall be entitled to be absentfrom work due 
to personal illness/injury with a statementfrom the employees attending physician. An employee off 
work due to illness/injuryfor twenty (20) consecutive work days or more, may be required to 
undergo an examination by a City designated physician(s) for determining the necessity for 
continuation ofsick leave. Such examination will be limited to the particular ailment or injury 
or which the employee is claiming sick leave. In the event ofdifference in opinion between the 
employee's physician(s) and the City's designated physician(s), the matter may be referred to a 
third physician mutually agreed to by both parties. The opinion of this independent physician shall 
be binding. " 
12. Bereavement (§9.7): The language "...not in excess of four (4) working days ... " shall be 
deleted; it shall be replaced with " ... to a maximum offour (4) working days ... " 
13 Safety Shoes (Section 11.1): This section shall be amended to read as follows: "The City 
agrees to provide ANSI 17 approved safety shoes to employees whose work requires protection 
againstfoot injuries. Employees who require safety shoes will be limited to one (1) pair per year at 
a cost to the City not to exceed one hundred ten dollars ($110.00) per pair. " 
14. Foul Weather Gear - Inspectors - (Section 11.2.1): Amend to state: "Employees entitled to 
foul weather gear shall receive $175.00 per year to purchase necessary clothing. " 
15. Tool Allowance (Section 11.3): This Section shall be amended to read as follows: "Suitable 
tools shall be provided for the Senior Automotive Mechanics, Automotive Mechanics, Senior 
Maintenance Mechanic/City, Supervisor ofPlumbing Heating and Air Conditioning, Superintendent 
ofHeating, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration, Foreman Traffic and Electrical Signals and Traffic 
Signal Technicians. Each of the afore mentioned shall be granted upon appointment an initial tool 
allowance ofone hundredfifty dollars ($150.00) in the first year and a tool addition or replacement 
allowance oftwo hundred dollars ($200.00) each year thereafter. 
The City shall purchase all such tools during the month of January and shall provide 
facilities for the protection against theft ofthe tools. . 
Each newly hiredperson in the afore mentionedpositions shall be granted upon appointment 
an initial tool allowance ofone hundred-fifty dollars ($150.00) in the first year, and a tool addition 
or replacement allowance oftwo hundred dollars ($200.00) upon the yearly anniversary ofthe 
employee's date ofhire. " ' 
16. Schedules and Attachments: 
Schedule G. Shift Schedule for Utilities Laboratory - Delete. 
Schedule M. W.W.T.P. Daily Work Schedule for Control Maintenance Mechanics and
 
Instrument Technicians - Delete.
 
All remaining Schedules will be re-lettered sequentially. 
17.. SCHEDULE "B" (35 HOUR WORK WEEK): Amend to reflect the following: 
ACCOUNTANT ACCOUNT CLERK 
ADMINISTRATIVE AIDE ADMII\JISTRATIVE ASST. ASSESSOR 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. COMM. DEVEL. ADMII\JISTRATIVE ASST. ENGINEERING 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. POLICE ADMINISTRATIVE ASST. PUBLIC WORKS 
APPLICATION AND BENEFITS CLERK ASSESSOR'S MDE 
ASSESSOR'S CLERK ASSESSOR'S DATA CLERK 
ASSESSOR'S TECHNICIAN ASSISTANT ASSESSOR 
ASST. ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED TECH. ASST. RESEARCH jPLANNER CONSULTANT 
ASSOCIATE CIVIL EI\JGINEER ASSOCIATE FINANCE OFFICER 
ASSOCIATE LEASED HOUSING COUNSELOR AUDITOR 
BILLII\JG SUPERVISOR BUILDING HOUSING INSPECTOR 
BUILDING INSPECTOR 
CASHIER 
CHIEF CONSTRUCTION ENGINEER 
CHIEF HOUSING INSPECTOR 
CITY-WIDE HOUSING REHAB. AIDE 
CIVIL ENGINEER 
CLEAN NEIGHBORHOOD INSPECTOR 
COMMUNICATIONS COORCDII\JATOR 
COMPLAINT REPORT TECHNICIAN 
COMPUTER SERVICES TECHNICIAN 
CONST.PLAN REVIEW SPEC/ZONING OFF. 
COST BUDGET MANAGER 
DATAENTRY/COMPUTER OPERATOR 
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE VICTIM ADVOCATE 
ELDERLY AND HANDICAPPED TECH. 
ENGINEERING SYSTEMS AIDE 
ENGINEERING TECH. II 
ENVIORNMENTAL PLANNER/GRANTSPERSON 
HOUSING QUALITY SPECIALIST 
JUNIOR ACCOUNT CLERK 
JUNIOR CIVIL ENGINEER 
LEASED HOUSING COUNSELOR 
LEASED HOUSING SPEC PRGM. COOR. 
LEASED HOUSING WELFARE TO WORK COOR 
UBRARIAN I,II ANDIII 
LIBRARY SPECIALIST - DISPLAY 
LIBRARY CLERK 
LOAN OFACER 
NEIGHBORHOOD DEVELOPMENT SPEC 
OPERATIONS AIDE 
PRINCIPAL ACCOUNT CLERK 
PRINCIPAL LIBRARY CLERK 
PRINCIPAL STOREKEEPER 
PROJECT ADMINISTRATOR COMM.DEV. 
PROJECT MANAGER 
PROPERTY TITLE CLERK 
RECORDS ASSET/CONTROL OFFICER 
REHABILITATION SPECIALIST COMM. DEV. 
RESEARCH PLANNER/CONSULTANT 
SENIOR ACCOUNT CLERK 
SENIOR BUILDING HOUSING INSPECTOR 
SR. CrnZ.PROG.ADMIN.jHANDI PROG.COOR. 
SENIOR DRAFTSMAN 
SENIOR ENGINEERING SYSTEMS TECH. 
SENIOR LIBRARY CLERK 
.SENIOR PROJECT DESIGNER 
SENIOR SANITATION INSPECTOR 
SENIOR STENOGRAPHER 
SIGN AND ZONING INSPECTOR 
BUSINESS MANAGER 
CHIEF BUILDING INSPECTOR 
CHIEF CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR 
CHIEF OF MONITORING INSPECTION 
CREW CHIEF 
CIVIL ENGINEER II 
CLERK 
COMM. DEVEL. TECH.jOFFICE ASST. 
COMPUTER PROGRArv'IMER 
CONSTRUCTION INSPECTOR 
COST BUDGET ASSISTANT 
DATA CLERK 
DIRECTOR OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPrv'IENT PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEER[NG AIDE 
ENGINEER[NG INSPECTOR 
ENVIORNrv'IENTAL ASST.jGIS COOR. 
HOUSING INSPECTOR 
HUMAN SERVICES TECHNICIAN 
JUNIOR CLERK/FIRE DEPARTMENT 
JUNIOR DRAFTER 
LEASED HOUSING INTAKE TECHNICIAN 
LEASED HOUSING SUPERVISOR 
LEAD SYSTEMS ENGINEER 
LIBRARY SPECIALIST AUDIOjVISUAL 
LIBRARY SPECIALIST - LOCAL HISTORY 
LICENSE I 





PRODUCTION CONTROL MANAGER 
PROJECT DESIGNER 
PROPERTY CONTROL OFFICER 






SENIOR COI"1PUTER PROGRAMMER 
SENIOR ENGINEERING AIDE 
SENIOR HOUSING COUNSELOR/TRG COOR. 
SENIOR PLANNER 
SENIOR REHABILITATION AIDE COMM.DEV. 
SENIOR SERVICES AIDE 
SENIOR STOREKEEPER 
STENOGRAPHER 
STOREKEEPER STOREKEEPER CLERK 
SUPERVISOR ICE PAVIUOI\J/WINTER GDI\J. SURVEY INST. TECH. SYSTEI\IlS ENGINEER 
TRAFFIC ANALYST TRAFFIC ENGINEERING PLANNER 
TRANSPORTATION ANALYST TYPIST 
YOUTH SERVICES PLANNER HUMAN RIGHTS TECH, 
This list will be modified for any positional changes that may occur 
18. SCHEDULE "C" (40 HOUR WORK. WEEK): Amend to reflect the following: 
ASSISTANT FOREMAN BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 
ASSISTANT FOREI\IlAN STREETS AND SANITATION 
AUTOMOTIVE I\IlECHAI\JIC 
CHIEF OF AUTOI\llOTIVE 
CHIEF ELECTRICAL II\JSPECTOR 
CHIEF PLUMBING INSPECTOR 
FOREMAN PUBUC PROPERTY 
FOREMAN SANITATION 
FOREMAN STREETS 
FOREMAN TRAFFIC AND ELECTRICAL SIGNALS 
FORESTER 
GREENSKEEPER 
HEATING AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION ENGINEER 
LANDSCAPE GARDENS MAINTENANCE WORKER 
MASTER MECHANIC AUTOMOTIVE 
OPERATIONS FOREMAN 
SENIOR AUTOMOTIVE MECHANIC 
SENIOR MAINTENANCE MECHANIC 
SUPERENTENDENT OF HEATING AIR CONDmONING AND REFRIGERATION 
SUPERVISOR OF PLUMBING AND HEATING 
TRAFFIC SIGNALS TECHNICIAN 
19. Personal Time Accrual (New): Unused personal days may be carried over and converted to 
sick leave days. An employee choosing to carry over personal leave time must notify both the 
Department ofHuman Resources and their department head prior to December r t ofthe previous 
year. " 
20. Random Drug Testing (New): All employees will submit to random drug testing according to 
the attached procedure. 
21. WaterlWastewater Treatment Plant References: Any specific or inferred reference to the Water 
Treatment Plant, Wastewater Treatment Plant and/or its employees shall be deleted from the contract. 
22. Disciplinary Procedure (Schedule "H"): Amended according to the attached procedure. 
23. Grievance Procedure (Schedule "D"): Amended according to the attached procedure. 
2005-2008 MEMOR~-nlJM OF AGREEMENT 
Between 




UNITED STEELWORKERS, LOCAL 9434-00
 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK' UNITED STEELWORKERS, LOCAL 9434-00 
WILL BRADBERRY. LEO .ARD SAURQ .., 







CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS EMPLOYEES
 
Section 1 - Declaration ofFolicv 
The purpose of this Grievance Procedure is to provide an orderly process whereby the 
Civil Service employees of the City ofNiagara Falls and/or the Union may equitably and 
expeditiously settle any difference or grievances that may arise mthe course of their 
employment, free from coercion, restraint, interference, discrimlnation or reprisal. The 
provisions contained herem shall liberally be construed for the accomplishment of these 
objectives. 
Section 2 - Definitions 
As used herein, the following terms have the following meanings: 
a. "City" means City ofNiagara Falls along with the Niagara Falls Public Library. 
b. "Employee" shall mean any person who is a member of the Bargaining Unit as the same 
is defined in the collective bargaining agreement between the City and District 4 of the 
United SteelWorkers of America Local 9434-00. 
c. "Superiors" means persons regardless of title, who are assigned to exercise any level of 
supervisory responsibility over City employees. 
d. "Cotnmittee" means the Labor Relations Committee as established by resolution of the 
City Council dated February 3, 1964 and amended February 1, 1965, or as otherwise 
designated by City Council. 
e. "Decision" means the written disposition and determination of a grievance by the City 
management and/or Arbitrators. 
f. "Days" shall mean all days other than Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays. Sunday, 
Saturday and legal holidays shall be excluded in computing the number of days within 
which action must be taken or notice given within the terms of this procedure. 
(This provision shall not apply to the time limitations for presenting grievances, as set 
forth in Section 3, below.) 
g. "Representative" shall mean a Union steward, the Union president, the Unit Chair or any 
other Union member designated as a representative by the Union. 
h.	 "Grievance" shall include all claimed violations of this collective bargaining agreement, 
any other signed written agreement between the Union and the City, except where that 
agreement specifically excludes resort to this grievance procedure, and in addition" shall· 
include all claimed violations, misinterpretations, inequitable applications of the existing 
written rules, procedures, regulations, administrative orders or work rules of the City or 
department or agency thereof, all of which relate to or involve employee health or safety, 
physical facilities, materials or equipment furnished to employees or supervision of 
employees, including matters involving employees' rates of compensation, retirement 
benefits, and disciplinary proceedings where the consideration of such would not be 
contrary to any law, rules or regulations having the force and effect oflaw. 
Section 3 - Basic Standards and Principles 
All grievances shall be presented within one hundred and eighty (180) calendar days 
from the date the cause of the grievance occurs. In those instances where the nature of the 
grievance is such that it cannot be readily known, the grievance shall be filed within one (1) year 
from the date the grievance occurs. Unless the grievance is filed in accordance with the time 
limitations of this section, it shall not be entitled to consideration under this procedure. 
Every employee shall have the right to present his grievance in accordance with the 
procedure provided herein, free from interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal, 
and shall have the right to be represented by the Union at all stages thereof. 
It shall be a fundamental responsibility of persons in supervisory capacity at all levels, 
, 
commensurate with the authority delegated to them by their superiors, promptly to consider and 
take appropriate action upon grievances presented to them by employees under their supervision. 
To such extent as is practicable, appropriate authority is hereby delegated to such persons with 
supervisory duties to take such steps as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions 
prescribed herein. 
It shall be the responsibility of the head of the appropriate department or agency of the 
City to take such steps as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions prescribed herein. 
Section 4 - Procedure 
A two-stage grievance procedure with a right of arbitration for employees of the City is 
hereby established as follows: 
A. First Stage 
The first procedural stage should consist of a request by the aggrieved employee for a 
review and determination of his grievance by the head of the appropriate department 
concerned or his designee. In such case, the aggrieved employee or the Union shall 
submit to the head of the department concerned or his designee, a written statement 
setting forth the specific nature of the grievance and the facts relating thereto. Such 
statement shall be made upon a form numbered and supplied by the Human Resources 
Department of the City of Niagara Falls. Upon receipt of the statement of the grievance, 
the department head concerned or his designee shall, at the request of the employee, or 
Union hold a grievance meeting at which the employee and/or his Union representative 
shall appear and present oral and/or written statements or recommendations. 
The final determination of the first stage of such grievance proceeding shall be 
made by the head of the department or his designee within five (5) days from the date of 
submission to him of said grievance, or the date of the grievance meeting, whichever is 
later. The decision shall be made in writing and communicated to the employee 
presenting the grievance and to the Union and a copy of the decision shall be submitted to 
the Chairman of the Labor Relations Committee. If such grievance is not satisfactorily 
resolved at the first stage within five (5) days from the date of submission or date of the 
grievance meeting, such employee or Union may proceed to the second stage. 
B.	 Second Stage. 
The second procedural stage shall consist of a request by the aggrieved employee or 
Union for a review and determination of the grievance by the Labor Relations 
Committee. In such a case, the aggrieved employee or Union shall submit the request to 
the Labor Relations Committee within five (5) days from the date of the 1st stage 
determination of the appropriate department head. The department head, upon notice, 
shall forward all papers filed pursuant to said grievance to the Labor Relations 
Committee. The Labor Relations Committee shall promptly consider all grievances 
properly presented to it. The Labor Relations Committee, at the request of the employee 
or Union will conduct a grievance meeting at which the employee and his Union 
representative aild/or the International StaffRepresentative will appear. The Labor 
Relations Committee shall schedule the grievance meeting no later than one (1) month of 
the submission of the grievance to the second stage. 
The Labor Relations Committee shall make its determination of the grievance and 
shall render their decision in writing within ten (I 0) days from the date of the submission 
to them of said grievance or within ten (10) days of the completion of the grievance 
meeting. The decision shall be filed with the City Administrator and a copy shall be filed 
in the HlUTIan Resources office, which copy shall be opened to inspection to all parties 
with an interest therein. Copies of the decision shall be sent to all persons directly 
concerned and affected by it and to the Union. 
Any grievance submitted to the second stage is deemed dismissed if it is not 
withdrawn, resolved or sent to arbitration within one (1) year of the decision rendered by 
the Labor Relations Committee at the second stage, unless agreed upon otherwise by both 
the Union and the City. 
If such grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at the second stage, the Union may 
proceed to arbitration. 
C.	 Arbitration 
All disputes which are not amicably settled as provided for in Sections A and B of this 
grievance procedure shall, upon the written demand of either of the parties hereto, be 
submitted to an impartial arbitrator. The arbitrator shall be selected :fr:om a panel of 
arbitrators supplied by P.E.R.B., F.M.C.S. or the American Arbitration Association. The 
party demanding arbitration shall designate the service to provide the panel. The 
selection of the arbitrator shall be by alternating striking of names, and the remaining 
person shall be the arbitrator. The order of striking shall be by a coin toss. The arbitrator 
shall be notified of his selection by ajoint letter from the City and Union, requesting that 
a time, date and place by set aside. The decision shall be binding upon both parties to 
this agreement and shall be a final determination of the question or questions submitted to 
arbitration. Both parties hereto shall divide the expenses and fees of the arbitrator 
selected. 
Section 5 - Meetings 
All meetings called or scheduled pursuant to a stated grievance shall, whenever 
practicable, be scheduled between the hours of 9 AM and 5 PM, Monday through Friday of any 
work week. Any grieving employee and Union representatives scheduled to work when a 
meeting is scheduled, shall continue to receive normal compensation notwithstanding his 
attendance at said meeting. 
Section 6 - Union Attendance 
The Union representatives of the employee involved in any grievance proceeding shall 
have the right to attend all proceedings conducted pursuant to this grievance procedure, 
subsequent to the fIrst stage as contained herein in subparagraph A of Section 4. 
Section 7 - Class Grievance 
The Union may submit a "class" grievance, i.e., one involving a matter of general effect 
on the employees, provided there is at least one specifIc instance of action by the City resulting 
in an alleged grievance. The Union may submit a grievance involving an alleged violation of a 
right provided to the Union under the collecting bargaining agreement. 
Section 8 - Time Limits 
The City and Union may mutually agree to bypass any Stage in this Grievance procedure 
or mutuallyagree in writing to extend any of the time limits set forth in this procedure. If the 
grieving employee and/or Union does not proceed to the fIrst or second stage or arbitration 
within the time set forth in this procedure the grievance shall be deemed withdrawn. In the event 
the City does not respond to the grievance in the time limits provided in the fIrst or second stage, 






CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS
 
AND 
THE UNITED STEELWORKERS, LOCAL 9434-00 
PURPOSE 
This procedure is intended as a corrective measure to aid management and employees in 
effectively carrying out their services to the public. It may be chosen as an alternative to 
Section 75 of Civil Service Law, such choice closes the option to the other remedy. With the 
exception of Section 75 proceedings, records of disciplinary notice cannot be used in subsequent 
disciplinary actions, according°to this procedure, if one year has elapsed from the date of said 
Notice of Discipline. (Section 75 hearing option available only for employees who have a 
permanent appointment in the competitive class of the Classified Civil Service, or are honorably 
discharged United States veterans having served in time of war, or are exempt volunteer 
firemen). 
DEFINITIONS 
1. "Employee" shall be defmed as any permanent employee of the City of Niagara 
Falls, New York ("City") 
2. Interrogation shall mean the questioning ofan employee who, at the time of such 
questioning, appears to be a likely subject for disciplinary action. 
3. Representation shall mean either any authorized union representative or an 
attorney whose expense shall be borne by the employee. 
4. Temporary reassignment shall mean a change to a new work location performing 
a function comparable to or similar to the job normally fIlled by the employee. Such transfer 
shall not be made for the purpose of imposing discipline. 
DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE 
Section 1.00 Application 
1.01 The following disciplinary procedure for incompetency or misconduct shall apply 
to all employees as provided herein as an alternative to, but not excluding, the choice between 
the procedures specified in Civil Service Law Section 75 and 76 or this negotiated procedure at 
the time the Notice of Discipline is answered. This procedure shall apply to persons currently 
subject to Section 75 and 76 of the Civil Service Law and, in addition, shall apply to those 
noncompetitive class employees who have completed at least one year continuous service in the 
non-competitive class. (Section 75 hearing option available only for employees who have a 
permanent appointment in the competitive class of the Classified Civil Service, or are honorably 
discharged United States veterans having served in time of war, or are exempt volunteer 
firemen). 
Section 2.00 Right of Investigation 
Nothing in this agreement shall prevent or limit management's authority to 
investigate an incident which may result in the service of a Notice of Discipline upon an 
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employee. Neither shall management be limited with respect to questioning any employee 
concerning events or claims which might lead to disciplinary action, after the employee has been 
informed of his rights under this agreement. 
Subsequent to the service of a Notice of Discipline, investigatory activities of 
management involving direct questioning of the employee served shall cease. 
Section 3.00 Employee's Rights 
3.01 An employee shall be entitled to representation at each step of disciplinary 
procedure. 
3.02 An employee shall be entitled to representation during an investigation or 
interrogation before any disciplinary action is taken. Reasonable time shall be afforded to obtain 
such representation. If the employee requests representation and fails to obtain a representative 
within a reasonable time, the interrogation may proceed. 
3.03 No employee shall be requested to sign any statements concerning misconduct or 
incompetence or disciplinary action unless the employee is offered the fight to representation and 
given a reasonable amount of time to obtain such representation. 
3.04 No recording devices or stenographer shall be used during an interrogation unless 
the employee requests a stenographer at the employee's expense. 
3.05 The employee shall be presumed innocent until proven guilty and the burden of 
proving guilt on all matters shall be on the employer. 
3.06 An employee shall not be coerced, intimidated or caused to suffer any reprisals, 
either directly or indirectly, that may adversely affect his or her hours, wages, or working 
conditions as the result of the exercise of his or her rights under this Article. 
3.07 An employee shall not be disciplined for acts which occurred more than one year 
prior to the Notice of Discipline, except those which would constitute a crime. 
Section 4.00 Warning Procedure 
4.01 To aid the employee in becoming aware of the criteria necessary to avoid 
incompetency or misconduct and avoid disciplinary action as contained within the body of this 
article, this system of warning shall be utilized. 
4.02 In the event that an employee's behavior or actions are such that they could lead 
to a disciplinary problem, the employee should be warned in the following manner before any 
disciplinary action is taken. 
4.03 In the event that an employee of the City is indicted or arrested for a criminal 
offense against the City, or indicted or arrested for a criminal offense or violation while on duty, 
the warning procedure is waived and a Notice of Discipline may be served immediately. 
'1 
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4.04 First Warning: The first warning shall be oral. It will be given by the appropriate 
supervisor and recorded on the Incident Form provided. The form shall include the name of the 
employee, date and time. The details of the complaint shall not be included but merely the 
general topic. Copies of the form shall be provided for the supervisor, the employee, and the 
Union President. The form shall be as follows: 
FIRST INCIDENT REPORT WARNING 




Signature of Supervisor 
4.05 Second Warning: This warning shall also be delivered orally by the appropriate 
supervisor. A form for the second warning shall include the name of employee, date, time and 
specific details of the incident. Details not listed on the first warning incident report may be 
provided on the second warning. The subject of the second warning need not be a reoccurrence 
of the incident which precipitated the first warning but may refer to an incident unrelated to the 
first. Copies shallbe provided to the supervisor, the employee, the Union President and the 
Department Head. The form shall be as follows: 
SECOND INCIDENT REPORT WARNING 
Employee's Name _ 
Date _ 
Time _ 
SUMN1AR.Y OF DISCUSSION 
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Signature of Supervisor 
In the event that no improvement of the above situation is forthcoming, 
disciplinary action may follow. 
Section 5.00 Disciplinary Procedure: In the event that the employee has not responded 
positively to the warning system and the appointing authority, or his designee, seeks the 
imposition of a written reprimand, suspension without pay, or dismissal from service, notice of 
such discipline shall be made in writing and served upon the employee. 
Discipline shall be imposed only for incompetency or misconduct. 
5.01 The specific acts for which discipline is being imposed and the penalty proposed 
shall be specified in the Notice. The Notice of Discipline shall contain a detailed description of 
the alleged acts and conduct including reference to dates~, times and places. If the employee is 
not sufficiently apprised of the acts or conduct for which discipline is being imposed, the 
employee or his or her representative may request the employer to provide more specific 
infonnation before the time of the hearing. 
5.02 The Notice of Discipline shall be as follows: 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK 
NOTICE OF DISCIPLINE 
Dated Department _ 
To .File # _ 
In accordance with the discipline procedure agreed to by the City ofNiagara Falls and the 
United Steelworkers Union, you are hereby informed that the City proposes disciplinary action 
for the following reasons: 
1. Charge _ 
Specifications: 1. _ 
2. _ 
2. Charge _ 
Specifications: 1. _ 
2. _ 
The City wishes to impose this penalty: _ 
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The penalty proposed will take effect:	 _ 
Signed: ~-------
Department Head or Designee 
If you wish to dispute the proposed penalty, you may file a disciplinary grievance 
according to the provisions of the discipline procedure or indicate your choice for adjudication 
through Section 75 of the Civil Service Law in writing to the Labor Relations Office with copies 
to the appropriate department head and representative. Once the choice is made, option to the 
other remedy is closed. (Section 75 hearing option available only for employees who have a 
permanent appointment in the competitive class of the Classified Civil Service, or are honorably 
discharged United States veterans having served in time of war, or are exempt volunteer 
firemen). 
This attachment is to be provided with the Notice of Discipline: 
Information about disciplinary procedure for 
employees served with a Notice of Discipline 
(pLEASE READ CAREFULLY): 
1. You have the right to object to the proposed discipline by filing a grievance 
within fifteen (15) days of notice. 
2. .The grievallce procedure provides for an informal departmental hearing and a 
hearing by an independent arbitrator as its final step. 
3. You are entitled to representation by either your Union or an attorney at every 
step of the proceeding. 
4. If a grievance is filed, no penalty can be implemented until the matter is settled or 
the arbitrator renders a detennination. 
5.	 The penalty proposed on the Notice of Discipline may be implemented if: 
a)	 You fail to file a grievance within fifteen (15) calendar days of the service 
of the Notice of Discipline. 
b)	 Having filed a grievance, you elect not to pursue it. 
c)	 The penalty is upheld by the disciplinary arbitrator. 
or	 (d) A different penalty is detennined by the arbitrator to be appropriate. 
or	 (e) The matter is settled. 
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5.03 One (1) copy of the Notice shall be sent to the Labor Relations Committee, two 
(2) copies of the Notice shall be served upon the employee. Service of the Notice ofDiscipline 
shall be made by personal service, if possible. If service cannot be effectuated by personal 
service, it shall be made by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested. 
5.04 The President of the appropriate Union and any personal attorney shall be shall be 
served personally or by certified mail, return receipt requested, with a copy of the Notice of 
Discipline. 
5.05 J.ne Notice of Discipline served on an employee shall be accompanied by a 
written statement that: 
(a) The employee has the right to object by filing a grievance within fifteen 
(15) days. 
(b) The grievance procedure provides for a hearing by an independent 
arbitrator as its final step. 
(c) The employee is entitled to representation by either the Union or an 
attorney at every step of the proceeding. 
(d) If a grievance is filed, no penalty can be implemented until the matter is 
settled or the arbitrator renders a detennination. 
(e) The penalty proposed on the Notice of Discipline may be implemented if: 
(1) The employee fails to flie a grievance within fifteen (15) calendar 
days of the service of the Notice of Discipline. 
(2) Having flied a grievance, the employee elects not to pursue it. 
(3) The penalty is upheld by the disciplinary arbitrator. 
(4) A different penalty is determined by the arbitrator to be 
appropriate. 
(5) The matter is settled. 
5.06 Grievances objecting to the proposed discipline shall be filed on the following 
form: 
GRIEVANCE FORM 
This Grievance is filed in accordance with the Disciplinary Procedure Section 5.00 in 
objection to a Notice of Discipline. 
Date _ Dept. _ 
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File No. _ 
Reason for objections: _ 
Check if you wish to waive departmental hearing, 
Signature of Employee 
This form must be filed with the immediate supervisor, the appropriate department head 
and the Labor Relations Committee within fifteen (15) days of service of the Notice of 
Discipline. 
5.07 The Grievance form must be filed with the immediate supervisor, the appropriate 
department head and the Labor Relations Committee within ten (10) days of the service of the 
Notice of Discipline. 
5.08 If not settled or otherwise resolved, the Notice ofDiscipline may be the subject of 
a grievance before the appropriate department head and shall be filed on the form (Section 5.06) 
either in person or by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested by the employee. 
5.09 The filing of such a grievance shall be complete on the date on which it is fIled in 
person or the date of the mailing as indicated by the date stamped on the official postal receipt 
provided by the Post Office for Registered or Certified mail. 
5.10 The employee shall be entitled_ to a meeting at the department level to present his 
or her position to the appropriate department head or his designee within five (5) business days 
of the filing oft4e grievance. The Labor Relations Committee shall set the time and place and 
inform all concerned. 
5.11 The meeting shall include an informal presentation by the department head or his 
designee and by the employee or his representative of relevant information concerning the acts or 
conduct specified in the Notice of Discipline, a general review of the evidence and defenses that 
will be presented if the matter proceeds to arbitration and a discussion of the proposed penalty. 
The meeting need not involve the identification or presentation of prospective witnesses, the 
identification of specific description of documents or other formal disclosure of evidence by 
either party. The employee shall have the right to remain silent at such a meeting, except that 
either the Union representative or the employee's attorney provided at his or her own expense 
shall present a summary of his or her answer to the allegations contained in the Notice of 
Discipline. 
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5.12 The employee has a right to have either a Union representative or an attorney 
provided at his or her own expense present or to decline such representation. If the employee 
requests representation and the Union or employee fails to provide a representative within a 
reasonable time, the meeting may proceed. Management shall not unreasonably delay the 
hearing. The disciplinary arbitrator appointed pursuant to this procedure shall have the power to 
fmd that delays may have been unreasonable. 
5.13 As a result of the grievance hearing, one of the following four alternatives must 
be chosen by the employee (within 15 working days from the date of the hearing). 
(a) Settlement by agreement to submit to the proposed penalty. 
(b) Settlement by agreement to a reduction of or alternative to the proposed 
penalty. 
(c) No response would result in application of the proposed discipline. No 
response can be requested or absence from the hearing will be interpreted as no response. 
(d) Request for arbitration. 
5.14 A summary of the meeting, including the alternative chosen will be prepared by 
the Labor Relations Committee and sent to all present within five (5) business days. 
5.15 Unless the grievance is settled, or the employee elects not to pursue it, the Union 
shall request a list of arbitrators within five (5) business days. 
5.16 At any time during the disciplinary procedure after a timely grievance has been 
filed, the employee may elect in writing to the Labor Relations Committee that he or she elects 
not to pursue the grievance. In such event, the proposed penalty may be implemented. 
5.17 The department head, or his designee, at any time before or after the Notice of 
Discipline is served, may review such notice and the proposed penalty and take such action as he 
or she deems appropriate under the circumstances in accordance with this procedure, including 
determining whether a notice should be issued, amendment of the notice no later than the time of 
departmental hearing, withdrawal of the notice, or a reduction of the proposed penalty. 
Section 6.00 Suspension or Reassignment 
6.01 Upon service of the Notice ofDiscipline, the employee may be suspended without 
payor temporarily reassigned if the City Administrator detennines there is probable cause to 
believe that the employee's continued presence on the job represents a potential danger to 
persons or property or would severely interfere with operations. The maximum length of any 
suspension shall be 20 working days. Such detennination shall be reviewable by the arbitrator. 
6.02 Where the employee has been suspended without pay, or temporarily reassigned, 
he or she may, in writing, waive the departmental level meeting at the time of filing the 
grievance on the grievance fonn. In the event of such a waiver, the employee shall file the 
grievance form within theprescribed limits (5.07 and 5.08 and 5.09). Such case Will be referred 
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directly to arbitration, within five working days, by the Labor Relations Committee. The proper 
Union official will be notified in writing of any such suspension. 
6.03 Where the appointing authority informs an employee that he or she is being 
temporarily reassigned pursuant to this agreement, the employee shall be notified in writing of 
the location of such temporary reassignment and that the employee may elect in writing to refuse 
such temporary reassignment and be suspended without pay. Such election must be made in 
writing before the commencement of the temporary assignment. An election by the employee to 
be placed on a suspension without pay is fmal and may not thereafter be withdrawn. Once the 
employee commences the temporary assignment, no election is permitted. 
6.04 This form letter is to be used by the City Administrator to inform the employee of 
suspenSIOn. 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS 
TO: 
RE: Suspension 
1bis is to inform you that as of this date after the service of your Notice of 
Discipline, you are hereby suspended for a period of working days, without pay, in 
accordance with Section 6.00 of the disciplinary procedure. 
Dated: 
City Administrator 
Please respond indicating your preference for: 
Departmental hearing __ 
or
 




6.05 This form letter is to be used by the City Administrator to inform employee of 
temporary reassignment. The signed returned response by the employee is necessary. 
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CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS 
TO: 
RE: Temporary Reassignment 
This is to infonn you that as of this date after the service ofyour Notice of 
Discipline, you are hereby temporarily reassigned to _ 
You should report to at 0 'clock on 
______, 20_. 
Your rate ofpay will be red circled or frozen. This action is taken as a precaution in that 
your presence on the job during this disciplinary proceeding may interfere with operations. 




Response to temporary reassignment letter: 
I accept the reassignment for duration of the disciplinary proceeding and until a 
conclusion has been reached. 
I do not accept this reassignment but rather elect to be suspended without pay. 
This must be sent back to the City Administrator before the effective date of the 
temporary appointment. 
6.06 Temporary reassignments under this section shall not involve a change in the 
employee's rate of pay. 
Section 7.00 Disciplinary Arbitration. 
7.01 The party demanding arbitration shall request a list of seven (7) arbitrators from 
the Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service, the American Arbitration Association or PERB. 
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Each party shall alternately strike names until one is left. If either party feels that the list is not 
acceptable, they have the right to request another list. 
7.02 After selection of an arbitrator, the parties will attempt to schedule the arbitration 
hearing as expeditiously as possible, at a time agreed to by both parties and the arbitrator. 
7.03 Disciplinary arbitrators shall render determination of guilt or innocence and the 
appropriateness of proposed penalties, and shall have the authority to resolve a claimed failure to 
follow the procedural provisions of this article. Disciplinary arbitrators shall neither add to, 
subtract from or modify the provisions of this agreement. The disciplinary arbitrators decision, 
with respect to guilt or innocence, probable cause for suspension or reassignment, and 
appropriate penalty shall be final and binding upon the parties. 
7.04 All fees and expenses of the arbitrator, if any, shall be divided equally between 
City and the Union or the employee if not represented by the Union. Each party shall bear the 
cost ofpreparing and presenting its own case. ­
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City of Niagara Falls and the United Steelworkers
 
Random Drug Testing Policy
 
A.	 INTRODUCTION 
The City of Niagara Falls, New York (hereinafter, "City") and the United Steelworkers 
(hereinafter, "Union"), hereby agree-to the following Random Drug Testing Policy (hereinafter, 
"Polici'). This Policy may not be amended or otherwise modified except by mutual agreement 
between the City and the Union. 
B.	 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
The City acknowledges that all employees have a right to exercise private judgment in matters 
relating to their personal lives. However, preventing the use of illegal drugs or the improper use 
of legal drugs by City employees is considered essential to the effectiveness of the City's work 
force and to the safety of its members and the community. This Policy seeks to promote the 
health, safety and welfare of City employees and to enhance the safety of members of the general 
community. It also seeks to identify problems with illegal drugs or the improper use of legal 
drugs if they exist and to provide assistance and treatment through an Employee Assistance 
Program t6 police employees that may experience such problems. 
The City further acknowledges that this Policy is being implemented only as a preventative 
measure and not in response to any existing problems with drug use by City employees. 
All employees represented by the Union are subject to and expected to comply with this Policy. 
C. DEFINITIONS 
For the purpose of interpreting and administering this Policy, the following terms or phrases are 
defined to mean: 
1.	 lllegal Drug: means any drug that is not legally obtainable. 
2.	 Legal Drug: means any prescribed drug or over-the-counter drug that has been legally 
obtained. 
3.	 Drug Testing: means the scientific analysis of urine for the purpose of detecting: (1) the 
presence of an illegal drug or (2) a legal drug not legally obtained or being used for a 
purpose other than that for which it was prescribed or manufactured. Drugs that will be 
tested for under this Policy include, but are not limited to, amphetamines, barbiturates, 
benzodiazepines, cocaine metabolite, opiates, marijuana, phencyclidine, methadone, 
methaqualone and propoxyphene. 
4.	 Prohibited Drug Use: means a condition in which a police Employee is using an illegal 
drug or using a legal drug not legally obtained or being used for a purpose other than that 
for which it was prescribed or manufactured. 
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5.	 Chain of Custody: means mandated procedures to account for the integrity of each urine 
specimen by tracking its· handling and storage from the point of collection to its final 
testing and disposition. 
6.	 Neutral Testing Process: means that none of the personnel involved in the collection, 
testing of the urine sample or reporting the results have had any personal or professional 
contact with the Employee being tested that might give rise to even the appearance of 
personal bias against the Employee. 
D.	 POLICY STATElVIENT 
No Employee is permitted to engage in any prohibited drug use as defined in this Policy. 
Employees who believe that they may have a problem with prohibited drug use are encouraged 
to seek professional help through the Employee Assistance Program (hereinafter, !lEAP!l) 
established by this Policy without waiting to be identified through the random testing program. 
Help voluntarily sought in this manner will be treated as strictly private and confidential. 
Employees taking prescribed drugs or using over-the-counter medication that have any doubt 
about their ability to perform their duties should consuit with their doctor ap.d, if necessary, 
discuss alternative work options with their supervisor. However, under no circuInstances will the 
legal use oflegally obtained drugs be considered a violation of this Policy. 
E. AVAILABILITY OF HELP AND FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE 
There are a wide range of professional support programs available for individuals experiencing 
drug related problems and the City is committed to providing all reasonable rehabilitation 
.support through these channels for police employees subject to this Policy. 
Any Employee wishing to avail himselfi'herself of professional support should approach the EAP 
Coordinator.	 . 
The type of rehabilitation offered by EAP will include but not be limited to: 
1.	 Assessment of current personal situation and future needs; 
2.	 Referral to inpatient or outpatient center; 
3.	 After care and relapse prevention counseling; 
4.	 Introduction to support groups. 
AMNESTY 
The City recognizes that employees may be reluctant to admit they have a problem with 
prohibited drug use and seek help for such problem for fear of the possibility that adverse 
employment action will be ~en against them. However, the City also recognizes that it is in the 
interests of the community, the police department and its members to take all reasonable steps to 
rehabilitate employees experiencing problems with prohibited drug use. Accordingly, under the 
terms of this Policy, no adverse employment action will be initiated by the City against any 
Employee who, prior to testing positive in a random drug test, voluntarily seeks assistance from 
the EAP for problems with prohibited drug use. 
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The Employee will comply with the EAP Procedure set forth in Section H below. 
Employees who choose not to voluntarily seek help and who subsequently test positive for 
prohibited drug use when subjected to a random drug test will be subject to the following 
procedure. 
F.	 EMPLOYEES "WHO TEST POSITIVE FOR PROHIBITED DRUGS 
In the event of a positive test result, the testing facility will send a Confidential Report to the 
City's Director of Human Resources or his designee and the President of the Union containing 
the following information: 
1.	 Documentation that the testing facility is certified and/or licensed by the SAMHSA and 
NYSDOH or otherwise as required by applicable law. 
2.	 Documentation that all personnel involved in the collection, testing of the urine sample 
and/or reporting of the results are properly licensed and certified as required by this 
Policy and applicable law. 
3.	 Documentation verifying proper chain of custody and testing procedures as defined 
herein and as required by applicable law. 
4.	 Documentation showing the testing conducted and the results thereof. 




An Employee whose drug test is reported positive will be offered the opportunity to: 
1.	 Obtain and independently test, at the employee's expense, the remaining portion of the 
urine specimen that yielded the positive result, and 
2.	 Obtain the written test result and submit it to an independent medical review at the 
employee's expense. 
The Employee may use the City's medical benefits, to the extent that coverage may apply, for 
me~ting the costs of (1) and (2). 
If the Employee questions the results of the test, upon receipt of the lab report and the results of 
any independent test conducted, the affected Employee, the President of the Union and the City's 
Director of Human Resources or his designee will meet to review the matter. The purpose of the 
meeting will be to determine whether there was a valid positive test or whether the positive 
fmding could have resulted from some cause other than prohibited drug use. 
G. PROCEDURE: 
Following a positive drug/alcohol test, the employee will receive a "Letter of Understanding" 
which will contain the following infonnation: 
1.	 That the employee is immediately placed on a medical or FMLA (if eligible) leave of 
absence and will remain on leave until released by the appropriate rehabilitation 
program(s) to return to work. During the period of the leave of absence, the employee 
will be able to use accumulated time in the following order: Personal, Sick, and Vacation. 
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When accumulated time is exhausted, the employee will no t receive further payment 
from the City until the employee returns to work and all benefits will be administered in 
accordance with current leave policy. 
2.	 Within 48 hours of notification of the positive test result, the employee must contact the 
Employee Assistance Program for the purpose of enrollment in a recognized drug 
rehabilitation program. 
3.	 The employee must comply with all Employee Assistance Program and/or Department of 
Transportation requirements including, but not limited to, mandatory referral to a 
Substance Abuse Professional (SAP) when the employee in question carries a 
commercial Driver's License (CDL). 
a.	 The employee will sign any and all releases required by the rehabilitation 
programs. The employee will also sign any and all releases necessary so that the 
City of Niagara Falls may monitor treatment progress. 
b.	 The employee must regularly attend and meaningfully participate in all scheduled 
EAP/SAP appointrrients. 
c.	 The employee must provide weekly documentation of attendance at the 
appropriate rehabilitation programs. (It may be necessary for the employee to sign 
and submit an attendance form from the proper rehab program). 
4.	 The employee is responsible for any and all out of pocket costs associated with 
rehabilitation not covered by the employee's health insurance through the City of Niagara 
Falls. 
5.	 The employee, while on a medical leave of absence, is not authorized on any City 
worksite 
6.	 The employee is not authorized to return to work until he or she is released by the 
appropriate rehabilitation program. If the employee is authorized to return to work by the 
rehabilitation program, but not approved to return to his safety sensitive position, then: 
a.	 The employee will return to work in a position commensurate with the 
employee's restrictions (a non-safety sensitive classification), should a vacancy 
exist. The employee will understand and accept any downward classification that 
may be necessary to meet these restrictions. 
b.	 The employee is not permitted to work overtime unless authorized by the City 
Administrator or his designee. 
c.	 The employee will not return to a safety sensitive position until released by the 
Rehabilitation Program/Substance Abuse Professional. 
7.	 Upon return from leave, the employee will remain in regular attendance at work. Any 
appointment relative to rehabilitation should be scheduled after work hours, as 
practicable. Any appointment that is scheduled during regular work must be pre­
approved by the Department HeadJDivision Manager and the employee will be required 
to use their own accumulated time for such appointments. 
8.	 The employee is subject to random drug testing by the City of Niagara Falls, in addition 
to Department of Transportation mandated testing, for a period of one year following the 
employee's return to work. Any positive test within that one year period or any failure to 
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comply with any of the terms of the Letter of Understanding will result in the employee's 
automatic tennination, without the benefit of appeal. . 
9.	 If employee is charged with a crime as a result of or associated with the use of alcohol or 
drugs while on duty, notwithstanding the terms of this agreement, the City may, 
according to the disciplinary procedure, bring fonnal disciplinary charges against said 
employee immediately. 
H.	 A POSITIVE DRUG TEST RESULT 
The determination that an Employee is engaging in prohibited drug use can be established only 
by a competent professional opinion based upon a scientifically valid test (including both an 
appropriate screening and confirmation test) conducted by a SANillSA and NYSDOH certified 
laboratory with properly licensed and certified personnel. The positive drug test result must meet . 
the requirements of a "Neutral Testing Process" as that phrase is defined herein. If either the 
laboratory and/or personnel are not properly certified or the test does not meet the requirements 
for a"neutral testing process as defined herein, the test results are invalid, may.not be used in any 
way by the City and must be deleted from the employee's record. 
Where a test result is positive, the testing process must include an evaluation by testing facility 
personnel as to whether that positive result may be explained by any factors or circumstances 
other than prohibited drug use as defmed in this Policy. Where a test is positive but it is 
ultimately determined that the Employee was not engaging in prohibited drug use as defined in 
this Policy, the result will be recorded as negative test for the purpose of administering this 
Policy. 
I.	 RANDOM DRUG TESTING 
This Random Drug Testing Policy requires any Employee who is on duty and who is selected for 
testing in accordance with the provisions of this Policy to provide a sample of their urine for the 
purpose of testing for the presence of prohibited drugs. 
Random drug testing may be conducted on a 24 hour, seven day a week basis. However, 
employees will only be asked to submit to a test while on duty. Employees to be tested will be. 
randomly chosen using a computer program to generate a random list of employee numbers. 
Employees will be identified by employee number only and not by name. Collection will take 
place at a location chosen by the City. The City may conduct up to four (4) tests per year and 
may test up to 20% of bargaining unit members during each test 
The Union President or his designee will be notified of the demand for a random drug test at the 
same time that the affected Employee is notified. 
The City is responsible for all the costs associated with such testing and the Employee will be 
paid hislher normal pay and benefits for any time spent conducting the test or traveling to or 
from the site of the test. 
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J.	 REFUSAL 
A refusal to submit to random testing when ordered shall be considered a positive test arid will 
lead to disciplinary action by the City up to and including termination of employment. In 
addition to an outright refusal, other behaviors that may be considered a refusal include: 
1.	 Leaving the test site without completing the test; 
2.	 Attempting to adulterate the specimen or collection procedure, and 
3.	 Not reporting to the collection site in the time allotted unless the Employee was unable to 
report in the time allotted due to circumstances beyond his or her control. 
K. CONFIDENTIALITY GUARANTEE 
All information concerning the implementation and/or administration of this Policy will be 
protected by the City as confidential unless authorized in writing by the affected Employee or as 
may otherwise be required by law. Confidentiality will be maintained by limiting access of the 
test results to the program administrator and the medical review Employee via secure Internet 
connection. The City is responsible to maintain the confidentiality of all drug testing results 
whether stored in a conventional format on paper or in electronic format. 
All referrals to EAP will be treated in strict accordance with the confidentiality provisions of this 
Policy and applicable law. EAP Counselors will not disclose information about employees 
without their express consent, except in cases where disclosure is required by law. In such cases, 
the only information provided will relate to compliance issues. Specific details relating to 
personal counseling, advice and treatment will not be disclosed. 
L.	 TRAINING 
Upon the implementation of this Policy, the City will provide training to all employees subject to 
this policy concerning the implementation and administration of this policy. 
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AGREEMENT 
The City ofNiagara Falls and United Steelworkers, Local 9434, and its units 9434-00, 
9434-01 and 9434-02, agree: 
1.	 The City and the Union agree that Grievance No. 6401 will be held in abeyance pending 
the resolution oflitigation between the City and Niagara Falls Water Board over the 
responsibility to pay for health insurance for those retirees. 
2.	 In the event that the Niagara Falls Water Board is financially unable to provide health 
insurance benefits or illegally diminishes the health insurance coverage in a significant 
manner, and/or diminishes the same without the agreement of the Union, after the Union 
has exhausted all administrative and legal remedies available, the City will provide 
health insurance,at a manner comparable to City employees at that time, for the 
.lifetime of employees of the Niagara Falls Water Board who were employed by the City 
ofNiagara Falls and transferred to the Niagara Falls Water Board in 2003 when it was 
created, and: 
i)	 Have retired as of the date oftbis Agreement; or 
ii)	 Retire from the Niagara Falls Water Board at a time when City of 
Niagara falls employees who retire are provided retiree health 
insurance for life. 
Employees of the City of Niagara Falls who were transferred to the Niagara Falls Water 
Board will have bidding rights that they enjoyed prior to their transfer to the Niagara 
Falls Water Board to the City of Niagara Falls jobs. For purposes of this provision, the 
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employees ""ill be considered to have no Department or Division and will be awarded a 
bid when the bidding is considered on a city-wide basis. 
4.	 Employees who were employed by the City ofNiagara Falls at the time of the creation of 
the Niagara Falls Water Board and the transfer to the Water Board who are laid offby the 
Niagara Falls Water Board will have bumping rights to the City ofNjagara Falls jobs as 
if they were being laid off by the City. 
5.	 Upon execution of this Agreement, the Steelworkers will poll the Niagara Falls Water 
Board employees represented by USW Local 9434-02 who are protected by the 1999 
Settlement Agreement (commonly referred to as the "15 Year No Layoff Agreement") 
as to their interest in returning immediately to employment with the City. Upon polling 
the employees the Steelworkers will notify the City of the employees who have stated 
that they want to immediately return. The City and Steelworkers will meet and discuss 
whether there are jobs (and if so identify the job(s)) that are available. Any such jobs will 
be offered by seniority to the empties who wish to return, Employees will be able to 
decline any jobs at a lower pay grade, If there are not sufficient jobs for these employees 
who wish to return the employees will be placed by seniority order on a preferential 
return list. The list shall remain in effect until the expiration of the "no-layoff" provision 
on December 31, 2014. As an existing job within the 9434-02 bargaining unit opens or a 
new job or position is created the employees on the preferential return list will have an 
opportunity, by seniority, to fill that job before it is posted. Once a position is identified 
as open, the employee from the preferential list with the highest seniority shall have the 

opportunity to bid on the same. Should the employee decline the open position will result 
in the position being offered to the employee with the next highest seniority. Failure to 
accept an open position will result in a permanent waiver of the employee's right to 
return to City employment pursuant to this section of this agreement. 
6) The Steelworkers agree that it will not process any grievance that claims that 
awarding a job pursuant to this Agreement either by job bid (paragraph 3 above), as a 
result of a layoff (paragraph 4 above) or as a result of the operation ofparagraph 5 above 
violates the seniority rights of a City employee or the seniority provisions of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement between the City and the Steelworkers unless in the 
case of paragraph 3 or 4 the complaining employee has more seniority then the Water 
Board employee. 
Dated: March 29, 2007 
United Steelworkers, AFLCIO,CLC 
~cIt1-~J--I
 
United Steelworkers Local 94' 



































MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE
 




1.	 Term: January 1, 2001 - December 31, 2004 
2.	 Wages: 2001-0% 2002-0% 2003-3% 2004-3% 
3.	 Section 9.4 Personal Leave -. this section shall be amended to state that all 
members of the bargaining unit will be elig·ible to take four· (4) days annual 
personal leave and that personal leave days may be accumulated up to a 
maximum of six (6) days in anyone. year. This shall become effective January 1, 
2002. 
4.	 Section 9.7.1 Bereavement Leave - this section shall be amended to include the 
following individuals: step-mother, step-father, step-son, step-daughter, and any 
relative living within the household. This shall become effective January 1, 2002. 
5.	 Section 9.7.3 Bereavement Leave - this section shall be amended to include the 
following individuals: uncle, aunt, niece, nephew and first cousin. This shall 
become effective on January 1, 2002. 
6.	 Step 4.0, in all grades currently contained in the units' wage schedule, sha.1l be 
increased by 2% effective January 1, 2003. 
7.	 Longevity increments contained in steps 4.1,4.2,4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 in all grades of 
the wage schedule shall be increased by 3% effective January 1, 2003 and 2% 
effective January 1, 2004. 
8.	 Effective January 1, 2002, Section 9.2.11 of the collective bargaining agreement 
(vacation cash conversion) sha.1I be deleted. . 
9.	 Effective January 1,2002, Section 9.2.1 0 (vacation accumulation) shall be deleted 
from the collective bargaining agreement. 
10.	 Effective January 1, 2002, Section 9.2.8 (vacation) shall be amended to indicate 
that an employee hired after September 1, 1979 shall be limited to earning no 
more than five (5) weeks vacation in any year of employment. 
11.	 Starting salaries (Step 1.0 of all grades contained in the wage schedule) for all 
employees hired after the effective date of this agreement shall be reduced by 
12% 
12.	 Second year salaries (Step 2.0 of all grades contained in the wage schedule) for 
all employees hired after the effective date of this agreement shall be reduced by 
6% 

13.	 Section 10.2 Hospitalization-Retirees - this section shall be amended and shall 
state: -All employees covered by the terms of this agreement and who retire 
subsequent to January 1, 1979 and have reached the age offitty (50)...­
This section will become effective ~anuary 1, 2002. 
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1stTHIS AGREEMENT made this day of January, 1996, by and between the Niagara 
Falls Public Library along with the CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK, (hereinafter 
referred to as the "CITY") and UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA, on behalf of LOCAL 
9434-0 (15071) (hereinafter referred to as the "UNION"). 
WITNESSETH: 
WHEREAS, the Union has been designated and selected by a majority of the
 
employees in the unit hereafter described as their sole and exclusive
 
representative for the purpose of collective bargaining in regards to hours of
 
work, wages and working conditions and the settlement of grievances, and
 
WHEREAS, the unit has been defined as follows: All employees of the City of 
Niagara Falls, New York employed in the competitive class of the classified Civil 
Service including all handicapped persons covered under Section 55b as the same 
is provided for in the civil Service Law of the State of New York paid on annual 
basis specifically, excluding however, all department Heads, all Deputy 
Department Heads, all uniformed Firefighters, Fire Communications 
Supervisor, all Fire Alarm Operators, all Uniformed Police Officers, all Police 
Dispatchers, all communications Technicians, all Police Matrons and Auxiliary 
Policewomen, all persons employed as Filter and Pumping Plant Operators and 
Control Maintenance Mechanics and Assistant Filter Pumping Plant Operators, and 
Sewage Plant Operators, and Assistant Sewage Plant Operators, Personnel 
Technician, Supervisor of Accounts, Instrument Technician. 
WHEREAS, it is the desire of both parties to this Agreement to negotiate 
collectively with regards to hours of work, wages and working conditions in order 
to avert disputes and secure harmonious cooperation within the limits of the New 
York State Public Employees' Fair Employment Act (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Act") . 
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and agreements 
herein contained, the parties hereto agree as follows: 
ARTICLE 1.0 - UNIT 
Section 1.1 - Definition 
This Agreement shall apply to all employees of the City of Niagara Falls, 
New York, employed in a position in the competitive class of the Classified Civil 
Service including all handicapped persons covered under Section 55b as the same 
is provided for in the Civil Service Law of the State of New York paid on annual 
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basis specifically excluding however, all Department Heads, all Deputy Department 
Heads, all Uniformed Firefighters, all Fire Alarm Operators, Fire Communications 
Supervisor, all Uniformed Police Officers"all Police Dispatchers, all 
Communications Technicians, all Police Matrons and Auxiliary Policewomen, all 
persons employed as Filter and Pumping Plant Operators and Control Maintenance 
Mechanics and Assistant Filter and Pumping Plant Operators and Control 
Maintenance Mechanics and Assistant Filter and Pumping Plant Operators, and 
Sewage plant Operators, and Assistant Sewage Plant Operators, Supervisor of 
Accounts, Personnel Technician, and Instrument Technician. 
Section 1.2 - Schedule M 
Schedule "B" - COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT BETWEEN CITY OF NIAGARA 
FALLS AND UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA LOCALS 9434-0 & 14551 (Utilities 
Agreement), is attached hereto and incorporated herein in the same manner as 
though specifically herein set forth. 
ARTICLE 2.0 - RECOGNITION 
Section 2.1 Exclusive Representation 
The Union having heretofore been designated and selected by a majority of 
the employees of the "City" in the unit, as described herein, as their sole and 
exclusive representative for the purpose of collective bargaining in regards to 
ho~rs of work, wages and working conditions and the settlement of grievances is 
hereby recognized as the sole and exclusive representative for the employees of 
the unit as defined herein for the purpose of collective bargaining in regards to 
hours of work, wages and working conditions with the "City" with regard to and in 
respect to the administration of grievances arising under this Agreement within 
the limitations as provided by the New York State Public Employees' Fair 
Employment Act. 
ARTICLE 3.0 - MANAGEMENT RIGHTS 
Section 3.1 - Enumeration 
The City and the Union hereby recognize and mutually agree that the 
management of the City, the control of its properties, the maintenance of order 
and the efficiency, the direction of its employees, including the making and 
enforcing of reasonable work rules to assure orderly and efficient City 
operations, are solely the responsibility and rights of the employer, the City of 
Niagara Falls, New York. Accordingly, except as specifically abridged, delegated 
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or modified by this Agreement or any subsequent agreements that may hereafter be 
made, all the rights, powers or authority of the City granted to it by virtue of 
State Law or City Charter, Ordinances and Laws are retained by the City and 
remain exclusively within the rights of the City. In the event that any law shall 
be in conflict with any provision of this Contract, such law shall supersede the 
effective provisions of the agreement. 
Nothing herein contained shall be construed as a waiver on the part of the 
employee through its union to settle any matters of dispute on these subjects in 
accordance with the terms of the Grievance Procedure herein contained. 
Section 3.2 - Evaluation 
The City will maintain an employee evaluation program annually; terms as
 
per Agreement reached at meeting with PERB.
 
ARTICLE 4.0 - UNION RIGHTS 
Section 4.1 - Representation 
The City agrees that the union shall be allowed the sole and exclusive 
right to represent said employees covered by the terms of this Agreement in 
collective bargaining in regards to hours of work, wages and working conditions 
and in the settlement of grievances. 
Section 4.2 - Dues Deduction 
The City agrees that upon presentation of dues deduction authorization 
cards signed by the individual employees to which this Agreement is applicable, 
it will make weekly deductions from the wages of such employees in the amounts so 
designated on the authorization cards as membership dues deduction and shall 
remit such deduction to the Union. The authorization cards shall remain valid 
until cancellation thereof by the individual employee. 
Section 4.3 - Unchallenged Representation 
The City agrees that the Union shall be accorded the right of unchallenged 
representation status until seven months prior to the expiration of the 
Agreement, said expiration date being December 31, 2000. 
Section 4.4 - Union Security 
The City recognizes the right of any of its employees to become a member 
of a labor organization of his own choosing, or to refrain from doing so. It is, 
therefore, mutually agreed by and between the parties hereto that any person who 
is a member of the Union in good standing, on the date on which this Agreement is 
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signed, and any employee who subsequently joins the Union shall remain a member 
in good standing for the duration of this contract provided, however, that the 
employee's failure to remain a member in good standing shall not be interpreted 
as a condition of employment. As used in this clause, the phrase - "member in 
good standing" shall mean any member who signs a dues deduction authorization 
card, which is filed with the City Controller. 
Section 4.5 - Union Stewards 
It is understood and agreed that the City Administrator be furnished the 
names of the Union Stewards and the number of such stewards shall be eleven (11) 
The Stewards may be allowed a maximum of three (3) hours per week during their 
normal working hours to perform their duties as Union Stewards. The Union 
Stewards shall receive permission from their Division Supervisor for the 
necessary time off to perform their duties. In the event that additional time is 
required, it may be authorized by the Head of the Department at his discretion. 
Section 4.6 - Union President 
Guidelines for Union President Time: The current language will remain in 
force until there is a change in Union President who is not an employee of the 
Library. When and if the Union President is not employed at the Library, the 
following guidelines will be followed: The Union President will be afforded a 
r~asonable amount of time to conduct union business. They must first coordinate 
with the Department Head, City Administrator, or their designee, prior to leaving 
their respective work area. Union Presidents will make every effort to establish 
such procedure which would minimize interruptions of their assigned City 
responsibilities. This may include, but not be limited to, specific call in 
hours, emphasizing after hour meetings, and limiting attendance at "events" 
during work hours. The President of the Union or his/her representative shall be 
accorded time off which is reasonably required to conduct proper business. The 
City will attempt to provide office space for the Union at City Hall if and when 
such space becomes available. It is further agreed that effective January 1, 
1977, the City will grant the Union President or his/her designee time off with 
pay to attend one (1) United Steelworkers of America conference or convention 
annually, whether national, state or regional, not to exceed the actual duration 
of such convention and necessary travel time. 
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Section 4.7 - Personnel Action Sheets 
Effective January 1, 1977, the City will furnish the Union a copy of the
 




Section 4.8 - Agency Shop
 
Agency Shop is observed in accordance with the Memorandum of Agreement dated 
December 31, 1977 and included herein as Schedule "E". 
Section 4.9 - Discrimination 
Both the employer and the Union agree not to discriminate against any
 
employee on the basis of race, creed, color, ancestry, sex, marital status, age,
 
religion, national origin, non-job related handicap or disability.
 
Section 4. 10 - Equal Opportunity
 
The employer and the Union realize that they have a responsibility to 
promote and provide equal opportunities for employment, and as such, it shall be 
the positive and continuing policy of the Employer and the Union to assure an 
equal opportunity in employment regardless of race, creed, color, ancestry, sex, 
marital status, age, religion, national origin, non-job related handicap or 
disability. 
Section 4.11 - City-Wide Seniority 
City-wide seniority shall be established by classification, rather than 
department. 
Section 4.12 - Credit Union 
Credit Union payroll deduction (Hooker/Buffalo Firefighter's Credit Union). 
ARTICLE 5.0 - WORK WEEK AND WORK DAY 
Section 5.1 - For Office Clerical and Administrative 
The work week for office, clerical and administrative/ supervisory 
employees shall consist of five (5) days, Monday through Friday, except as 
otherwise provided in this article. 
The work day for office, clerical and administrative/ supervisory employees 
covered by this agreement shall consist of seven (7) hours per day plus one hour 
for lunch. These seven hours shall be in accordance with flexitime alternatives 
specified as items a-e. 
Administrative offices may be open from 7:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. to facilitate 
these alternatives: 
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a.	 Employees may work from 7:00 a.m. to 3.00 p.m., with one hour for 
lunch (normally 12: 00 to 1: 00) . 
b.	 Employees may work from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. with one hour for 
lunch (normally 12:00 to 1:00). 
c.	 Employees may work from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., with one hour for 
lunch (normally 12: 00 to 1: 00) . 
d.	 Employees may work from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., with one hour for 
lunch (normally 12: 00 to 1: 00) . 
e.	 The department head shall make the final determination for each 
schedule with concurrence of the employees involved based on the 
efficient operation of the department. Schedule plans must be 
submitted to the City Administrator for final approval. 
Section 5.2 - For Operational 
The work day for operational and operational/supervisory employees covered 
by the terms of this Agreement shall consist of eight (8) hours per day. The work 
week for operational and operational/supervisory employees shall consist of five 
(5) days, Monday through Friday, except as otherwise provided in this article. 
Schedule "B" attached, contains classifications of office, clerical and 
administrative/supervisory employees and Schedule "C" attached, contains 
classifications of operational and operational/supervisory employees. 
Section 5.3 - Other Than Monday Through Friday 
The City has established schedules of the work week other than the five (5) 
days Monday through Friday schedule which schedules shall affect the following 
departments: Department of Public Works, Department of Water Facilities, 
Department of Waste Water Facilities, Department of Parks, Department of 
Convention Center, and Division of Recreation. 
Subsection 5.3.1 - Schedule lOG" 
The Laboratory shift schedule/Utilities is attached hereto as Schedule "G" 
and incorporated herein in the same manner as though specifically therein set 
forth. 
Subsection 5.3.2 - Schedule "I" 
LIBRARY AGREEMENTS - ARE ATTACHED HERETO AS SCHEDULE "I" and incorporated 
herein in the same manner as though specifically herein set forth. 
Subsection 5.3.3 - Schedule "M" 
The work schedule policy for Waste Water Treatment Plant Maintenance is 
attached hereto as Schedule "M" and incorporated herein in the same manner as 
though specifically herein set forth. 
ARTICLE 6.0 - SALARIES 
Section 6.1 - Base Pay 
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The salary for straight time work to be paid to each employee covered by 
this Agreement during the period hereof, according to his particular 
classification, shall be that salary set forth in the pay plan for the City of 
Niagara Falls, New York for the years of this agreement, which pay plans for the 
year 1998 are attached hereto as "ATTACHMENT 5, and incorporated herein in the 
same manner as though specifically herein set forth. 
Subsection 6. 1.1 - Wages 
Effective January 1, 1998 wages will be increased one and one-half percent 
(1.5%). Effective January 1, 1999 will be increased three percent (3%). Effective 
January 1, 2000, wages will be increased four percent (4%). These amounts shall 
be specified in the Pay Plan for the City of Niagara Falls, New York and 
incorporated into "ATTACHMENT 5" for 1998 and "ATTACHMENT 5" for 1999. 
Subsection 6.1.1 (a) 
A $500.00 payment to all current bargaining unit employees for the closure 
of contract years 1996 and 1997 when bi-weekly direct deposit begins. This 
payment will be added to the 1997 base salary effective January 1, 1998. 
Section 6.2 - Increments 
Each employee covered by-the terms of this Agreement shall be accorded the 
normal and longevity increments as provided for in the Pay Plan of the City of 
Niagara Falls upon his/her completion of requirements necessary to receive said 
increment. 
Section 6.3 - Overtime 
Those employees covered by the terms of this Agreement shall be entitled to 
compensatory time and/or premium pay for work performed in excess of their 
regular scheduled work day and work week. OVERTIME HOURS SHALL BE MANAGED UNDER 
THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS: 
Subsection 6.3.1 
Within each department a list of each job classification shall be kept to 
ensure equal distribution of overtime hours worked. 
Subsection 6.3.2 
The employee who earns the time, must choose between compensatory time off 
or payment, within 3 days, using the following form: 
Name Date _ 
Department Deadline for Choice
10 
Number of hours overtime worked
 
CHOICE: Compensatory time off _
 






Signature of department head
 
Subsection 6.3.3 
should the selection be compensatory time off, it must be taken within the 
calendar year earned, or within 30 days commencing the first day of the 





Should the selection be payment, it shall be paid within thirty days from 
the time the choice is made at the rate it was earned. 
subsection 6.3.5 
Clerical Schedule - 7 hours per day - 35 hours per week 
For work performed in excess of seven (7) hours per day, but not more than 
eight (a) hours per day, and in excess of thirty-five (35) hours per week, but 
not more than forty (40) hours per week, either compensatory time, or pay, shall 
be given at the employee's option on straight- time basis according to the above 
Section 6.3. For work performed in excess of eight (a) hours per day and in 
excess of forty (40) hours per week, premium payor compensatory time off given 
at the rate of one and one-half time the regular rate. 
Operational Schedule - a hours perc day - 40 hours per week 
For work performed in excess of eight (a) hours per day and in excess of 
forty (40) hours per week, premium payor compensatory time shall be given at the 
rate of one and one-half time the regular hourly rate in accordance with 
procedure as stated in Section 6.3. 
Regular Work Schedule 
In those departments where work is performed pursuant to regular schedule 
other than seven (7) or eight (8) hours per day and five (5) days per week, all 
work performed in excess of the regular work schedule shall be paid at the rate 
of one and one-half times the regular hourly rate, in accordance with procedure 




Unless the City indicates that the granting of compensatory time will 
result in an additional cost to it, a request by an employee for compensatory 
time off for holiday hours worked shall be granted by the City. In the event that 
the said compensatory time request is denied, the employee shall receive payment 
in cash at the prevailing rates stated in Section 9.1.2 of this Agreement. 
Section 6.4 - Shift Differential 
All employees covered by this Agreement and assigned to shift work shall be 
paid shift differential as follows-. 
Subsection 6.4.1 
"A" Shift - Normal Day Shift - None. 
Subsection 6.4.2 
"B" Shift - Starting Time - After 12 o'clock noon - Per hour, a premium of 
twenty-five cents ($.25) (annually at five hundred, twenty dollars ($520). 
Subsection 6.4.3 
"C" Shift - Starting Time - After 12 o'clock midnight - but before normal 
shift - a premium of twenty-five cents ($.25) per hour. (annually at five 
hundred, twenty dollars ($520). 
Section 6.5 - Call-In-Time 
All employees covered by this Agreement shall be paid one (1) hour at 
regular time when called into work on other than his normal shift, which time 
shall be known as "call-in-time". Call-in- time shall be paid in addition to 
actual hours worked, but it shall not be computed in the total hours worked for 
purposes of overtime. 
In addition, all employees called in to work shall be guaranteed two (2) 
hours of work at time and one-half the regular hourly rate. 
Section 6.6. - Acting Pay 
All employees covered by this Agreement who are assigned by the Department 
Head or his designee to work in a higher grade position will be paid as follows-. 
Subsection 6.6.1 
Work performed in the higher-grade position during first seven (7) 
consecutive days to be paid at the employees regular position rate. 
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Subsection 6.6.2 
Work performed ~n the higher-grade position after the seven (7) consecutive 
days will be paid at the higher rate on the basis as though the employee had been 
promoted to this higher position. The higher rate would be paid retroactive to 
the first day of assignment to the acting position and continue until the 
termination of the acting assignment. An employee will have the right to refuse 
to work in an acting capacity unless he shall receive authorization to do so from 
the Department Head or his designee, in writing. 
Subsection 6.6.3 
All employees called for appearance in court by the City on City business, 
shall be paid $17.50 for each day if called when off duty and on their own time. 
Subsection 6.6.4 
Administrative Directives governing lunch policy is made a part of this 
Agreement and attached hereto as Schedule "F" and made a part hereof. 
Subsection 6.6.5 - Work Relief Opportunity 
Every effort will be made to schedule a morning and afternoon work relief 
opportunity provided it is not disruptive to the normal operation of the City. 
The relief may consist of temporary re-assignment of work or tasks. 
ARTICLE 7.0 - RETIREMENT PLAN 
Section 7.1 - New York State Employees Retirement Plan 
The City agrees to continue the retirement plan which is presently in 
existence, and effect for all members covered by the terms of this Agreement who 
are now, or shall become in the future, members of the New York State Employees' 
Retirement System, so far as may be in compliance with a plan of the New York 
State Employees' Retirement System. 
ARTICLE 8.0 - GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE 
Section 8.1 - Settlement of Disputes 
Any dispute arising concerning the interpretation or application of the 
terms of this contract or the rights claimed to exist hereunder shall be the 
subject of a grievance and shall be processed in accordance with the Grievance 
Procedure for Civil Service Employees adopted by the City Council on the first 
day of August, 1966, which Grievance Procedure is attached hereto and made a part 
hereof as though specifically set forth herein. 
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ARTICLE 9.0 - TIME OFF WITH PAY 
Attached hereto for reference is the City's leave of absence policy labeled 
Attachment 1. 
Section 9.1 - Holidays
 
All employees covered by the terms of this Agreement shall be entitled to
 
twelve (12) paid holidays with pay as follows: New Year's Day, Martin Luther
 
King, Jr. Day, Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Memorial Day, July 4th, 




Employees are entitled to take off the actual day which corresponds with
 
his/her birth date or shall take off an alternative day within one week of 
his/her actual birth date at the convenience of the employer. 
Subsection 9.1.2 - Holiday Pay Eligibility 
Effective 1997, an employee who is absent from work the last scheduled work 
day before one of the numerated holiday(s) and/or the scheduled work day after a 
holiday(s), will not be eligible for holiday pay unless the absence was due to a 
death of a member of the employee's immediate family as defined in the 
Bereavement Section, Vacation, Personal Day, Jury Duty Sections of the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement. 
1.	 If the employee elects to work a scheduled holiday and fails to 
report for work, he/she will not be paid holiday pay. 
2.	 Not excusable absences are sick days, worker's compensation or other 
time off which is not one of the enumerated exceptions listed above. 
The Department Head may consider extenuating circumstances and excuse an absence 
on one of the scheduled work days. 
Subsection 9.1.3 
Employees required to work on a paid holiday shall receive time and one 
half pay for all hours worked in addition to their regular holiday pay. 
Section 9.2 - Vacations 
All employees covered by the terms of this Agreement shall be entitled to 









After the first calendar year of service - 5/6ths of one working day for
 




After the second calendar year of service - two (2) work weeks based on the 
previous year's service. 
Subsection 9.2.4 
After five (5) years or completion of two hundred sixty (260) weeks of 
service - three (3) work weeks based on the previous year's service. 
Subsection 9.2.5 
After ten (1 0) years or completion of five hundred twenty (520) weeks of 
service - four (4) work weeks based on previous year's service. 
Subsection 9.2.6 
After fifteen (15) years or completion of seven hundred eighty (780) weeks 
of service - five (5) work weeks based on previous year's service. 
Subsection 9.2.7 
After twenty-five (25) years of service or completion of thirteen hundred 
(1300) weeks of service - six (6) weeks based on previous year's service. 
Subsection 9.2.8 
Employees hired after September 1, 1979 shall be limited to earning no more 
than four (4) weeks of vacation in any year of employment. 
Subsection 9.2.9 
Unused vacation may be accumulated up to a maximum of twelve (12) weeks 
including current year vacation with the provision that a minimum of thirty (30) 
days advance notice be given-of the intent to use such vacation. 
Subsection 9.2.10 
Employees hired after September 1, 1979 may accumulate unused vacation up 
to a maximum of eight (8) weeks. 
Subsection 9.2.11 
Effective 1997, employees may convert accrued vacation leave into a cash 
payment at each individual employee's per diem rate in effect at the time of the 
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conversion. Employees who request vacation cash conversion must do so during the 
month of August (beginning 1997 for 1998) of the preceding year. 
The maximum number .of vacation weeks which may be converted into cash is 
two (2) weeks provided the employee uses the same number of vacation weeks for 
which they are requesting conversion. 
vacation Cash Conversion will be payable during the month of July. 
If an employee converts vacation time into cash and does not take the equal 
number of week(s) off, they will not be able to carryover those weeks into the 
next year. 
Subsection 9.2.12 
Retirees may convert their full complement of unused vacation to cash at 
the time of retirement. The rate of conversion shall be the per them rate in 
effect at the time of the time of retirement. 
Section 9.3 - sick Leave 
All employees covered by the terms of this Agreement shall be entitled to 
pay for absence from work because of personal illness as follows: 
Subsection 9.3.1 
One (1) day sick leave credit per month of employment with the right to 
accumulate a maximum of one hundred eighty (180) days. During the term of the 
Agreement, the Union may elect to have a sick Bank Program. 
Subsection 9.3.2 
Whenever an employee is absent because of personal illness, the number of 
days of absence with pay shall be charged against his sick leave credit. 
Subsection 9.3.3 - verification 
An employee covered by the terms of this Agreement who is entitled to sick 
leave in accordance with the above Subsections (9.3.1 and 9.3.2), shall be paid 
while absent from work due to personal illness/injury. If such illness continues 
beyond three (3) working days, the City may, in its discretion, direct the 
employee to verify their illness/injury with a statement from the attending 
physician. 
An employee covered by the terms of this Agreement, who is entitled to sick 
leave in accordance with the above sub-sections, shall be entitled to be absent 
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from work due to personal illness/injury with a statement from the attending 
physician. An employee off work due to illness/injury for 20 consecutive work 
days or more, may be required to undergo an examination by a City-designated 
physician(s) for determining the necessity for continuation of sick leave. Such 
examination will be limited to the particular ailment or injury for which the 
employee is claiming sick leave. 
In	 the event of a difference in opinion between the employee's physicians 
and	 the City's designated physicians, the matter may be referred to a third 
physician mutually agreed to by both parties. The opinion of this independent 
physician shall be binding. 
Subsection 9.3.4 - Use of Sick Days Before/After Holiday 
Effective 1997, an employee who is absent from work the last scheduled work 
day before one of the numerated holiday(s) and/or the scheduled work day after a 
holiday(s) I will not be eligible for holiday pay unless the absence was due to a 
death of a member of the employee's immediate family as defined in the 
Bereavement Section, Vacation, Personal Day, Jury Duty Sections of the Co'llective 
Bargaining Agreement. 
1.	 If the employee elects to work a scheduled holiday and fails to 
report for work, he/she will not be paid holiday pay. 
2.	 Not excusable absences are sick days, worker's compensation or other 
time off which is not one of the enumerated exceptions listed above. 
The Department Head may consider extenuating circumstances and excuse an absence 
on one of the scheduled work days. 
•	 Obse~ed/Actual holiday reference will apply to Schedule "G" WWTP & Schedule 
"L" WTP only. 
Subsection 9.3.5 - Unused Accumulated Sick Leave 
Effective 6/30/97, the current 20% buy back of unused sick time at 
termination of employment will be changed to the following: 
In an effort to encourage and reduce the use of sick time, the following 
schedule will be utilized: 
1 - 99 days 20% 
100 - 199 days 40% 
200 & over 60% 
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Section 9.4 - Personal Leave 
Effective January 1, 1976, all members of the bargaining unit will be 
eligible to take three (3) days annual personal leave. The employee will be 
eligible for such days on January 1, of each year. Personal leave days may be 
accumulated up to a maximum of five (5) days in anyone year plus a maximum of 
two unused personal days carried from previous years for a maximum total of 5 
personal days accumulation in any given year. The employee, however, must give 
notification in advance to the employee's department head. Except in cases of 
emergency, such notification will be in direct relation to the number of days 
requested. For example: one day leave - one day advance notification; five days 
leave - five days advance notification. 
Subsection 9.4.1 
Personal leave accruals available to a terminated employee shall be made on 
a pro rata basis. If the terminated employee shall have used more of his personal 
leave days than would have been made available to him on a pro rata adjustment, 
then the employee's final salary shall be adjusted so that the pro rata 
provisions herein before set forth shall apply. An adjustment of salary to 
include, on a pro rata basis, unused personal leave days shall also be made. 
Section 9.5 - Severance Pay 
Severance pay will be granted to employees laid off because of reduction in 
work force. Such pay will be computed as follows: 
Years of Service Weeks of Pay 
1 - not more than 2 2
 
over 2 - not more than 5 5
 
over 5 - not more than 10 8
 
·over 10 - not more than 15 12
 
over 15 - not more than 20 20
 
over 20 - not more than 25 25
 
over 25 - 52
 
Subsection 9.5.1 
If an employee receives severance pay and subsequently is rehired, 
computation of years of service" as used. above., will begin with the date of 
rehire. This severance pay clause does not apply to employees having temporary or 
seasonal status. This clause in no way contravenes or modifies the existing 
provisions governing the application of	 seniority. 
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Section 9.6 - workers'Compensation Policy 
Subsection 9.6.1 
Effective 6/30/97, a City employee losing time from work for injuries 
incurred during the course of employment shall be entitled to Workers' 
Compensation benefit as follows: 
Workers 'Compensation Policy 
a.	 Upon injury, employee will be offered examination by Occupational Health 
Unit at M.M.C. and may receive treatment at employee's option. If employee 
exercises right to refusal, City may later have employee examined by City's 
physician. Disputes will be handled through Compensation Board Referee. 
b.	 An employee who is off work seven (7) calendar days or less due to a work-
related injury/illness, and has filed for Worker's Compensation, reported 
to Occupational Health and returns to work on or before the seventh (7th) 
day, may utilize five (5) sick days. Their sick time will be paid 
retroactive. 
c.	 If, however, the employee remains off work eight (8) calendar days or more 
and is approved by Worker's Compensation, they will receive Worker's 
Compensation Statutory pay for the first two (2) weeks. The City will 
maintain these contractual benefits for the duration of the compensation 
period: Medical, dental and prescription coverage, contribution to the 
Retirement System at the earning rate. 
d.	 Beginning the third (3rd) week, the City will subsidize the statutory pay 
to the employees' full payroll for a period not to exceed eight (8) weeks. 
e.	 Should the injury continue, the employee shall receive straight 
compensation allotment as per statutory rate for the next 18 week period 
with the following provisions: 
1.	 No accrual of sick time during the 18 week period. 
2.	 An employee will be credited one sick day for each holiday that 
falls during the compensation period; days are to be credited 
at the end of the compensation claim. 
3.	 The compensation leave shall not constitute a gap in seniority 
for the purposes of benefits, such as accrual of vacation, 
vacation eligibility, or placement on a longevity scale, and 
for purposes of layoff. 
f.	 This policy shall be administer.ed by the City in the following manner: 
1.	 A separate payroll list shall be established consisting of 
employees on Workers 'Compensation. 
2.	 Employee shall receive direct payment from compensation 
carrier. 
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3.	 The City shall supplement such payment to full salary during 
the eight (8) week period. 
4.	 The 26 week clock shall be monitored by this payroll record. 
Reoccurring injuries shall continue the clock to the maximum of 
26 weeks. 
g.	 The employee will not be able to deplete any accumulated time while on
 
compensation leave. Such accumulated time will become available for use
 
upon return to job.
 
h.	 It is mutually agreed that individuals on compensation may be examined for 
light duty. Upon certification of same, employee may be called back to work 
to perform functions needed within the division subject to the limitations 
as prescribed by the physician. 
Subsection 9.6.1 
Determination under the Workman's Compensation Laws of New York State as to 
whether or not disability is service-connected and as to the extent of such 
disability shall be conclusive. 
Subsection 9.6.2 
Disability as a result of compensable injury sustained from accident 
occurring prior to the effective date of this section shall receive benefits in 
accordance with regulations and laws in effect at the time of injury. 
Section 9.7 - Bereaveme~t Leave 
In the case of death of a member of the immediate family of any employee 
covered by the terms of this Agreement, such employee shall be granted as an 
excused absence such time, not in excess of four (4) working days, as reasonably 
may be needed in connection therewith. Any of the first four (4) days, beginning 
on the day of the death or on the day following the day of the 
death on which the employee is excused from his regularly scheduled work, shall 
be paid for at the employee's regular rate, but such hours and pay shall not be 
considered as hours worked in computing overtime payable for hours worked in 
excess of the regular work week. 
Subsection 9.7.1 
For purposes of determining eligibility for the foregoing benefits, an 
immediate member of the family shall be limited to father or mother, father-in­
law or mother-in-law, husband or wife, brother or sister, son or daughter, son­
in-law, daughter-in-law, brother-in-law, and sister-in-law. 
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Subsection 9.7.2 
No pay allowanQe shall be made for multiple or for simultaneous deaths 
occurring within a four (4) day period. No pay allowance shall be granted in the 
case where, because of distance or other cause, the employee does not attend the 
funeral of the deceased. No pay allowance shall be granted commencing with the 
second day after the holding of the funeral unless such time is actually spent in 
returning to the City of Niagara Falls from a funeral held outside the City, but 
in no case shall more than a maximum of four (4) working days be granted. 
Subsection 9.7.3 
In the case of the death of a grandparent or grandchild, any employee 
covered by the terms of this agreement shall be granted an excused absence of one 
day. 
Section 9.8 - Adoption Leave 
The City presently grants its employees child care leave in accordance with 
the terms and provisions of the laws of the State of New York. The City shall 
grant the same rights to which an employee is entitled under child care leave to 
all employees adopting a child which shall be called "Adoption Leave" rights. 
"Adoption Leave" shall be governed in the same fashion as is child care leave 
under the Laws of the State of New York. 
ARTICLE 10.0 - INSURANCE 
Section 10.1 - Hospitalization 
Effective June 30, 1997, in an effort to reduce the cost of health care and 
share the savings with City employ~es the following program is offered: The 
current Blue Cross/Blue Shield Traditional Plan will no longer be offered. The 
current rate of $630 per month per family plan and $280 per month single family 
plan will be used as the maximum premium base which the City will pay at 100%. 
Employees have the option of the following Health Plans: 
1. City Sponsored Traditional Plan 
2. City Sponsored PPO (HMO) without referral requirement 
3. Choice Care Plan 
4. Independent Health Gold 
5. Community Blue Option 1 
6. Blue cross/Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan 
A. Employees who elect either the City Sponsored Traditional Plan, City 
Sponsored PPO (HMO) Plan, or Choice Care Plan will receive an 
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incentive in the amount of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000.) payable in 
a lump sum December 15th of each year. This incentive will be pro­
rated	 for 1997 only. This incentive will be reoccurring annually 
through the duration of the Agreement provided the employee remains a 
member in one of these health care plans. Employees who select Blue 
Cross/Blue Shield Traditional are NOT eligible for the incentive. 
B.	 Employees who select Independent Heath Gold (Encompass A) Plan or
 
Community Blue Option 1, the incentive for this selection will be
 
Seven	 Hundred Fifty Dollars ($750.) per year, pro-rated for 1997 
only. 
1.	 The premium base for these plans have been set at $370 
per month Family Plan and $130 per month Single Plan. For 
each increase in premium of $25 above the base, the 
incentive of $750 will be reduced in $25 increments. 
C.	 Buy-Out: Employees who have coverage through their spouse and cancel 
health care coverage with the City will be eligible for a One 
Thousand Five Hundred Dollar ($1,500) incentive payable December 15th 
of each year. For the year 1997, the incentive will be pro-rated. 
1.	 This provision does not apply to spouses who are both 
employed by the City. 
2.	 In the event an employee requests a return to one of the 
City Health Care Plans during the calendar year, the full 
month(s) in which the employee was not participating will 
be charged against the incentive payable December 15th 
for that year. There will be no compounding of the Health 
Care Incentive and the Buy-Out Incentive. 
3.	 The window period for health care option selection will 
be during the month of August for the following year. 
D.	 New Employees - will not be eligible for the Traditional Alternative 
Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan. 
New employees are defined as individuals who are hired after 
the signing date of this Agreement. Excluded in this definition 
are all former employees who are either on lay-off status and 
recalled from the lay-off or civil service preferred list, 
provided they have not exercised their right of refusal or the 
recall/preferred list has not expired, they quit or terminated 
their	 employment regardless of the reason. 
New employees may elect to participate in one of the available City 
Sponsored Health Care Options. However, the following schedule will 
apply: 
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1.	 The first six (6) months of employment, the employee will be 
responsible for 100% of the premium cost per month. 
2.	 Commencing on the seventh (7th) month of employment, the 
employee and the City will share the premium cost at the rate 
of 80% by the City and 20% by the employee. This rate will 
remain in effect for the remainder of the employee's employment 
with the City. 
a.	 The premium cost will be deducted bi-weekly through 
payroll deductions commencing with the first pay. 
3.	 New Employees as defined above shall not be eligible to receive 
the incentive. 
D.	 This incentive program will terminate at the expiration date of this 
Agreement. 
See SCHEDULE "0" attached for description of various health plan benefits. 
Subsection 10.1.1 - Dental Insurance 
The City will provide a dental insurance to all members of the bargaining 
unit and to all those members retiring on or after October 1, 1979, who are 
eligible in accordance with Section 10.2 of this Article. The Dental Plan shall 
be the Group Health Incorporated Spectrum 2000 Dental Plan. 
Section 10.2 - Hospitalization - Retirees 
All employees covered by the terms of this Agreement and who retire 
subsequent to January 1, 1979 and have reached age fifty-five (55) and who have 
accumulated a combination of years worked plus their age so that such combination 
totals seventy (70), or greater, are entitled to group health insurance benefits 
as provided for in Section 10.1. 
Subsection 10.2.1 
The foregoing terms of length of service shall include all military service 
time which has been credited by the retirement system. 
Subsection 10.2.2 
All service recognized by the New York State Employee's Retirement System 
shall be recognized by the City of Niagara Falls as years of service for purposes 
of eligibility for health & life insurance benefits as provided for in Section 
10.1 for retiree's subsequent to January 1, 1981. 
Subsection 10.2.3 
Such benefits shall continue until the individual reaches the age of sixty-
five (65), at which time the City agrees to provide group benefits as provided in 
Section 10.1 supplemental to Medicare for those who qualify under this contract. 
Subsection 10.2.4 
It is further agreed by all parties that the City has the right to deny the 
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benefit of medical and hospital insurance coverage, including the Dental Rider to 
any employee or retiree when it is ascertained that such person is eligible for 
the equivalent of such coverage as provided by the City from another employer, 
group	 or organization at no cost to such person by reason of the employment or 
membership in a group or organization of such person's spouse or other employment 
or membership in a group or organization of such person. It is further understood 
that	 the City is only responsible for supplemental coverage when such person 
qualifies for Medicare. 
Subsection 10.2.5 
Should any employee be denied the benefit due to double coverage, as 
specified in subsection 10.2.4, in the event of the death of the spouse covered, 
the survivor shall be covered. And should this same situation occur after 
retirement of a husband or wife, in the event of the death of the spouse covered, 
the coverage will automatically be continued for the survivor. 
Subsection 10.2.6 
Any member retiring after January 1, 1983 and before April I, 1983 is 
eligible for major medical coverage, which goes into effect April, 1983. 
Section 10.3 - Hospitalization When sick 
Subsection 10.3.1 
City will continue to pay for Health Benefits as provided in Section 10.1; 
one (1) month for each year of service for employees retiring under the New York 
State Disability Retirement Plan. 
Subsection 10.3.2 
The City further agrees to provide Health Benefits as provided in Section 
10.1 for employees on certified sick leave as long as they are paid sick leave. 
Subsection	 10.3.3 
The City further agrees to provide Health Benefits as provided in Section 
10.1 for employees on sick leave without pay as follows: One (1) month coverage 
for each year of service up to a maximum of twelve (12) months. 
Section 10.4 - Life Insurance 
All employees while in the employ of the City and covered by the terms of 
this Agreement shall be entitled to life insurance. 
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Subsection 10.4.1 
The face amount equal to the highest thousand dollar sum of the salary of 
said employee. The cost of said life insurance shall be paid by the City of 
Niagara Falls, New York. 
Subsection 10.4.2 
For employees retiring at age sixty-two (62) or over with twenty (20) years 
of City employment, the City will provide life insurance protection in the amount 
of $500.00. 
Subsection 10.4.3 
An employee who has at least thirty (30) years of service, including 
purchased military service time up to three (3) years, shall have the one-time 
option of electing to receive $500.00 of life insurance protection or continued 
participation in the City group hospitalization plan. If the retiree elects to 
-take the hospitalization option, he/she will be required to certify annually on a 
form provided by the Personnel Department, that he/she is not receiving 
hospitalization coverage as a result of other employment, and in the event such 
certification is not received, coverage for that year will not be provided. 
ARTICLE 11.0 - EQUIPMENT 
Section II. 1 - Safety Shoes 
The City agrees to provide safety shoes to employees whose work requires 
protection against foot injuries. Employees who require safety shoes will be 
limited to one (1) pair per year, at a cost to the City, not to exceed $75.00 per 
pair. The City'S shoe program shall be administered by a committee consisting of 
the Director of Personnel, Safety Coordinator and Union President. Union may 
choose City option of Shoe Van or maintain current safety shoe program. 
Section 11.2 -Work Clothes or Uniforms 
The City agrees to continue the current practice with regard to providing 
work clothes or uniforms only to those operational employees presently receiving 
same and only on the same basis and to the same extent that the respective 
employees are presently receiving same, in the Utilities Department. Meter 
Readers will have the option of wearing summer uniforms provided there is no 
additional cost to the City. 
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Subsection 11.2.1 
Effective January 1, 1983 and each year thereafter, the following positions 
shall	 receive the equipment and work clothes specified: 
Engineering Division (Department of Public Works/ 
Division of Community Development (Department of Development Services) 














Utilities (3 Men) - Wastewater Treatment Plant
 






Human Resources: (1) 
Work Uniforms (5 sets) (Sr. Maintenance Mechanic-City) 
Subsection 11.2.2 
Complaint Report Technicians who are members of this bargaining unit will 
receive an annual uniform allowance of $250.00. 
Subsection 11.2.3 - Building Inspectors Protective Clothing 
Where deemed necessary, Building Inspectors will be provided with 
protective clothing as determined by management. 
Subsection 11.2.4 - Tools 
Effective 1997, the City will furnish tools to the following titled 
positions: Head Water Mechanic, Outside Maintenance Foreman, Building Inspectors, 
WWTP Inspectors. These tools are to be used to carry out their responsibilities 
and duties. The tools to be issued will be determined by Management. 
Section 11.3 - Tool Allowance 
The Automotive Mechanics and Senior Maintenance Mechanic/City shall be 
provided with suitable tools. Each mechanic will be granted upon appointment an 
initial allowance of $150.00 in the first year and a tool addition or replacement 
allowance of up to $200.00 each year thereafter. The City will purchase all such 
tools during the month of January and provide facilities for protection against 
theft of mechanic's tools. Each newly hired mechanic will be granted, upon 
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appointment, an initial allowance of $150.00 in the first year, and a tool
 






Among Auto Mechanics, within a department, the senior employee shall have 
preference in: 
I.	 Shift assignments 
2.	 Overtime using a rotating list 
3.	 vacation selection 
4.	 Acting pay, payable the 1st day of assignment 
5.	 Promotions where qualifications are equal for provisional and temporary 
appointments. 
ARTICLE 12.0 - SPECIAL COMMITTEE 
Section 12.1 - Safety Committee 
The City and the Union recognize the safety and health of City workers is 
of paramount importance. The parties agree to continue the practice of City wide 
safety and health committees and departmental or divisional sub-committee 
meetings. These committees shall meet on a regular basis during normal working 
hours. 
Section 12.2 - Advisory Committee 
A joint committee shall be created to review issues relating to st~rting 
and quitting times, flextime, scheduling, shift assignments, and other matters 
related to hours of work. Recommendations of this committee shall be advisory 
only. However, the parties may mutually agree to amend the Agreement consistent 
with the recommendations of the committee. 
Section 12.3 - New Technology Committee 
The City and the Union agree to set up a committee to discuss changes in 
the workplace effected by new technology beginning no later than September 15, 
1993. 
Section 12.4 - Labor/Management Committee 
The City and the Union agree to form a Labor/Management Committee and meet 
on a regular basis. 
ARTICLE 13.0 - SEPARABILITY 
Section 13.1 - Subject To Laws 
This Agreement and all provisions herein are subject to all applicable laws 
and in the event any provisions of this Agreement is held to violate such laws, 
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said provision shall not bind either of the parties, but the remainder of this
 
Agreement shall continue in full force and effect.
 




The Union agrees that it shall not engage in any strike in compliance with 
the provisions of the new York State Public Employee's Fair Employment Act. 
Section 14.2 - File With Clerk 
The Union agrees that it shall file with the City Clerk of the City of 
Niagara Falls, New York for the period of its unchallenged representation status 
the affirmation that it does not assert the right to strike as provided by the 
New York State Public Employees' Fair Employment Act. 
ARTICLE ~5.0 - ASSIGNABILITY 
Section 15.1 - Rights and Obligations 
At any time during the continuance of this Agreement either party shall 
have the right to sell, assign, transfer and set over this contract with all its 
right, title and interest therein to any person, firm or corporation, and the 
assignee thereof shall acquire all the rights granted to the assignor and shall 
be subject to any obligation that the assignor may have under this contract. 
ARTICLE ~6.0 - REOUIRED APPROVAL 
Section 16.1 Legislative Action 
It is agreed by and between the parties that any provisions of this 
Agreement requiring legislative action to permit its implementation by amendment 
of law or by providing the additional funds therefore, shall not become effective 
until the appropriate legislative body has given approval. 
ARTICLE ~7.0 - DURATION OF AGREEMENT 
Section 17.1 - Term 
The effective date of this Agreement is January 1, 1996. This Agreement 
will remain in full force and effect until December 31, 2000 with no reopeners 
except as specifically enumerated herein and from year to year thereafter, unless 
either party serves written notice of their desire to amend, modify or terminate 
this Agreement. 
Subsection 17.1.1 
Such written notice of intent to negotiate the contract shall be. given by 
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the Union to the City before March 31 of the year the contract terminates. 
Section 17.2. - Copies 
The City will make available to the Union, for distribution, copies of the 
new contracts or amendments thereto, within sixty (GO) days of the final 
execution thereof, only the cost of reproduction of such contracts or amendments 
shall be borne by the City. 
ARTICLE 18.0 - DISCIPLINARY PROCEDURE 
Section IB.1 - Attachment 
The Disciplinary Procedure is attached as Schedule "H" and incorporated 
herein in the same manner as though specifically herein set forth. 
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Niagara Falls Public Library
 
-and­
united Steel Workers of America, on behalf of Local 9434-0
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International Secretary-Treasurer 
Vice President, Administration. 
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Administrative Assistant, Public Works
 
















Assistant Sanitary Investigator 
Associate Civil Engineer 






Chemist - Environmental 
Chemist - Utilities 
Chief Automotive Division 
Chief Building Inspector 
Chief Construction Engineer 
Chief Electrical Inspector 
Chief Housing Inspector 
Chief of Maintenance - WWTP 
Chief of Monitoring - Inspections 
Chief Operator - Water 
Chief Operator - WWTP 
Chief Plumbing Inspector 
City-wide Housing Rehabilitation Aide 
Civil Engineer 
Civil Engineer II 
Clerk 
Community Development Technician 
Computer Programmer 
Construction Inspection 
Construction Plan Review Specialist 
Cost Budget Assistant 
Cost Budget Manager 
Cross Connection Inspector 
Data Entry/Computer Operator 
Director of Weights & Measures 
Economic Development Professional 




Sign and Zoning Inspector 
Storekeeper 
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Housing Inspector 
Housing Quality Specialist 
Human Services Technician 
Industrial Meter Technician 
Industrial Monitoring Coordinator 
Industrial Waste Inspector 
Instrument Man 
Junior Account Clerk 
Junior Civil Engineer 
Junior Personnel Technician 
Laboratory Assistant 
Laboratory Technician 
Librarian I, II, and III 
Library Specialist - AudioNisual 
Library Specialist - Display 
Communications Coordinator 

































Senior Account Clerk 
Senior Auditor 
Senior Clerk 
Senior Computer Programmer 
Senior Draftsman 
Senior Engineering Aide 
Senior Laboratory Technician 
Senior Library Clerk 
Senior Meter Technician 
Senior Planner 
Senior Rehabilitation Aide-Comm.Dev. 




Storekeeper - Clerk 
Traffic Engineering Planner 
Typist 
Youth Services Planner/Human Rights Technician 
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(40 HOUR WEEK SCHEDULE) 
Assistant Meter Repairman 
Automotive Mechanic 
Foreman - Public Property 
Foreman - Sanitation 
Foreman - Streets 
Foreman - Traffic & Electrical Signals 
Foreman - Water 
Greenskeeper 
Head Mechanic - Utilities 
Heating, Air Conditioning, and Refrigeration Engineer 
Landscape Gardens Maintenance Worker 
Master Mechanics - Automotive 
Operations Foreman CC 
Senior Automotive Mechanic 
Senior Maintenance Mechanic 
Superintendent of Heating Air Conditioning 
and Refrigeration 
Supervisor of Maintenance 
Supervisor of Outside Water System Maintenance 
Supervisor of Sewer Construction - Maintenance 
Shift Operations Supervisor - Waste Water Treatment Plant 
Senior Operator, Water Plant 
Senior Instrument Technician 
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GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE FOR CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS
 
COMPETITIVE CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES
 
Section 1. - Declaration of Policy 
The purpose of this Grievance Procedure is to provide an orderly process whereby the competitive Civil Service 
Employees of the City of Niagara Falls may equitably and expeditiously settle any difference or grievances that may arise 
in the course of their employment, free from coercion, restraint, interference, discrimination or reprisal. The provisions 
contained herein shall liberally be construed for the accomplishment of these objectives. 
Section 2. - Definition 
As used herein, the following terms have the following meanings: 
(a) "City" means the City of Niagara Falls along with the Niagara Falls Public Library. 
(b) "Employee" shall mean any person who is a member of the bargaining unit as the same is defined in the
 
contract between the City of Niagara Falls, New York, and District 4, United Steel Workers of America, Local 91434':'0
 
(c) "Superiors" means persons regardless of title, who are assigned to exercise any level of supervisory
 
responsibility over City employees.
 
(d) "Committee" means the Labor Relations Committee, as established by resolution of the City Council dated 
February 3, 1964 and amended February 1, 1965, or as otherwise designated by City Council. 
(e) "Decision" means the written disposition and determination of a grievance by the Labor Relations 
Committee and/or Arbitrators. 
(f) "Days" shall mean all days other than Saturday, Sunday and legal holidays. Sunday, Saturday and legal 
holidays shall be excluded in computing the number of days within which action must be taken or notice given within the 
terms of this Procedure. 
(g) "Representative" shall mean any person, persons or group selected by the employee to stand or act for 
said employees. 
(h) "Grievance" shall include all claimed violations of any contract existing between the City of Niagara Falls 
and the employees covered by this Agreement and in addition shall include all claimed violations, misinterpretations, 
inequitable applications of the existing written rules, procedures, regulations, administrative orders or work rules of the City 
of Niagara Falls, New York, or department or agency thereof, all of which relate to or involve employee health or safety, 
physical facilities, materials or equipment furnished to employees or supervision of employees, inclUding matters involving 
employee's rates of compensation, retirement benefits, and disciplinary proceedings where the consideration of such 
would not be contrary to any law, rules or regulation having the force and effect of law. 
Section 3. - Basic Standards and Principles 
All grievances shall be presented within 180 calendar days from the date the cause of the grievance occurs. In 
those instances where the nature of the grievance is such that it cannot be readily known, the grievance shall be filed 
within one (1) year from the date the grievance occurs. Unless the grievance is filed in accordance with the time 
limitations of this section, it shall not be entitled to consideration under this procedure. 
It is understood and agreed that all grievances that may have occurred prior to January 1, 1969 may be filed at any 
time prior to June 30, 1969. If the same are not filed, they shall not be considered. 
Every employee shall have the right to present his grievance in accordance with the procedures provided herein, 
free from interference, coercion, restraint, discrimination or reprisal, and shall have the right to be represented at all stages 
thereof. 
It shall be a fundamental responsibility of persons in supervisory capacity at all levels, commensurate with the 
authority delegated to them by their superiors, promptly to consider and take appropriate action upon grievances 
presented to them by employees under their supervision. To such extent as is practicable, appropriate authority is hereby 
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delegated to such person with supervisory duties to take such steps as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions 
prescribed herein. 
It shall be the responsibility of the head of appropriate department or agency of the City of Niagara Falls to take
 
such steps as may be necessary to give effect to the provisions prescribed herein.
 
•	 The Union agrees to meet with the Human Resources Director during the contract term 1996-2000 to discuss
 
modification of this issue.
 
Section 4 . - Procedure 




A. First Stage 
The first procedural stage shall consist of a request by the aggrieved employee for a review and determination of 
his grievance, by the head of the department concerned or his designee. In such case, the aggrieved employee shall 
submit to the head of the department concerned, or his designee, a written statement setting forth the specific nature of 
the grievance and the facts relating thereto. Such statement shall be made upon a form numbered and supplied by the 
Personnel Department of the City of Niagara Falls. Upon receipt of the statement of grievance, the department head 
concerned or his designee shall, at the request of the employee, hold an informal hearing at which the employee and/or his 
representative shall appear and present oral and written statements or recommendations. 
The final determination of the first stage of such grievance proceeding shall be made by the head of the 
department or his designee within five (5) days from the date of submission to him of said grievance. The decision shall 
be made in writing and communicated to the employee presenting the grievance and to the employee's representative, if 
any, and a copy of the decision shall be submitted to the chairman of the Labor Relations Committee. If such grievance is 
not satisfactorily resolved at the first stage within five (5) days from the date of submission, such employee may proceed to 
the second stage. 
B. Second Stage 
The second procedural stage shall consist of a request by the aggrieved employee for a review and determination 
of his grievance by the Labor Relations Committee. In such case, the aggrieved employee shall submit his request to the 
Labor Relations Committee within five (5) days from the date of the determination of the department head. The 
department head upon notice, shall forward all papers filed pursuant to said grievance to the Labor Relations Committee. 
The Labor Relations Committee shall promptly consider all grievances properly presented to it. The Committee will 
conduct a hearing under oath or otherwise, taking testimony of the parties and their witnesses, receiving documents or 
other papers submitted to it, issue subpoenas and establish rules for the conduct of the hearings not inconsistent with this 
grievance procedure. Such hearing will be scheduled within five (5) days of the date of submission of the grievance. 
The Labor Relations Committee shall make i~s determination of the grievance and shall render its decision in 
writing within ten (10) days from the date of the hearing of said grievance. The decision shall be filed with the City 
Administrator and a copy shall be filed in the Office of the Personnel Department of the City of Niagara Falls, which copy 
shall be open to inspection to all parties with an interest therein. Copies of the decision shall be sent to all persons directly 
concerned and effected by it. 
If such grievance is not satisfactorily resolved at the second stage within ten (10) days, such employee may 
proceed to arbitration. 
C. Arbitration 
All disputes which are not amicably settled as provided for in Sections A and B of this grievance procedure shall, 
upon the written demand of either of the two parties hereto, be submitted to an impartial arbitrator. Said arbitrator shall be 
selected from a panel of arbitrators supplied by either P.E.R.B., F.M.C.S. or American Arbitration Association. The 
selection of the arbitrator shall be by alternating striking of names, and the remaining person shall be the arbitrator. The 
order of striking shall be by a coin toss. The arbitrator shall be notified of his selection by a joint letter from the City and 
Union, requesting that a time, date and place be set aside. The decision shall be binding upon both parties to this 
agreement and shall be a final determination of the question or questions submitted to arbitration. Both parties hereto 
shall divide the expenses and fees of the arbitrator selected. 
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Section 5 - Meetings 
All meetings called or scheduled pursuant to a stated grievance shall, whenever practicable, be scheduled 
between the hours of 9:00 and 5:00, Monday through Friday, of any work week. Any employee scheduled to work when a 
meeting is scheduled, shall continue to receive normal compensation notwithstanding his attendance at said meeting. 
Section 6. - Union Attendance 
The union or employees associated representing the employee involved in any grievance proceeding shall have 
the right to attend all proceedings conducted pursuant to this grievance procedure, subsequent to the first proceeding as 
contained herein in Subparagraph A of Section 4. 
Section 7. - Class Grievance 
The Union may submit a so-called "class" grievance, i.e., one involving a matter of general effect on the 
memberships, provided there is at least one specific instance of action by the City resulting in an alleged violation of the 
contract. 
(See copy of grievance form attached). 
* The Union and the City agreed to revise the above grievance procedure language per Settlement Agreement for the 
years 1994 and 1995. See Attachment #6, Line Item 5. 
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II Schedule "r"II 
"Agency Fees"II 
II MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENTIf 
:1 
lj THIS MEMORANDUM, made this day of • 197i 
II 
by and between the CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK~ (hereinafter!i 
, 
I'iI r.e.ferred to as the "CITY") and the .:i UNITED STEEL WORKERS OF AMERICA, 
Ii" 
i' LOCAL 15071, (hereinafter referred to as the ~ON"J hereby 
iI
:1
:/. expressly manifests the intent of the parties hereto to amend the 
I! 
Collective Bargaining Agreement between the said parties, whichII 
"'I amendment shall incorporate the following terms and duly executeII 
If 
same when such Amended Agreement is finally drafted: 
,Ir
,:I: 1. Pursuant to Chapters 577 and 578 of the Laws of the 
I; State of New York of 1977, and Article IV, Section 4 of the Collective
" Iij: Bargaining Agreement between the parties, the CITY agrees to forth-
I'· j: with implement agency shop fee deductions from the salaries of thoseII
II 
,I 
employees of the CITY who are not members of the UNION, but who are 
Ii
,I represented by the UNION for purposes of collective negotiations, and;~ 
;; 
i: to transmit such funds so deducted to the UNION in accordance with the 
Ii 
I




I' said Chapters 677 and \578 of the Laws of 1977. 
i: 
2. The parties agree to be bound by the provisions of 
i, 




respective rights, duties and obligations thereunder. 
.' 
1 3. The UNION hereby certifies by the execution hereof
" 
I; that it has established and will maintain a procedure prOViding for 
:, the refund to any enployee demanding the return of any part of an 
i: 





share of expenditures by the UNION in aid of activities or causes 
of a political or ideo10gical nature only incidenta1ly related to· 
terms and conditions ofi employment, as such procedure is required by 
said Chapters 677 and 678 of the Laws of 1977. 
4. The UNION agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the 
CITY and its officials or employees from any cause· of action, claim 
of loss, or damages incurred as a result of the CITY'S deduction 
of an agency fee from any employee within the scope of this Agreement. 
The UNION agrees that it shall have no right or interest in any agency 
fee deduction until such collected monies are actually paid to the 
UNION. The CITY agrees that all agency fees so deducted will be 
paid and transmitted to the UNION in the same manner as, and-.together 
with, the payment of deducted union dues. The UNION agrees that 
upon the transmittal of payment of the Agency fee deduction the 
CITY and its officers and employees shall be relieved from all 
liabilities to deduct such fees and deliver such deductions to the 
UNION. 
The parties. agree that the agreements herein contained 
will expire on September 1, 1979, and become null and void on such 
date unless the subject enabling legislation has been extended or 
re-enacted by such time in which event, the terms and conditions 
herein set forth shall continue and remain in full force and effect 
and be binding upon the parties hereto for and during the duration 










"il THIS i: 
II 
-3­
MEMORANDUM shall be null and void unless ratified 
by the CITY, pursuant to proper approvaJ. of the City Council. of 
': 







































its appropriate officials. 
~ 
'. I 
CITY OF ~GARA F~LS, NEW YORK 
o''' . /~ 
..1 f~ J ,/ .I I 
BY: 'V;,",?~ ,',' ". / L~! 
City Manager - Chairman 
tabor Negotiating Committee 
~/,' 
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OVERTIME LUNCH POLICY 
Administrative Directive #14 
January 31, 1969 
OVERTIME LUNCH POLICY 
1. Employees are entitled to a lunch, provided by the City, when required to work overtime after the regular
 
work schedule. This does not include work on Saturdays, Sundays, or holidays or days scheduled in advance.
 
2. The remainder of this directive has sUbsequently been altered. The changes and additions are included in 
later directives which are attached. 
Donald J. O'Hara 
City Manager 
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTIVE 
#6 - 69 
May 28,1969 
On January 31, 1969, Administrative Directive #14 set forth the Overtime Lunch Policy for City employees. 
Following is a further clarification of this policy: 
WORK-OVER SHIFT - Lunch order shall be given to any employee who works two (2) hours or more over regular 
shift. An additional lunch order will be given for every four (4) hours worked thereafter. 
CALL-IN - Lunch order shall be given to an employee called into work after two (2) hours of work and every four 
(4) hours thereafter until the starting of the employee's regular shift. No lunch order will be given during the regular shift, 
but if the employee works over the regular shift, then Work-Over Shift Policy shall apply. 
REPORTING BACK TO WORK - Lunch order shall be given to an employee instructed to report back in less than 
two (2) hours from end of regular shift. (In addition, an employee shall be entitled to lunch order for every four (4) hours 
worked thereafter until starting time of regular shift). No lunch order will be given to an employee required to report back 
two (2) hours or more after quitting time of regular shift, but he shall receive a lunch order every four (4) hours worked 
thereafter 
until starting time of regular shift. 
PRIOR NOTIFICATION - An employee notified during shift of previous day to work on scheduled day off shall not 
be entitled to a lunch order except if Work-Over Shift Policy applies. 
Donald J. O'Hara 
City Manager 
Note: Provision for payment is included in the next directive. 
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Overtime Lunch Policy, Page 2 
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTIVE 
#1 - 71 
January 6, 1971 
TO: All Department Heads 
FROM: Mr. Morton H. Abramowitz 
Pursuant to the contracts between the City of Niagara Falls and the Employees of the City, the City is obligated to 
pay employees for meals, under certain conditions, whenever such employees are required to work overtime. 
The payment for said meals has been established by directive of the City Manager under rules and regulations 
heretofore distributed to department heads. 
You are hereby advised that the regulations, insofar as they relate to overtime meal allowance, are changed so as 
to now provide that $3.50 shall be paid for each overtime meal allowance to which an employee is entitled. Said payment 
is to be included in his payroll check for the subsequent payroll period. Each department head is expected to insure that 
no abuses of the system occur. 
I shall instruct the City Comptroller to supply each employee with a statement, at the end of the year, of the 
amount received by each employee for meal allowances so that the employee can deduct the amount so received from his 
gross wages for income tax purposes. Although the meal allowance will be included in the total of the payroll check, it will 
not be considered as part of wages when figuring deductions or benefits. 
Kindly commence this procedure with the pay period beginning Sunday, January 10, 1971. I am directing the City 
Comptroller to not honor any meal tickets dated after that date. 
Please return all unused meal tickets to the City Comptroller's office. 





NEGOTIATED SHIFT SCHEDULE FOR UTILITIES LABORATORY 
The hours of work for employees of the Utilities Laboratories, including Lab Assistants, Lab Technicians and 
Senior Lab Technicians, shall be as follows: 
Hours: 
1.	 Day shift - Monday through Friday 
8 a.m. to 4 p.m. with 20 minutes paid lunch 
2. Afternoon shift - Monday through Friday 
3 p.m. to 11 p.m. with 20 minutes paid lunch 
3. Weekend shift - 5 days, Sunday through Saturday with 20 
minutes paid lunch 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
Afternoon shift differential - $.25 per hour 
Sunday premium pay - 4 additional hours for 8 hours worked 
Holiday premium pay - double time and one-half, plus day off on arranged date. Work performed on 
either the observed or the actual holiday, but not both, shall be paid at the above 
rate. 
There shall be two separate rotating groups: The Environmental Section and the other Laboratory Staff. Selection 
of personnel for environmental section rotating group shall be made by seniority on a voluntary basis. If sufficient 
volunteers, management will assign. 
,. 
The afternoon and weekend shifts shall be comprised of one person from the Environmental group fo be 
assigned, and one person from the remainder of the Laboratory staff to be assigned. One person will be assigned to each 
holiday; selection to be made on basis of seniority from the combined rotating list. 
Any number of additional people may be scheduled from the appropriate seniority list on a volunteer basis; the 
number required on any particular day shall be determin~d by supervision.
,
 
In an attempt to fill in for anyone absent, these procedures will be followed:
 
1.	 Employee seek out another to exchange. 
2.	 Supervision will attempt to fill the vacancy by exchange. If it is not possible to fillthe shift without the us'e 
of overtime, it will be at the discretion 'of supervision to determine whether or not to replace the individual. 
Where possible, assignments will be arranged cooperatively between staff and supervision.
 
By execution of this agreement, to institute this schedule for the Utilities Laboratories, it is agreed that:
 
1.	 Salary adjustment for 1983 shall be according to the attached grade level sheet for each 
individual. 
2.	 In subsequent year, each individual shall progress in step according to service 'and longevity from 
the position established for 1983 in the following grades: 
Laboratory Assistant Grade 15
 
Laboratory Technicians Grade 18
 
Senior Laboratory Technicians Grade 20
 









Name Grade Salary Grade Salary
 








Ronald Giancola 12-4A $16,881.80 15-4A $18,366.40
 
(19,295.84) 
False rate individual at $19.295.90 for 1983 and until equivalent position evolves in Grade 15 of the pay plan. 
LABORATORY TECHNICIANS 
Ronald Colangelo 15-4 $18,040.10 18-4 $20,870.20 
(20,619.83) 
Antoinette DeMita 15-2 .$17,147.00 18-2 $19,771.70 
(19,599.02) 
William F. Loncto, Jr. 15-4 $18,040.10 18-4 $20,870.20 
(20,619.83) 
Mary Lou Stoelting 15-4A $18,366.40 18-4A $21,234.20 
(20,992.79) 
Robert L. Fekete 15-1 $16,718.00 18-1 $19,241.30 
(19,106.00) 
i 
SENIOR LABORATORY TECHNICIANS 
William C. Bolents 18-3A	 $20,707.70 20-4A $23,800.40 
(23,668.90) 
Karl D. Zieger 18-3A	 $20,707.70 20-4A $23,800.40 
(23,668.90) 















This procedure is intended as a corrective measure to aid management and employees in effectively carrying out 
their services to the public. It may be chosen as an alternative to Section 75 of Civil Service Law, such choice closes the . 
option to the other remedy. With the exception of Section 75 proceedings, records of disciplinary notice cannot be used in 
subsequent disciplinary actions, according to this procedure, if one year has elapsed from the date of said Notice of 
Discipline. (Section 75 hearing option available only for employees who have a permanent appointment In the competitive 
class of the Classified Civil Service, or are honorably discharged United States veterans having served in time of war, or 
are exempt volunteer firemen). 
DEFINITIONS 
1. Employee shall mean any permanent employee of the City of Niagara Falls, New York. 
2. Interrogation shall mean the questioning of an employee who, at the time of such questioning, appears to 
be a likely sUbject for disciplinary action. 
3. Representation shall include either any authorized union representative or an attorney whose expense
 
shall be borne by the employee.
 
4. Temporary reassignment shall mean a change to a new work location performing a function comparable
 






THE CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK
 
Section 1.00 Application 
1.01 The following disciplinary procedure for incompetency or misconduct shall apply to all employees
 
as provided herein as an alternative to, but not excluding the choice of, the procedures specified in the Civil Service Law
 
Section 75 and 76, or this negotiated procedure at the time the Notice of Discipline is answered. This procedure shall
 
apply to persons currently subject to Section 75 and 76 of the Civil Service Law and, in addition, shall apply to those non­

competitive class employees who have completed at least one year continuous service in the non~competitive class.
 
(Section 75 hearing option available only for employees who have a' permanent appointment in the competitive class of the
 




Section 2.00 Right of Investigation 
Nothing in this agreement shall prevent or limit management's authority to investigate an incident which may result 
in the service of a Notice of Discipline upon an employee. Neither shall management be limited with respect to 
questi~ning any employee concerning events or claims which might lead to disciplinary action, after the employee has 
been informed of his rights under this agreement. 
Subsequent to the service of a Notice of Discipline, investigatory activities of management involving direct 
questioning of the employee served shall cease. 
Section 3.00 Employee's Rights 
3.01 An employee shall be entitled to representation at each step of disciplinary procedure. 
3.02 An employee shall be entitled to representation during an investigation or interrogation before any 
disciplinary action is taken. 
Reasonable time shall be afforded to obtain such representation. If the employee requests representation and fails to 
provide a representative within a reasonable time, the interrogation may proceed. 
3.03 No employee shall be requested to sign any statements concerning misconduct or incompetence· or 
disciplinary action unless the employee is offered the right to representation and given a reasonable amount of time to 
obtain such representation. 
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3.04 No recording devices or stenographer or other record shall be used during an interrogation, unless the 
employee requests the transcript be made. 
3.05 The employee shall be presumed innocent until proven guilty and the burden of proof on all matters shall 
rest upon the employer. 
3.06 An employee shall not be coerced, intimidated or caused to suffer any reprisals, either directly or 
indirectly, that may adversely affect his or her hours, wages, or working conditions as the result of the exercise of his or 
her rights under this Article. 
3.07 An employee shall not be disciplined for acts except those which would constitute a crime, which occurred 
more than one year prior to the Notice of Discipline. 
Section 4.00 Warning Procedure 
4.01 To aid the employee in becoming aware of the criteria necessary to avoid incompetency or misconduct 
and avoid disciplinary action as contained within the body of this article, this system of warning shall be utilized. 
4.02 In the event that an employee's behavior or actions is such that it could lead to a disciplinary problem, the 
employee should be warned in the following manner before any disciplinary action is taken. 
4.03 First Warning: The first warning shall be oral. It will be given by the appropriate supervisor and recorded on 
the Incident Form provided. The form shall include the names of the employee, date and time. The details of the 
complaint shall not be included but merely the general topic. Copies of the form shall be provided for the supervisor, the 
employee, and the Union President. The form shall be as follows: 
FIRST INCIDENT REPORT 
Name of Employee _ 
Date _ 
Time _ 
Signature of Supervisor 
404 Second Warning: This warning shall also be delivered orally by the appropriate supervisor. A form for the 
second warning shall include the name of employee, date, time and specific details of the incident. Details not listed on 
the first warning incident report may be provided on the second warning. The subject of the second warning need not be a 
reoccurrence of the incident which precipitated the first warning but may refer to an incident unrelated to the first. Copies 
shall be provided to the supervisor, the employee, the Union President and the Department Head. The form shall be as 
follows: 
4.05 In the event that an employee of the City is indicted, or arrested, for a criminal offense against the City, 
warning procedure is waived and a Notice of Discipline may be served immediately. 
SECOND INCIDENT REPORT WARNING 





SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION 
In the event that no improvement of the above situation is forthcoming, disciplinary action may follow. 
Section 5.00 Disciplinary Procedure: In the event that the employee has not responded positively to the 
warning system and the appointing authority, or his designee, seeks the imposition of a written reprimand, suspension 
without pay, or dismissal from service, notice of such discipline shall be made in writing and served upon the employee. 
Discipline shall be imposed only for incompetency or misconduct. 
5.01 The specific acts for which discipline is being imposed and the penalty proposed shall be specified in the 
Notice. The Notice of Discipline shall contain a detailed description of the alleged acts and conduct including reference to 
dates, times and places. If the employee is not sufficiently apprised of the acts or conduct for which discipline is being 
imposed, the employee or his or her representative may request the employer to provide more specific information before 
the time of the hearing. 
5.02	 The Notice of Discipline shall be as follows: 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK 
NOTICE OF DISCIPLINE 
Dated Department, _ 
To File # _ 
In accordance with the discipline procedure agreed to by the City of Niagara Falls and 















The City wishes to impose this penalty	 _ 
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The penalty proposed will take effect _ 
Signed: __:--:::-- -:-:-_:----=---:-_ 
Department Head or Designee 
If you wish to dispute the proposed penalty, you may file disciplinary grievance according
 
to the provisions of the discipline procedure or indicate your choice for adjudication through
 
Section 75 of the Civil Service Law in writing to the Labor Relations Office with copies to
 
department head and representative. Once the choice is made, option to the other remedy is
 
closed. (Section 75 hearing option available only for employees who have a permanent
 
appointment in the competitive class of the Classified Civil Service, or are honorably discharged
 
United States veterans having served in time of war, or are exempt volunteer firemen).
 
This attachment is to be provided with the Notice of Discipline. Please read carefUlly: 
Information about disciplinary procedure for 
employees served with a Notice of Discipline 
1. You have the right to object to the proposed discipline by filing a grievance within
 
fifteen (15) days of notice.
 
2. The grievance procedure provides for an informal departmental hearing and a 
: ...~~ ....hearing by an independent arbitrator as its final step. . .. 
3. You are entitled to representation by either your Union or an attorney at every
 
step of the proceeding.
 
4. If a grievance is filed, no penalty can be implemented until the matter is settled or 
the arbitrator renders a determination. 
5. The penalty proposed on the Notice of Discipline may be implemented if: 
a) The employee fails to file a grievance within fifteen (15) calendar days of 
the service of the Notice of Discipline. 
b) Having filed a grievance. the employee elects not to pursue it. 
c) The penalty is upheld by the disciplinary arbitrator. 
or d) A different penalty is determined by the arbitrator to be 
appropriate. 
or e) The matter is settled. 
5.03 One (1) copy of the Notice shall be sent to the Labor Relations Committee, two 
(2) copies of the Notice shall be served upon the employee. Service of the Notice of Discipline 
shall be made by personal service, if possible. If service cannot be effectuated by personal 
service, it shall be made by registered or certified mail, return receipt requested. 
5.04 The President of the appropriate Union and attorney shall be advised by 
registered or certified mail, return receipt requested, with a copy of the Notice of Discipline. 
5.05 The Notice of Discipline served on an employee shall be accompanied by a 
written statement that: 
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a) The employee has the right to object by filing a grievance 
within fifteen (15) days. 
b) The grievance procedure provides for a hearing by an 
independent arbitrator as its final step. 
c) The employee is entitled to representation by either the 
Union or an attorney at every step of the proceeding. 
d) If a grievance is filed, no penalty can be implemented 
until the matter is settled or the arbitrator renders a determination. 
e) The penalty proposed on the Notice of Discipline may be 
implemented if: 
1) The employee fails to file a grievance 
within fifteen (15) calendar days of the service of the Notice of 
Discipline. 
2) Having filed a grievance, the employee 
elects not to pursue it. 
3) The penalty is upheld by the disciplinary 
arbitrator. 
4) A different penalty is determined by the 
arbitrator to be appropriate. 
5) The matter is settled. 
5.06 Grievances objecting to the proposed discipline shall be filed on the following 
form: 
GRIEVANCE FORM 
This Grievance is filed in accordance with the Disciplinary procedure Section 5.00 in 
objection to a Notice of Discipline. 
Dated _ Dept. _ 
File No. _ 
Reason for objections: _ 
Check if you wish to waive departmental hearing. __. 
Signature of Employee 
This form must be filed with the immediate supervisor, the department head and the 
Labor Relations Committee within fifteen (15) days of service of the Notice of Discipline. 
5.07 The Grievance form must be filed with the immediate supervisor, the Department 
Head and the Labor Relations Committee within fifteen (15) days of the service of the Notice of 
Discipline. 
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5.08 If not settled or otherwise resolved, the Notice of Discipline may be the subject of 
a grievance before the department head and shall be filed on the form (Section 5.06) either in 
person or by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested by the employee. 
5.09 The filing of such a grievance shall be complete on the date on which it is filed in
 
person or the date of the mailing as indicated by the date stamped on the official postal receipt
 
provided by the Post Office for Registered or Certified mail.
 
5.10 The employee shall be entitled to a meeting at the department level to present his or 
her position to the department head or his designee within five (5) calendar days of the filing of the 
grievance. The Labor Relations Committee shall set the time and place and inform all concerned. 
5.11 The meeting shall include an informal presentation by the department head or his 
designee and by the employee or his representative of relevant information concerning the acts or 
conduct specified in the Notice of Discipline, a general review of the evidence and defenses that 
will be presented if the matter proceeds to arbitration and a discussion of the proposed penalty. 
The meeting need not involve the identification or presentation of prospective witnesses, the 
identification of specific description of documents or other formal disclosure of evidence by either 
party. The employee shall have the right to remain silent at such a meeting, except that either 
Union representative or the employee's attorney provided at his or her own expenses shall 
present a summary of his or her answer to the allegations contained in the Notice of Discipline. 
5.12 The employee has a right to have either a Union representative or an attorney 
provided at his or her own expense present or to decline such representation. If the employee 
requests representation and the Union or employee fails to provide a representative within a 
reasonable time, the meeting may proceed. Unreasonable delays by management may cause the 
hearing to proceed witho.ut management representation. The disciplinary arbitrator appointed 
pursuant to this procedure shall have the power to find that delays may have been unreasonable. 
5.13 As a result of the grievance hearing, one of the following four alternatives must be 
chosen by the employee (within 15 working days from the date of the hearing). 
a) Settlement by agreement to submit to the proposed 
penalty. 
b) Settlement by agreement to a reduction in the proposed 
penalty. 
c) No response would result in application of the proposed 
discipline. No response can be requested or absence from the hearing 
will be interpreted as no response. . 
d) Request for arbitration. 
5.14 A summary of the meeting, including the alternative chosen will be prepared by the 
Labor Relations Committee and sent to all present within five (5) days. 
5.15 Unless the grievance is settled, or the employee elects not to pursue it, the Labor 
Relations Committee shall request a list of arbitrators within 5 working days. 
5.16 At any time during the disciplinary procedure after a timely grievance has been filed, 
the employee may elect in writing to the Labor Relations Committee that he or she elects not to 
pursue the grievance. In such event, the proposed penalty may be implemented. 
5.17 The department head, or his designee, at any time before or after the Notice of 
Discipline is served, may review such notice and the proposed penalty and take such action as he 
or she deems appropriate under the circumstances in accordance with this procedure, including 
determining whether a notice should be issued, amendment of the notice no later than the time of 
departmental hearing, withdrawal of the notice or a reduction of the proposed penalty. 
Section 6.00 Suspension or Reassignment 
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6.01 Upon service of the Notice of Discipline, the employee may be suspended without 
payor temporarily reassigned if the City Manager determines there is probable cause to believe 
that the employee's continued presence on the job represents a potential danger to persons or 
property or would severely interfere with operations. The maximum length of such suspension 
shall be 20 working days. Such determination shall be reviewable by the arbitrator. 
6.02 Where the employee has been suspended without pay, or temporarily reassigned, 
he or she may, in writing, waive the departmental level meeting at the time of filing the grievance 
on the grievance form. In the event of such a waiver, the employee shall file the grievance form 
within the prescribed limits (5.07 and 5.08 and 5.09). Such case will be referred directly to 
arbitration, within five working days, by the Labor Relations Committee. The proper Union official 
will be notified in writing of any such suspension. 
6.03 Where the appointing authority informs an employee that he or she is being 
temporarily reassigned pursuant to this agreement, the employee shall be notified in writing of the 
location of such temporary reassignment and that the employee may elect in writing to refuse 
such temporary reassignment and be suspended without pay. Such election must be made in 
writing before the commencement of the temporary assignment. An election by the employee to 
be placed on a suspension without pay is final and may not thereafter be withdrawn. Once the 
employee commences the temporary assignment, no election is permitted. 
6.04 This form letter is to be used by the City Administrator to inform the employee of 
suspension. 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS 
TO: 
RE: Suspension 
This is to inform you that as of this date , after the service of your Notice 
of Discipline, you are hereby suspended for a period of working days, without pay, in 
accordance with Section 6.00 of the disciplinary proceedings. 
Dated: _ 
City Administrator 
Please respond indicating your preference for: 
Departmental hearing _ 
or
 




6.05 This form letter is to be used by the City Administrator to inform employee of 
temporary reassignment. The signed returned response by the employee is necessary. 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS 
TO: 
RE: Temporary Reassignment 
This is to inform you that as of this date , after the service of your 
Notice of Discipline you are hereby temporarily reassigned to 
You should report to at o'clock on 
___________, 19_. 
54 
Your rate of pay will be red circled or frozen. This action is taken as a precaution in that
 
your presence on the job during this disciplinary proceeding may interfere with operations.
 




Response to temporary reassignment letter: 
I accept the reassignment for duration of the disciplinary proceeding and until a settlement 
has been reached. 
I do not accept this reassignment but rather elect to be suspended without pay. 




6.06 Temporary reassignments under this section shall not involve a change in the 
employee's rate of pay. 
7.00 Disciplinary Arbitration. 
7.01 The Labor Relations office shall request a list of seven arbitrators from the 
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Association. Each party shall alternately strike names until 
one is left. If either party feels that the list is not acceptable, they have the right to request another 
list. 
; 
7.02 The disciplinary arbitrator shall hold a hearing within 21 calendar days after 
notification from the Labor Relations Committee. 
7.03 Disciplinary arbitrators shall render determination of quilt or innocence and the 
appropriateness of proposed penalties, and shall have the authority to resolve a claimed failure to,,'~ 
follow the procedural provisions of this article. Disciplinary arbitrators shall neither add to, subtract 
from'or modify the provisions of this agreement. The disciplinary arbitrator's decision, with 
respect to guilt or innocence, probable cause for suspension or reassignment, and appropriate 
penalty shall be final and binding upon the parties. 
7.04 All fees and expenses of the arbitrator, if any, shall be divided equally between 
the City and the Union or the employee if not represented by the Union. Each party shall bear the 
cost of preparing and presenting its own case. 
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Schedule "J:"MEMORANDUM OF AGREEMENT 
THE LIBRARY BOARD 
and 
LOCAL ~l507l OF THE UNITED STEEL WORKERS OF AMERICA 
PROVISION 
The Niagara Falls Puplic Library is recognized as the public employer 
of all employees within the Niagara Falls Public Library System, not­
withstanding the source of funds for said employees salaries. This 
includes any full time positions fulfilling specifications of grants 
awarded to the library. As such. it is recognized that these 
employees fall under the purview of Civil Service Law and local Civil 
Sarvice Commission rules and procedures. 
PR'OVISION 11 
Due to the unique requirements for service to the public~ the attache 
schedule is agreed to for hours of work in the Niagara Falls Public 
Library and applies specifically to the library in lieu af contract 
language. 
Dated this day of 
October. 19B1. 




BY. ~~ ~r~ rud..BY:
aJnUenSaaco Joy~ hields, Director 




" 711Schedule .. 
1.	 setwd"]. for Niagara Falls Public Library (in::lu::tinq Til 5a lle ~) . 
A.	 'n1e regular '-Orlcday shall be in acccrdance with the flexitim! 
ayx eerrent:, dated July 15, 1981, with the following exceptions: 
1.	 Enployees will ~ a1e eveni.nq a week. 
2.	 Drployees.will \olOrlc CX18 SAtumay in feur. 
3.	 ~loyees will ~ one day per week until 6:00 P.M. 
B.	 Additi..aW. saturdays (ncre than 1DI!nt.i.oned in I .A. 2) 
1. When offered, the l!!tl'loyee retains the option to accept or 
.• reject additiaW. SatuLt!ay or eveni.nq ~rk. 
2.	 If an additia1Al saturday or night is w:Jrlced, the ~loyee 
will have the opt.i.oo to take pay or cuq::eIlsatOIy tiJ:re, as 
per the schedules in the ccntract. 
~ 
c.	 Saturdays of len; holiday weekends 
1.	 A pre-sc:hedule will be devised in which each ~loyee will 
be required to ~Dc only CD! long holiday weekerd per year 
as a part of the regular Saturday sche::!ul.in;. 
2.	 Should sta.ffiD; difficulties offset this schedule, the 
Saturday of a hol.iday weeken:1 will be offered on a voluntary 
basis. 
3.	 Additia1al satmdays worlced duri.n; a holiday weekend (ncre 
than 1 per year) will be CU1P=l1sate::l at a rate of time and 
CDt-half. 
D.	 AD:a.D;SlI!nts made for the convenience and by preference of staff 
msrbers and \It'hi.c:h are lX7t necessary for the operation of the Library, 
are net subject to the aOOve conditions as long as no additional 
cost to the stpla,ter i.s i.ncurred. SUCh arranganents are subject 
to the ~ of the Di.rector of the Library. 
~.8 
",,-lo.~., "I".;::IIl...O~e cont'd 
'!he '-Crlt day for office, clerical and administrativel 
~~ covered by this aguEliellt shall o:JnSist 
of seven (7) hours per day plus one hour for lunch. These seven 
hours shall be in acccman=e with flexitim! alternatives speci.fie.j 
as itans a-e. 
Admi.ni.s1:.r2ltive offices may be open fran 7: 00 a .m. to 
6 : 00 p.m. to facilitate these altE!.tnatiVes : 
a.	 En;lloyees may \ooODe £Ian 7:00 a.m. to 
3: 00 p.m., with one hour for lunch 
(norme1J y 12:00 to 1:00). 
b.	 ~loyees :ray work fzan 8: 00 a.m. to 
4 p.m., with a1e hour for lun::h 
(rx::lmally.12 : 00 to 1: 00) • 
c.	 ~loyees may \ooOrX fran 9: 00 a .m. to 
5:00 p.m., with ooe hour for lurx:h 
(rx::lImally 12: 00 to 1:00) • 
d.	 ~lO'fees my \ooOrX fran 10:00 to 
6 : 00 p.m. with one h'::nJr for lunch 
(rx::l~y 12:00 to. 1:00). 
e.	 '!be depart::%rent head shall rrake the final 
detezmi.nat.i.oo for each schedule with 
CCI"lCIJr'r'en of the Btployees involved 
basEd on the efficient operation of the 
deparcrent. SChedule plans rrust be 








55a, 55b LAYOFF PROCEDURE 
The following language regarding the layoff procedure and preferred list for employees
 
classified as 55a or 55b shall be incorporated into the contract.
 
A. Where because of economy, consolidation or abolition of functions, curtailment of 
activities or otherwise, positions for handicapped employees established under the provisions of 
Section 55a and 55b of the New York State Civil Service Law are abolished or reduced in the rank 
or salary grade, suspension or demotion as the case may be, among incumbents holding the 
same or similar positions shall be made in the inverse order of original appointment on a 
permanent basis in the classified service of the City of Niagara Falls, subject to the provisions of 
sub-division seven of Section eighty-five of the Civil Service Law: provided, however, that the 
date of original appointment of any such incumbent who was transferred from another City 
government department shall be the date of original appointment on a permanent basis in the 
classified service in the department from which such transfer was made. 
B. Continuous service. The original appointment of an incumbent shall mean the 
date of his or her first appointment on a permanent basis in the classified service followed by 
continuous service in the classified service on a permanent basis up to the time of the abolition or 
reduction of the position as established under Section 55a and 55b of the New York State Civil 
Service Law. An employee who has resigned and who has been reinstated or reappointed in the 
service within one year thereafter shall be deemed to have continuous service. An employee who 
has been terminated because of disability resulting from occupational injury or disease as defined 
in the Workmen's Compensation Law and who has been reinstated or reappointed in the service 
thereafter shall be deemed to have continuous service. A period of employment on a temporary 
or provisional basis, or in the unclassified service, immediately preceded and followed by. 
permanent service in the classified service shall not constitute an interruption of continuous 
service, nor a period of leave of absence without pay pursuant to law or the rules of the Civil 
Service Commission having jurisdiction, or any period during which an employee is suspended 
from his position pursuant to this section, constitute an interruption of continuous service for the 
purpose of this section. 
C. Units of suspension or demotion. Upon the abolition or reduction of positions 
established under Sections 55a and 55b of tne New York State Civil Service Law, suspension or 
demotion, as the case may be shall be made from among employees holding the same positions 
with City government. 
D. The City's appointing authority shall furnish the Municipal Civil Service. 
Commission the name of the handicapped employee, position title, date and reason for 
suspension or demotion under Section eighty of the Civil Service Law. The Municipal Civil 
Service Commission shall place the name of such employee upon a preferred list together with 
other handicapped employees who may have been suspended or demoted from positions 
established under Section 55a or 55b of the New York State Civil Service Law and certify such list 
for filling vacancies in such positions until such preferred list is exhausted. 
E. Order of certification of names from preferred list The names of handicapped 
persons on the preferred list shall be certified therefrom for reinstatement to a vacancy within City 
government in an appropriate position in the order of their original appointments. 
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Schedule . n~ n 
DEL Deduction Agreement 
,-...... -".-' 
of Am!ri.a, urn:.atiw Ayred1&lt is reached as of th.i5 date, 
August 29, 19B3, to PLC~S5 for MCh of the above IIBlticned 
I..oot JI r:m. c:cverage. 'I11i5 c:overage will Mm! the uni.a1 !£x::a.l 
as th! insured: the Cit:y will merely ptocesa the 100\ Stp10yee 
ccntributicn by payroll deduc:ticn. 
nus tentative aq:tEEitelt is effective AS of th.is 
date, !l:) that processing rm.y begin. It is intended that it 
foIm!llly will be inclu::ie:! in the 1984 ,.M1a:ry agJOet:rte:lt•. 
~f( ~>- /0,~;jj ;1 1 
~ ..__ -L-:):.J""~ 




JOhn E. Travis, Jr. 
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its =ights as the recognized bargaining agent =ela:ive :~ 
t~ese titles/position. 
3.	 Article 6.0, S~-section 6.1 and Sub~5ection 6.2 t~~led S=~e=~:E 
employees assigned to Shift O?erations Supervisor, 5en~or 
Operator, Water Plant, Senior Instr~~ent Technician will work 
a forty (40) hour work week and will follow the standard work 
Shift Schedule and enumerated on page 22 and page 23 of the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement Local 14551. 
4.	 Shift differential will be paid to those employees who work a 
shift schedule pursuant to Section 6.4, Shift Differential, 
Sub-section 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 in the amount of Four 
Hundred Twenty Five Dollars ($425.00) per annum. 
5.	 Section 7.6, Sub-section 7.6.1, Call-in Time pursuant to the 
Collective Bargaining Agreement Local 14551 is herein incor­
porated. 
6.	 Section 7.5, Sunday Pay provision pursuant to Local 14551, 
Collective Bargaining Agreement is applicable. 
7.	 Section 7.8, Lunch Allowance provision pursuant to Local 14551 
Collective Bargaining Agreement is hereby incorporated. 
8.	 Section 7.10, Schooling for License provision pursuant to 
Local 14551 Collective Bargaining Agreement is herein incor­
porated. 
-2­ 66 
COLLECTIVE 3ARGA!~!NG AGR!!~!~T 
CI~Y or NIAGA~~ F~LS 
GNITED STEELWORKERS or ~~ERICA 
LOCALS 15071 & 14551 
~he City of Niagara Falls, hereinafter referred to as the 
"Employer" and the United Steelworkers of America Local 15071 
and Local 14551, hereinafter referred to as the "Union" mutually.
! 
agreed to the following terms and conditions to effect a transf~ 
of Shift Operations Supervisor, Waste Water Treatment Plant, Senior 
Operator, Water Plant and Senior Instrument Technician from Local 
14551 (Utilities Union) to Local 15071 (Civil Service Union) 
effective January 7, 1985. 
1.	 Article I - Section 1.0 & 1.2 titled Definition of Local 15071 
Collective Bargaining Agreement, will be amended to include 
Shift Operations Supervisor, Waste Water Treatment Plant, 
Senior Operator, Water Plant and Senior Instrument Technician, 
Local 15071 is hereby recognized as the bargaining agent. 
2.	 Article 1.0 - Section 1.2, Union Definition of the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement, Local 14551, is hereby amended by deletion 
of the above referred title, and tnat Local 14551 has transferred 
--65-­
-1:.. 
9. Ar~i=le 10. Sub-sec~ion 10.1, l~.l.l, 10.1.2 =l=led ~=::~~~s 
14551 is he~ei~ incorpora~ed. 
10.	 Article 4.0. Su~-section 4.5 titled ~~ion Ri=hts w~ll ~e 
cha~ged from ten to eleven. 
**Per 1990 - 1991 Contract: 
4. Shift differential will be paid to those employe~~ who [ 
work a shift schedule pursuant to Section 6.4, Shift_ 
Differential, Sub-Section 6.4.1, 6.4.2 and 6.4.3 in t~e 
amount of ~~~~ ~~~gI~~ ~g~1gI~ ~g~£g~gg2 per annum. 
~2a-
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F~r~~er, t~e terms and conditions he~ein agreed ~~ a=e 
applicable only to the Shift Operations S~?erVi50=, ~as:e 
ha~er Treatment Plant, Senior Operator, Water Pla~~ ar.= 
Se~ior 1~5trument Technician, and does not pertain to =:~e~ 
~embe~s of Local 15071 barqaining ~~it. 
Date7j~ .2 3 ' .... S­
tl V 
"..., 
Labor Relations Specialist 




SCHEDULE "M II 
W.W.T.P DAILY WORK SCHEDULE 
FOR CONTROL MAINTENANCE MECHANICS 










FRIDAY AFTERNOON BREAK: 
7:00 AM 
3:00 PM 
9:00 AM - 9:15 AM 
12:00 PM (Monday - Thursday) 
12:10 - 12:30 PM (Monday - Thursday) 
2:30 - 2:45 PM (Monday - Thursday) 
2:45 - 3:00 PM 
11:45 - 11:55 AM 
11:55AM -12:15 PM 
12:15 - 12:30 PM 
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it ~IIISchedule: r, 
Complaint Report Technician 
l-ETTER OF UNDERSTANDING 
-between-
CITY or NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK 
-and-
UNITED STEELWORKERS or AMERICA 
LOCAL 15071 
The City of Niagara Falls, hereinafter referred to as the 
"Employer" and the United steelworkers of America Local 15071, 
hereinafter referred to as the "Union" mutually agree to the following 
terms and conditions as they apply to the Complaint Report Technicians 
ill the Niagara ralls Police Department 911 Communications Center. 
1.	 shift Schedule - The above referenced employees will work a 
continuous	 shift schedule commencing on a Tuesday as follows: 
7 days - 7 to 3 shift (8 hrs) - 2 days off 
7 days afternoon shift - 3 to 11 (8 hrs) - 2 days off 
6 midnights - 11 to 7 (8 hrs) - relief Technician will work 7th 
midnight shift; if unavailable to work the relief shift, the 
vacancy shall be filled from the overtime schedule for the 
Complaint Report Technicians. The Relief Technician will 
normally cover vacations, holidays, sick, personal leave, etc. 
2. shift Differential - Complaint Report Technicians will be 
paid $.25 per hour for the afternoon and midnight shifts pursuant to 
the Collective Bargaining Agreement of the above referenced Union. 
3.	 Holidays - Complaint Report Technicians who are scheduled to 
work on a holiday will be paid 8 hours holiday pay in addition to time 
and one-half for all hours worked on said holiday. 
--71-­
A. Where an employee is schedule off on one of the 
enumerated holidays scheduled as contained in the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement 15071, the employee shall receive an alternative 
day off with pay (8 hours). 
4. Uniforms - the City of Niagara ralls will provide the 
initial is~ue of three (3) shirts, two (2) trousers and one (1) pair 
of shoes for each complaint Report Technician. The employee will be 
provided a dollar amount anllually, to be determined at a later date, 
for subsequent uniform replacement/maintenance. 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK	 UNITED STEELWORKERS OF AMERICA 
LOCAL 15071 
r d T·i 
ine T. Bongi vanni 
dent Local 15071 







CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS HEALTH CARE PLAN
 
EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE 
In an ef fort to reduce the cost of health care and share the 
savings with City employees the following program is being offered: 
The current Blue Cross/Blue Shield Traditional Plan will no longer
 
be offered. The current rate of $630.00 per month per family plan
 
and $280.00 per month single pl,an will be used as the maximum
 
premium base which the City will .pay at 100\.
 
Employees will have the option of the following Health Plans: 
1. City Sponsored Traditional Plan 
2. City Sponsored PPO (HMO) without referral requirement. 
3. Choice Care Plan 
4. Independent Health Gold 
5. Community Blue Option 1 
6. Blue Cross Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan. 
A. Employees who elect either the City Sponsored Traditional Plan, 
City Sponsored PPO (HMO) Plan or Choice Care Plan will receive an 
incentive in the amount of One Thousand Dollars ($ 1000.00) 
payable in a lump Sum December 15th of each year ~ This incent'1v.e.;r,,:~ 
wi.ll be pro - rated for 1997 only.This incentive will be re­
occurring annually through the duration of the Agreement provided 
the employee remains a member in one of these health care plans. 
Employees who select Blue Cross Blue Shield Traditional are NOT 
eligible for the incentive. 
B. For Employees who select I~dependent Health Gold (Encompass A) 
Plan or Community Blue Option 1, the incentive for this selection 
will be $750 per year pro-rated in 1997 only. 
1. The premium base for these plans have been set at $370. per. month';;,,:· 
Family Plan and $130 per month Individual Plan. For each increase 
in premium of $25 above the base, the incentive of $750 will be 
reduced in $25 increments. 
C. Buy-Out- Employees who have coverage through their spouse and 
cancel health care coverage with the City will be eligible for a 
One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1500) incentive payable 





1. This provision does not apply to spouses who are both employed 
by the City. 
2. In the event an employee requests a return to one of the City 
Health Care Plans during the calendar year, the full month(s) in 
which the employee was not participating will be charged against 
the incentive payable December 15th for that year. There will be no 
compounding of the Heal th Care Incentive and the Buy Out 
Incentive. 
3. The window period for health care option selection will be 
during the month of August for the following year. 
D. New Employees - will not be eligible for the Traditional 
Alternative Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan. 
1. New Employees are defined as individuals who are hired after the 
signing date of this Agreement. Excluded in this definition are all 
former employees who are either on lay-off status and recalled from 
lay-off or civil service preferred list, provided, they have not 
exercised their right of refusal or the recall/preferred list has 
not expired, they quit or terminated their employment regardless of 
the reason. 
New Employees - May elect to participate in one of the available 
City's Sponsored Health Care options, however, the following 
schedule will apply: 
1. The first six (6) months of employment the employee will be 
responsible for 100 \ of the prfimium cost per month. 
2. Commencing on the seventh (7 th) month of employment, the 
employee and the City will share the premium cost at the rate of 
80\ by the City and 20\ by the employee. This rate will remain in 
effect for the remainder of the employee"S employment withf·.the... 
City. 
a. The premium cost will be deducted bi-weekly through payroll 
deductions commencing with the first pay. 
3. New Employees as defined above shall not be eligible to receive 
the incentive. 




F. The City's sponsored Traditional Health Care Plan will feature 





Medical Deductible $ 50
 $ 1.00 Generic; $5 Brand Name;Prescription Drug Rider ­
No Co - Pay for Maintenance Drugs 
Dependent Children to Age 23 
psychiatric Care 
Ambulatory Care 
Chiropractic Maximum $500.00 
Pre Care Plus 
out of Area Benefits 
Annual Routine Physical $10 Co - Pay 
G. Current employee(s) who elect to participate in the Blue Cross 
Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan may do so during the month 
of August. 
The Plan will provide the following coverage:
 
Blue Cross Hospital 42/43
 
Blue Cross Medical 60/61
 




Rider 8 Dependents to Age 23
 
Rider 22 Ambulatory Care
 
Rider 45 Cosmetic Surgery
 
Rider 46 Pre-Care Plus
 
Rider 48 Out-of-Area Benefit i
 
Riders which have either been eliminated or reduced from the Blue
 
Cross Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan are:
 
Major Medical from $ 50 to $ 100; reduced
 






The premium cost for this alternative Blue Cross Blue Shield Plan
 
is $570 per month family and $256 per month individual Plans.
 
The City will pay 100\ of the premium to a maximum of $630 per
 
month family and 280 per month individual. The employee will be
 




$570/month City pays 100\
 
$630/month City pays 100\
 
$680/month City pays 100\ up to $630 the employee is responsible
 







1. There will be a special window for employees who select Blue 
Cross Blue Shield Traditional Alternative·Plan. This window will be 
opened for a period of thirty (30) days from the date the City 
receives notification of the rate increase from Blue Cross Blue 
Shield. 
At the close of this window, employee (s) who remain in the Blue 
Cross Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan will do so until the 
next August window. There will b~ no exceptions. 
REOPENER: 
In an effort to continually monitor the cost and the benefit levels 
of health care during the term of the Agreement, either party may 
serve the other with thirty (30) days written notice for the sole 
purpose of reopening the contract for further negotiations limited 
to health care. During such negotiations, all Articles covering 
health care benefits shall remain in effect until new terms are 
mutually agreed upon. If the parties cannot agree, the issue may be 
·submitted to an independent mediator chosen by the parties in an 




















LEAVE OF ° ABSENCE eOlJESI' 
I request that I be gran~ed a leave of absence for a period 
fro= ~o inclus i ve . 
This leave is for: (check one) (See rever.e side for 
applicable rulea.) 
1. () Maternity 
2. () Military Service 
J. () Health i.easons 
4. () Educa~ional Purpo.e. 
5. () 10 accept other po.i~ion in loverament service 
6. () For personal rauona 
Explanation: (For it~ 2 ~hrougb 6.) 
Employee _Signa~ure 
Depart:mellto _ 
ACknowledgment & Co:menu _To be 
comtll eted 
bv Detlt. 






TO : ern MANAGER 
( ) &ecommended Date 
( ) Not &eCOllllDeuded -------------­
R.emarb:
Pet'sonnel Director of Personnel
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MA'IERmTY I.E.AvtS 
Ma~erni~y leaves shall be gran~ed for. a period of one (1) year. No~ifiC4~ion ~o 
~he head of 'the depanme.n~ in which such employee is employed and ~o ~he 
Direc:~or of Perscnnel of 'the C:i~y af 'the emplayee I s condi'tion of pregnancy shall 
b given in writi.:a.g at ~he begit!Xling af tile faurtb (4~h) month af preptancy, and a;plica~iOD for said leave af absence shall 'thereaf'ter be made in ~he manner 
hereinaf~er prescribed. 
MILITARY LEAVES 
Mili'tary leaves af absence for the purpases.of Hili~ary Service shall be gran~ed2.	 
in accordance wi'th 'the provisions af ~he Laws af 'the S'ta~e of New York.
 
(Official arders MUS: be a~'tached ta 'the leave reaues't.)
 
HEALTIr REASONS 
3.	 Leaves of absence far reasons af personal health shall be gran~ed for a periad af 
~hree (3) mon~hs where sucl1 leave is recollllllumded by a physician desiplued by 'the 
Ci:y following physical axamina~iOD af 'the amplayee and upon ~he writ~en 
recommenda~ion of 'the personal physician of ~he employee if no sucl1 physician is 
designa~ed by ~he Ci'ty. Addi~ional laaves shall be .gran:ed for addi'tional 
periods of ~hree (3) IIIODths. as required. upon the further recommenda~ions of 
ei'ther 'the Ci:y physician or personal physician af the employee; bu~ ill no even't, 
shall ~he ~o~al period of such leave 0# absence exceed one (1) year for anyone . 
(l)	 illness. 
EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES 
4.	 Leaves of absence for educa~ional purposes shall be gran~ed ~o enable an employee 
~o a:~end any duly recognized educa'tional facili~ for ~he period of a~~andance 
a~ such educa~ional facili~ up 'to a period of one (1) year, if such educa'tion 
shall- be deemed by ~he C:i~y Manager to be in ~he bas't in'teres'tS of the Ci~y. A:rJ. 
addi~ional one (1) year leave of absence may be gran~ed by ~be Ci:y Manager a~ 
~he expira~ion of ~he first year; bu~ in no event, shall 'the to'tal leave of 
absence for educa'tional purposes exceed 'two (2) consecu'tive years. 
TO ACCEPT crrnER E..'fi'LOYHENr 
5.	 Leaves of absence shall be gran'ted 'to employees to permit an employee 'to accep~ 
4Do~her posi~ion in ,over.nment service, on either an elec'tive, appointive, 
provisional or 'temporary basis, but for no other purpose. Such leave of absence 
shall be gran~ed for a period of nine~y (90) days. The Ci:y Council for good 
cause shown, may ax'tend such leaves of absence for addi~ional nine:y (90) day 
periods, upon ~he wri't'ten reques~ of ~he City Manager. 
PERSONAL REASONS 
6.	 A leave of absence may be Eranted by 'the Ci'ty M&nager for a period of thi~y (3D) 
days for good cause for personal reasons. Addi~ional leaves for ~his purpose can 
be gran~ed by :he Ci:y Manager prOViding ~ha~ ~he total period of all such leaves 
for such absences shall no~ axceed nine:y (90) days for anyone cause. 
(Above rules and regula't ions 'taken from "Chapter 
LWI-A, An Ordinance Regulal:izig the Gran~in& of 
Leaves of Absence Withou~ Pay.") 
Approved by City Council April 12, 1965 
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ATTACHMENT 2 
A TERM AGREEMENT FOR FLEXITIME HOURS 
This agreement allows for the implementation of the flexitime hours 
specified within on a trial basis for a period of one year from execution of 
this agreement. 
The work day for office, clerical and administrative/ supervisory
 
employees covered by the agreement shall consist of seven (7) hours per day
 
plus one hour for lunch. These seven hours shall be in accordance with
 
flexit~e alternatives specified as items a-e.
 




a.	 Employees may work from 7:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. with one hour for 
lunch (normally 12:00 to 1:00). 
b.	 Employees may work from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m., with one hour for 
lunch (normally 12:00 to 1:00). 
c.	 Employees may work from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., with one hour for 
lunch (normally 12:00 to 1:00). 
d.	 Employees may work from 10:00 a.m. to 6:00p.m., with one hour for 
lunch (normally 12: 00 to 1·: 00) . 
e.	 The department head shall make the final determination for each 
schedule with concurrence of the employees involved based on the 
efficient operation of the department. Schedule plans must be 
submitted to the City Administrator for final approval. 
It is further understood and agreed that should this trial produce 
unsatisfactory results, that the agreement may be cancelled out upon a thirty 
(30·) day notice to the Union and scheduling policy shall revert back to the 
original wording of Article IV, Section 1. otherwise, the body of this, 
agreement shall replace the first sentence of Article IV, Section 1 of the 
Contract between Local 15071 of the United Steelworkers of America and the 
City of Niagara Falls, New York. 
-·7S.
 




GRIEVANCE REPORT - FIRST STAGE 
Nam,ee --------------
Depanment' _ 
Date Grievance Submitted to Supervisor" 
Date of Grievance' _ 
Nature of Grievance.e 
(This seCTion to be filled out by the Aggrle'Vl 
_ 
_ 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE Si,;P:RIIISOR SIGNATURE 
Aerlon Taken by Immediate Supervlsor' 
Da~ Aerion Taken _ 
(This seCTion to be filled out by the Supervlso 
_ 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE SUPtRIIISOR SIGNATURf 
CITY OF NIAGAIA FAUS, NEW YOlK 
GRIEVANCE REPORT - SECOND STAGE Grievanu N~ 2085 
Name.. _ (This section to be filled out by the Aggrieved 
Depanment' _ 
Date Grievance Submitted to Department Head _ 
Date of Grievonce _ 
Statement of Grievance ­ Specifying Facts Relating Thereto: _ 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATUlf DEP"" rMENT HEAD SIGNATURE 
(This section to be filled out by the Depanment Headl 
EMPLOYEE SIGNATURE DePARTMENt HEAD SIGNA TURf 
21:-­










CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK
 
-AND­
U.S.W.A. LOCAL 15071 
******************** 
The City of Niagara Falls, New York, Employer, and United 
Steelworkers of America,AFL-CIO, Local 15071, Union, have 
negotiated modifications to the existing Collective Bargaining 
Agreement which shall continue in full force and effect in all 
terms and conditions until December 31, 2000, except as modified by 
the	 following: 




2.	 Salaries: 1/1/98 1 1/2 %, 1/1/99 3%, 1/1/2000 4%. 
A $ 500 payment will be made to each current bargaining unit 
employee for closure of the contract years 1996 and 1997 
when bi-weekly direct deposit begins. This payment will be added to 
the 1997 base salary effective 1/1/98. 
3.	 Hospitalization. Attached. 
4.	 Vacation Cash Conversion 
* Employee (s) who request vacation cash conversion must do so 
during the month of August beginning 1997 for 1998) of the 
preceding year. 
The maximum number of vacation weeks which may be converted 
into cash is two (2) provided the employee uses the same number 
of vacation weeks for which they are requesting conversion. 
Vacation Cash Conversion will.be payable during the month of July. 
If an employee converts vacation time into cash and does not 
take the equal number of week (s) off, they will not be able to 
carryover those weeks into the next year. 
5. Sick Leave Verification. 
An employee covered by the terms of this Agreement who is entitled 
to sick leave in accordance with the above sub-sections, shall be 
paid while absent from work due to illness/injury. If such 
illness/injury continues beyond three (3) working days, the City 
may in it's discretion direct the employee to verify their 
illness/injury with a statement from the attending physician. 
* An employee covered by the terms of this Agreement who is 
entitled to sick leave in accordance with the above sub-sections, 
shall be paid while absent from work due to personal illness/injury 




due to illness or injury for 20 consecutive work days or more may 
be required to undergo an examination by a City designated 
physician (s) for determining the necessity' for continuation of 
sick leave. Such examination will be I imi ted to the particular 
ailment or injury for which the employee is claiming sick leave. In 
the event of a difference in opinion between the employee's 
physician (s) and the City's designated physician (s), the matter 
may be referred to a third physician mutually agreed to by both 
parties. The opinion of this independent physician shall be 
binding. 
6. Holiday Pay Eligibility. 
* An employee who is absent from work the last scheduled work day 
before one of the numerated holiday (s) and/or the scheduled work 
day after a holiday, will not be eligible for holiday pay unless 
the absence was due to a death of a member of the employee's 
immediate family as defined in the Bereavement Section, Vacation, 
Personal Day, Jury Duty Sections of the Collective Bargaining 
Agreement. 
1. If the employee elects to work a scheduled holiday and fails to 
report for work he/she will not be paid holiday pay.­
2. Not excusable absences are sick days, Worker's Compensation or 
other time off which is not one of the enumerated exceptions listed 
above. 
The Department Head may cons ider ext~nuating circumstances and 
excuse an absence on one of the scheduled work days. 
* Observed/Actual holiday reference will apply to Schedule H WWTP 
& Schedule M WTP only. 
7. Schedule I - Negotiated Discipline Modifications discussions to 
continue during the term of this Agreement. 
8 Sick Time Buy Back - Effective with the signing of this 
Agreement, the current 20 % buy back of sick time at termination of 
employment will be changed to the following: 
In an effort to encourage and reduce the use of sick time the 
following schedule will be utilized: 
1 - 99 days 20% 
100 - 199 days 40% 
200 over days 60% 





10. Tools - the City will furnish tools to the following titled 
position: Head Water Mechanic, Outside Maintenance Foreman, 
Building Inspectors, WWTP Inspectors. 
These tools are to be used to carry out their 
responsibilities and duties. The tools to be issued will be 
determined by Management. 
11. Work Relief Opportunity - Every effort will be made to schedule 
a morning and afternoon work relief opportunity provided it is not 
disruptive to the normal operation of the City. The relief may 
consist of temporary re - assignment of work or tasks. 
12. Building Inspectors Protective Clothing 
*Where deemed necessary building inspectors will be provided 
with protective clothing as determined by Management 
13. Worker's Compensation. 
* An employee who is off work seven (7) calendar days or less due 
to a work related injury/ illness, and has filed for Work~r' s 
Compensation, reported to Occupational Health and returns to work 
on or before the seventh (7th) day may utilize five (5) sick days. 
Their sick time will be paid retroactive. . 
However, if the employee remains off work eight (8) calendar days 
or more and is approved by Worker's Compensation they will receive 
Worker's Compensation Statutory pay for the first two (2) weeks. 
Begi~ning the third week the City will subsidize the statutory pay 
to the employees' full payroll for a period not to exceed eight (8) 
weeks. After eight (8) weeks the statutory rate will apply only. 
14. Schedule D - Grievance Procedure Section 3-Basic Standards and 
Principles - the Union agrees to meet with the Human Resources 
Department during the contract term to discuss modification of 
this issue. 
15. The City and the Union will form a Labor/Management Committee 
and meet on a regular basis. 
This Agreement is subject to the approval of the Mayor and the City 
Council and ratification by the Union. 
Date: t-.: /2 3/~ 
~---,~ ,
 
./'" / ~>: / .
 




June 23, 1997 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS HEALTH CARE PLAN 
EMPLOYEE INCENTIVE 
In an effort to reduce the cost of health care and share the
 
savings with City employees the following program is being offered:
 
The current Blue Cross/Blue Shield Traditional Plan will no longer 
be offered. The current rate of $630.00 per month per family plan 
and $280.00 per month single plan will be used as the maximum 
premium base which the City will pay at 100%. 
Employees will have the option of the following Health Plans: 
1. City Sponsored Traditional Plan 
2. City Sponsored PPO (HMO) without referral requirement. 
3. Choice Care Plan 
4. Independent Health Gold 
5. Community Blue Option 1 
6. Blue Cross Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan. 
A. Employees who elect either the City Sponsored Traditional Plan, 
City Sponsored PPO (HMO) Plan or Choice Care Plan will receive an 
incentive in the amount of One Thousand Dollars ($ 1000.00) 
payable in a lump sum December 15th of. each year.· This incentive}:,',. 
will be pro - rated for 1997 only.This incentive will' be re­
occurring annually through the duration of the Agreement provided 
the employee remains a member in one of these health care plans. 
Employees who select Blue Cross Blue Shield Traditional are NOT 
eligible for the incentive. 
, 
B. For Employees who select Independent Health Gold (Encompass A) 
Plan or Community Blue Option 1, the incentive for this selection 
will be $750 per year pro-rated in 1997 only. 
1. The premium base for these plans have been set at $370 per~month:"~­
Family Plan and $130 per month Individual Plan. For each increase 
in premium of $25 above the base, the incentive of $750 will be 
reduced in $25 increments. 
C. Buy-Out- Employees who have coverage through their spouse and 
cancel health care coverage with the City will be eligible for a 
One Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($1500) incentive payable 





1. This provision does not apply to spouses who are both employe 
by the City. 
2. In the event an employee requests a return to one of the City 
Health Care Plans during the calendar year, the full month(s) in 
which the employee was not participating will be charged against 
the incentive payable December 15th for that year. There will be no 
compounding of the Health Care Incentive and the Buy Out 
Incentive. 
3. The window period for health care option selection will be 
during the month of August for the following year. 
D. New Employees will not be eligible for the Traditional 
Alternative Blue Cross/Blue Shield Plan. 
1. New Employees are defined as individuals who are hired after the 
signing date of this Agreement. Excluded in this definition are all 
former employees who are either on lay-off status and recalled from 
lay-off or civil service preferred list, provided, they have not 
exercised their right of refusal or the recall/preferred list has 
not expired, they qUit or terminated their employment regardless of 
the reason. r 
New Employees - May elect to participate in one of the available 
Ci ty' s Sponsored Health Care options, however, the foll~wing 
schedule will apply: 
1. The first six (6) months of employment the employee will be 
responsible for 100 % of the premium cost per month. 
2. Conunencing on the seventh (7th) month of employment, the 
employee and the City will share the premium cost at th~ rate of 
80% by the City and 20% by the employee. This rate will remain in 
effect for the remainder of the employee's employment with the 
City. 
a. The premium cost will be deducted bi-weekly through payroll 
deductions conunencing with the first pay. 
3. New Employees as defined above shall not be eligible to receive 
the incentive. 




F. The City's Sponsored Traditional Health Care Plan will feature 
the following benefits: 
Hospital 42/43 
Medical 60/61 
Medical Deductible $ 50 
$ 1.00 Generic; $5 Brand Name;Prescription Drug Rider ­
No Co - Pay for Maintenance Drugs 
Dependent Children to Age 23 
psychiatric Care 
Ambulatory Care 
Chiropractic Maximum $500.00 
Pre Care Plus 
out of Area Benefits 
Annual Routine Physical $10 Co - Pay 
G. Current employee(s) who elect to participate in the Blue Cross 
Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan may do so during the month 
of August. 
The Plan will provide the following coverage: 
Blue Cross Hospital 42/43 
Blue Cross Medical 60/61 
Major Medical $100 Deductible 
Prescription $5 Co-Pay 
Rider 8 Dependents to Age 23 
Rider 22 Ambulatory Care 
Rider 45 Cosmetic Surgery 
Rider 46 Pre-Care Plus 
Rider 48 Out-of-Area Benefit 
i 
Riders which have either been eliminated or reduced from the Blue 
Cross Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan are: 
Major Medical from $ 50 to $ 100; reduced 
prescription Co-pay from $3 to $5 reduced 
Chiropractic eliminated 
Psychiatric Care eliminated. 
The premium cost for this alternative Blue Cross Blue Shield Plan 
is $570 per month family and $256 per month individual Plans. 
The City will pay 100% of the premium to a maximum of $630 per 
month family and 280 per month individual. The employee will be 
responsible for the increase in premiums above these caps at 100%. 
Example: 
$570/month City pays 100% 
$630/month City pays 100% 
$680/month City pays 100% up to $630 the employee is responsible 
for the difference 
deduction. 
in this case $50 out of pocket through payroll 
88 
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1. There will be a special window for employees who select Blue 
Cross Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan. This window will be 
opened for a period of thirty (30) days from the date the City 
receives notification of the rate increase from Blue Cross Blue 
Shield. 
At the close of this window, employee (s) who remain in the Blue 
Cross Blue Shield Traditional Alternative Plan will do so until the 
next August window. There will be no exceptions. 
REOPENER: 
In an effort to continually monitor the cost and the benefit levels 
of health care during the term of the Agreement, either party may 
serve the other with thirty (30) days written notice for the sole 
purpose of reopening the contract for further negotiations limited 
to health care. During such negotiations, all Articles covering 
health care benefits shall remain in effect until new terms are 
mutually agreed upon. If the parties cannot agree, the issue may be 
submitted to an independent mediator chosen by the parties in an 





WAGE SCHEDULE A 
CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK 
LOCAL 9434 - CIVIL SERVICE 
EFFECTIVE 1/1/98 - 12/31/98 
1ST STEP = 1. 2ND STEP = 2. 3RD STEP :: 3. 4TH STEP =4. 
GRADE 1 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 17467.81 9.5977 17914.62 9.8432 18302.83 10.0565 18748.91 10.3016 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 17758.29 9.7573 18238.04 10.0209 18589.66 10.2141 18910.53 10.3904 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 17980.69 9.8795 18361.07 10.0885 18813.89 10.3373 19130.93 10.5115 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 18426.95 10.1247 18813.89 10.3373 19258.51 10.5816 19580.65 10.7586 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 18880.32 10.3738 19258.51 10.5816 19710.24 10.8298 20032.19 11.0067 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 19326.76 10.6191 19710.24 10.8298 20131.75 11.0614 20480.28 11.2529 
NONE 
GRADE 2 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 18301.19 10.0556 18748.91 10.3016 19076.15 10.4814 19580.65 10.7586 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 18589.66 10.2141 18973.50 10.4250 19293.64 10.6009 19809.79 10.8845 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 18813.89 10.3373 19195.90 10.5472 19643.62 10.7932 20062.04 11.0231 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 19258.51 10.5816 19643.62 10.7932 20093.71 11.0405 20516.86 11.2730 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 19710.24 10.8298 20093.71 11.0405 20545.07 11.2885 20963.31 11.5183 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 20160.14 11.0770 20545.07 11.2885 20988.24 11.5320 21409.57 11.7635 
NONE 
GRADE 3 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 19072.87 10.4796 19591.03 10.7643 20062.04 11.0231 20480.28 11.2529 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 19358.43 10.6365 19871.31 10.9183 20256.42 11.1299 20705.96 11.3769 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 19710.24 10.8298 20126.83 11.0587 20545.07 11.2885 21024.64 11.5520 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 20160.14 11.0770 20571.64 11.3031 20998.07 11.5374 21476.18 11.8001 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 20606.40 11.3222 21024.64 11.5520 21443.06 11.7819 21925.90 12.0472 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 21051.21 11.5666 21476.18 11.8001 21891.14 12.0281 22372.35 12.2925 
Clerk (1550) Junior Account Clerk (1112) Typist (1910) 
Data Clerk 1(1259) Library Clerk - FT (9230) 
Financial Jr. Account Clerk (1114) Senior Services Aide (1309) 
USWA Local 9434 1/1198·12/31198 11/9/96 
1STSTEP =1. 2ND STEP =2. 3RD STEP = 3. 4TH STEP = 4. 
GRADE 4 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 20062.04 11.0231 20545.07 11.2885 21024.64 11.5520 21476.18 11.8001 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 20256.42 11.1299 20797.14 11.4270 21312.02 11.7099 21791.22 11.9732 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 20641.53 11.3415 21091.07 11.5885 21602.13 11.8693 22010.53 12.0937 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 21091.07 11.5885 21536.06 11.8330 22048.39 12.1145 22466.81 12.3444 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 21536.06 11.8330 21987.24 12.0809 22497.02 12.3610 22913.62 12.5899 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 21951.93 12.0615 22432.05 12.3253 22946.74 12.6081 23361.52 12.8360 
Leased Housing Intake Tech (2453) Stenographer (1920) 
GRADE 5 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 20545.07 11.2885 21024.64 11.5520 21536.06 11.8330 21925.90 12.0472 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 20798.96 11.4280 21312.02 11.7099 21791.22 11.9732 22305.92 12.2560 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 21091.07 11.5885 21602.13 11.8693 22082.06 12.1330 22629.70 12.4339 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 21536.06 11.8330 22048.39 12.1145 22528.32 12.3782 23077.96 12.6802 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 21987.24 12.0809 22497.02 12.3610 22979.87 12.6263 23524.23 12.9254 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 22432.05 12.3253 23237.21 12.7677 23426.49 12.8717 23970.67 13.1707 
Assessor's Data Clerk (1260) 
GRADE 6 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 21091.07 11.5885 21534.42 11.8321 22013.81 12.0955 22629.70 12.4339 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 21378.27 11.7463 21856.20 12.0089 22372.35 12.2925 22913.62 12.5899 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 21729.89 11.9395 22209.64 12.2031 22755.82 12.5032 23203.91 12.7494 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 22181.61 12.1877 22661.00 12.4511 23203.91 12.7494 23655.27 12.9974 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 22629.70 12.4339 23105.99 12.6956 23673.47 13.0074 24100.26 13.2419 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 23075.96 12.6791 23552.26 12.9408 24100.26 13.2419 24549.80 13.4889 
NONE 
GRADE 7A (35 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 21602.13 11.8693 22082.06 12.1330 22687.76 12.4658 23203.91 12.7494 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 21925.90 12.0472 22432.05 12.3253 22979.87 12.6263 23522.59 12.9245 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 22305.92 12.2560 22848.83 12.5543 23361.52 12.8360 23970.67 13.1707 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 22755.82 12.5032 23298.37 12.8013 23809.60 13.0822 24420.40 13.4178 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 23203.91 12.7494 23748.09 13.0484 24257.87 13.3285 24870.12 13.6649 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 23673.47 13.0074 24194.90 13.2939 24705.77 13.5746 25320.02 13.9121 
Account Clerk (1115) Cashier (1120) 
11/9/98 USWA Local 9434 1/1/98 - 12/31198 
1ST STEP = 1. 2ND STEP = 2. 3RD STEP = 3. 4TH STEP = 4. 
GRADE 78 (40 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 21602.26 10.3857 22082.11 10.6164 22687.81 10.9076 23204.06 11.1558 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 21926.11 10.5414 22432.18 10.7847 22979.84 11.0480 23522.72 11.3090 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 22306.13 10.7241 22849.01 10.9851 23361.52 11.2315 23970.75 11.5244 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 22755.82 10.9403 23298.50 11.2012 23810.18 11.4472 24420.45 11.7406 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 23204.06 11.1558 23748.19 11.4174 24258.00 11.6625 24870.35 11.9569 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 23673.52 11.3815 24194.98 11.6322 24705.82 11.8778 25320.05 12.1731 
Complaint Report Technician (8285) 
GRADE 8 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 22213.10 12.2050 22757.46 12.5041 23268.52 12.7849 23809.60 13.0822 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 22528.32 12.3782 23137.48 12.7129 23618.69 12.9773 24194.90 13.2939 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 22848.83 12.5543 23464.53 12.8926 24036.92 13.2071 24515.04 13.4698 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 23298.37 12.8013 23907.34 13.1359 24481.91 13.4516 24961.48 13.7151 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 23748.09 13.0484 24355.97 13.3824 24931.45 13.6986 25411.39 13.9623 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 24194.90 13.2939 24805.69 13.6295 25382.99 13.9467 25861.29 14.2095 
NONE 
GRADE 9 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 22848.83 12.5543 23464.53 12.8926 24036.92 13.2071 24515.04 13.4698 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 23203.91 12.7494 23748.09 13.0484 24355.97 13.3824 24934.91 13.7005 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 23524.23 12.9254 24100.26 13.2419 24646.08 13.5418 25286.90 13.8939 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 23972.49 13.1717 24549.80 13.4889 25089.43 13.7854 25730.25 14.1375 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 24423.67 13.4196 25001.16 13.7369 25542.43 14.0343 26181.61 14.3855 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 24984.60 13.7278 25446.15 13.9814 25988.87 14.2796 26627.69 14.6306 
Computer Operator (1155) 
GRADE 10 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT ~ 23361.52 12.8360 24035.47 13.2063 24581.28 13.5062 25157.50 13.8228 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 23748.09 13.0484 24355.97 13.3824 24931.45 13.6986 25572.27 14.0507 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 24194.90 13.2939 24646.08 13.5418 25349.87 13.9285 25920.80 14.2422 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 24646.08 13.5418 25089.43 13.7854 25797.95 14.1747 26370.53 14.4893 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 25089.43 13.7854 25542.43 14.0343 26247.68 14.4218 26822.07 14.7374 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 25542.43 14.0343 25988.87 14.2796 26694.12 14.6671 27268.15 14.9825 
Assoc. Leased Housing Counselor (2452) Senior Clerk (1570) Senior Stenographer (1940) 
Automotive Storekeeper (1845) Senior Library Clerk (1560) Storekeeper (1820) 
11/9/98 USWA Local 9434 1/1/98 - 12/31/98 
GRADE 11 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 
Assessor Technician (1250) 
GRADE 12 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 
Engineering Aide (2810) 
Principal Clerk (1580) 
GRADE 13 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 






































Leased Housing Counselor (2451) 
GRADE 14 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 






























Principal Library Clerk (1575) 
Principal Stenographer (1980) 












































Senior Assessor's Data Clerk (1261) 
HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
14.2796 26566.54 14.5970 
14.4565 27079.23 14.8787 
14.7027 27366.43 15.0365 
14.9480 27812.88 15.2818 
15.1953 28264.24 15.5298 
15.4413 28712.32 15.7760 
Senior Account Clerk (1130) 














































































Infonnatlon Proc Speclalist-1 (1160) Library Spec - Disp/Comm (9221)	 Library Spec - Local History (9219) 
Survey Instrument Tech (2825) 
USWALocaI94341/1/98·12/31/98 11/9/98 
1ST STEP == 1. 2ND STEP == 2. 3RD STEP == 3. 4TH STEP == 4. 
GRADE 15A (35 HRS) 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 



















































Computer Programmer (1152) 
Junior Drafter (2842) 
Housing Quality Specialist (2443) 
Industrial Waste Inspector (5557) 
Meter Technician (4640) 
GRADE 15B (40 HRSI 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 


























































Laboratory Assistant (2235) 
GRADE 16A (35 HRSj 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 


























































Computer User Support Coord. (1159) Engineering Systems Aide (2820) 
GRADE 168 (40 HRS\ 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 


























































Auto Mechanic (5930) 
. ,. -. 
1119196 USWA Local 9434' 111196 - 12131196 
1ST STEP = 1. 2ND STEP =2. 3RD STEP =3. 4TH STEP =4. 
GRADE 17A (35 HRS) 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 


















































Admin Asst - Assessor (1554) 
Computer Services Librarian (9223) 
Environmental AsstlGIS Coord (2460) 
Librarian I (9217) 
Principal Account Clerk (1137) 
Principal Storekeeper (1841) 
Real Property Appraiser (1225) 
Records/Asset Control Officer (1557) 
Sec to Supt of Police (1427) 
Senior Computer Programm
Senior Housing Counselor/ 
Training Coord (2469) 
er (1153) 
GRADE 178 (40 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 29131.02 14.0053 29962.61 14.4051 30700.59 14.7599 31532.18 15.1597
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 29612.13 14.2366 30443.71 14.6364 . 31213.73 15.0066 32045.31 15.4064
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 30189.54 14.5142 30924.82 14.8677 31690.05 15.2356 32524.75 15.6369
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 30634.66 14.7282 31366.19 15.0799 32138.29 15.4511 32974.66 15.8532
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 31084.35 14.9444 31824.62 15.3003 32587.78 15.6672 33419.57 16.0671
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 31532.18 15.1597 32267.66 15.5133 33039.14 15.8842 . 33869.26 16.2833
 
Asst Foreman-Bldg & Grounds (5419) Asst Foreman-Sts & Sanit (5416) Traffic Signals Technician (2835) 
GRADE 18A (35 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 30795.31 16.9205 31628.51 17.3783 32524.86 17.8708 33359.69 18.3295
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 31371.34 17.2370 32201.26 17.6930 33102.34 18.1881 33932.08 18.6440
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 31824.34 17.4859 32650.80 17.9400 33583.73 18.4526 34483.18 18.9468
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 32269.15 17.7303 33102.34 18.1881 34032.00 18.6989 34929.44 19.1920
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 32732.34 11.9848 33545.33 18.4315 34479.72 18.9449 35376.07 19.4374
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 33165.68 18.2229 33997.05 18.6797 34929.44 19.1920 35819.42 19.6810
 
Admin Asst - Community Dev (2467) Compliance Off/Indus Waste Insp (5558) Loan Technician (2445) 
Auditor I (1193) Engineering Technician II (2840) Senior Indust Waste Inspector (5556) 
Building/Housing Inspector (4220) Lsd Hsg Spec Prog Coord (2449) Senior Meter Technician (4645) 
Clean Neighborhood Inspector (4620) Librarian II (9210) 
GRADE 18B (40 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 30795.44 14.8055 31628.48 15.2060 32524.75 15.6369 33359.87 16.0384
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 31371.39 15.0824 32201.52 15.4815 33102.58 15.9147 33932.08 16.3135
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 31824.62 15.3003 32651.01 15.6976 33583.47 16.1459 34483.28 16.5785
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 32269.12 15.5140 33102.58 15.9147 34031.92 16.3615 34929.65 16.7931
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 32732.75 15.7369 33545.62 16.1277 34480.16 16.5770 35375.81 11.0076
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 33165.18 15.9448 33996.98 16.3447 34929.65 16.7931 35819.47 11.2209
 
Laboratory Technician (2240) Senior Auto Mechanic (5407) 
USWA Local 9434 1/1198· 12/31/98 11/9/98 
1STSTEP =1. 2ND STEP = 2. 3RD STEP = 3. 4TH STEP = 4. 
GRADE 19A (35 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 32524.86 17.8708 33419.39 18.3623 34413.47 18.9085 35314.73 19.4037 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 33102.34 18.1881 33997.05 18.6797 35024.26 19.2441 35920.61 19.7366 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 33678.37 18.5046 34672.46 19.0508 35570.26 19.5441 36469.71 20.0383 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 34128.09 18.7517 35117,45 19;2953 36016.89 19.7895 36916.52 20.2838 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 34574.36 18.9969 35570.26 19.5441 36469.71 20.0383 37366.06 20.5308 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 35024.26 19.2441 36016.89 19.7895 36909.42 20.2799 37811.05 20.7753 
Business Manager - Conv Center (1491) Planning Resource Coord (1423) Senior Draftsman (2845)
 
Engineering Systems Tech (2245) Programmer Analyst (1158) Senior Eng Aide-WTP & WWTP (2832)
 
librarian III (9205) Sr Ctz Prog Adm/Handi Prog Tech (1305)
 
GRADE 19B (40 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 32524.75 15.6369 33419.57 16.0671 34413.60 16.5450 35314.86 16.9783
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 33102.37 15.9146 33996.98 16.3447 35024.29 16.8386 35920.56 17.2695
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 33678.53 16.1916 34672.35 16.6694 35572.37 17.1021 36469.68 17.5335
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 34128.02 16.4077 35117.47 16.8834 36016.86 17.3158 36916.46 17.7483
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 34574.80 16.6225 35572.37 17.1021 36469.68 17.5335 37366.16 17.9645
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 35024.29 16.8386 36016.86 17.3158 36909.60 17.7450 37810.86 18.1783
 
Landscape/Garden Maint Worker (5715)­
GRADE 20A (35 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 34413.47 18.9085 35376.07 19.4374 36400.00 20.0000 37427.57 20.5646
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 35024.26 19.2441 36016.89 19.7895 36979.31 20.3183 37971.93 20.8637
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 35664.72 19.5960 36659.17 20.1424 37681.46 20.7041 38579.45 21.1975
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 36111.35 19.8414 37108.71 20.3894 38132.82 20.9521 39030.81 21.4455
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 36556.16 20.0858 37555.15 20.6347 38579.45 21.1975 39475.25 21.6897
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 37009.52 20.3349 38001.78 20.8801 39030.81 21.4455 39928.80 21.9389
 
Accountant (1195) Clerk of the Works (4472) Leased Housing Supervisor (2455) 
Auditor (1194) Construction Inspector (4450) Project Designer (2645) 
Cross Connection Inspector (4611) Rehabilitation Spec (2437) 
GRADE 20B (40 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 34413.60 16.5450 35375.81 17.0076 36400.21 17.5001 37427.73 17.9941
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 35024.29 16.8386 36016.86 17.3158 36979.49 17.7786 37972.06 18.2558
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 35664.93 17.1466 36659.38 17.6247 37681.70 18.1162 38579.42 18.5478
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 36111.50 17.3613 37109.28 17.8410 38132.85 18.3331 39030.99 18.7649
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 36556.21 17.5751 37555.44 18.0555 38579.42 18.5478 39475.70 18.9787
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 37009.44 17.7930 38002.22 18.2703 39030.99 18.7649 39929.14 19.1967
 
!
 - - -, c 1.
 
Foreman - Outside Water Maint (5459) Operations Foreman - Parks & Bldgs (5422) Senior Lab Technician (2241)! 
Foreman-Traffic & Elec Signals (5470) Operations Foreman - Public Wks (5414) Senior Water Plant Operator (5551) 
USWA Local 94:l4 1/1/98· 121:l1/98 11/9/98 
1ST STEP = 1. 2ND STEP = 2. 3RD STEP = 3. 4TH STEP = 4. 
GRADE 21A (35 HRS) 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 


























































Chief Building/Housing Insp (4215) Constr Plan Review Spec/Zoning Officer (4222) Rehabilitation Supervisor (2436) 
Chief Construction Inspector (4470) 
GRADE 21 B (40 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 37681.70 18.1162 38710.67 18.6109 39762.74 19.1167 40790.26 19.6107 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 38320.67 18.4234 39414.54 18.9493 40463.28 19.4535 41429.44 19.9180 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 38966.30 18.7338 40021.70 19.2412 41108.91 19.7639 42133.10 20.2563 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 39414.54 18.9493 40463.28 19.4535 41555.07 19.9784 42586.13 20.4741 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 39862.37 19.1646 40918.18 19.6722 42008.10 20.1962 43032.29 20.6886 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 40313.94 19.3817 41366.21 19.8876 42459.87 20.4134 43482.19 20.9049 
Forester (7210) Head Mechanic· Utilities (5411) Supervisor of Maint - WWTP (5403) 
Greenskeeper(7660) Senior Instrument Tech (5954) Supervisor of Meter Malnt (5460) 
Shift Operation Supervisor (5565) Supt - Heating, A.C. & Refrlg. (5471) 
GRADE 22A (35 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 40212.54 22.0948 41366.05 22.7286 42517.75 23.3614 43576.62 23.9432
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 40852.99 22.4467 42132.82 23.1499 43259.94 23.7692 44346.85 24.3664
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 41687.83 22.9054 42747.07 23.4874 43926.97 24.1357 45082.13 24.7704
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 42132.82 23.1499 43190.06 23.7308 44379.97 24.3846 45528.57 25.0157
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 42586.18 23.3990 43639.96 23.9780 44821.32 24.6271 45981.57 25.2646
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 43028.99 23.6423 44087.86 24.2241 45273.05 24.8753 46424.92 25.5082
 
Billing Supervisor (1138) Senior Auditor (1145) Traffic Engineering Planner (2635) 
Civil Engineer (2630) Senior Planner (2440) 
GRADE 22B (40 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 40212.64 19.3330 41366.21 19.8876 42517.90 20.4413 43576.83 20.9504 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 40853.28 19.6410 42133.10 20.2563 43260.05 20.7981 44346.85 21.3206 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 41688.19 20.0424 42747.54 20.5517 43926.90 21.1187 45082.13 21.6741 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 42133.10 20.2563 43189.95 20.7644 44380.34 21.3367 45528.70 21.8888 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 42586.13 20.4741 43639.86 20.9807 44821.71 21.5489 45981.73 22.1066 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 43028.96 20.6870 44087.89 21.1961 45273.28 21.7660 46425.18 22.3198 
Supervlsor.Plumbing, Heating, AlC (5473) Supervisor-Sewer Constr & Maint (5466) 
USWA Local 9434: 1/1/98·12/31/98 11/9/98 
1ST STE~ =1. 2ND STEP '" 2. 3RD STEP =3. 4TH STEP =4. 
GRADE 23A /35 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 42619.12 23.4171 43865.46 24.1019 45082.13 24.7704 46298.43 25.4387 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 43322.92 23.8038 44731.96 24.5780 45817.23 25.1743 47067.38 25.8612 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 44155.93 24.2615 45400.81 24.9455 46594.00 25.6011 47770.81 26.2477 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 44604.38 24.5079 45852.17 25.1935 47035.53 25.8437 48222.36 26.4958 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 45049.00 24.7522 46298.43 25.4387 47485.44 26.0909 48675.35 26.7447 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 45500.55 25.0003 46746.88 25.6851 47938.44 26.3398 49118.16 26.9880 
Chemist - Environmental (2269) Economic Dev Professional (2456) Project Administrator (2447) 
Chief of AdmfTech Support WWTP (1420) Industrial Monitor Coord (2220) Project Manager (2640) 
Civil Engineer II (2665) 
GRADE 238 (40 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 42618.99 20.4899 43865.95 21.0894 45082.13 21.6741 46298.93 22.2591
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 43322.86 20.8283 44732.06 21.5058 45817.20 22.0275 47067.07 22.6284
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 44155.90 21.2288 45400.99 21.8274 46594.29 22.4011 47770.74 22.9667
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 44604.14 21.4443 45852.14 22.0443 47036.08 22.6135 48222.10 23.1837
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 45049.06 21.6582 46298.93 22.2591 47485.36 22.8295 48675.33 23.4016
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 45500.42 21.8752 46746.54 22.4743 47938.80 23.0475 49118.58 23.6147
 
Chief Electrical Inspector (4270) Chief Plumbing Inspector (4280) Microbiologist (2273) 
GRADE 24A (35 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 45077.03 24.7676 46815.68 25.7229 48620.39 26.7145 50850.98 27.9401
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 45946.81 25.2455 47741.51 26.2316 49564.97 27.2335 51836.88 28.4818
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 46831.51 25.7316 48638.59 26.7245 50517.56 27.7569 52843.15 29.0347
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 47734.23 26.2276 49578.07 27.2407 51495.08 28.2940 53866.90 29.5972
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 48655.52 26.7338 50540.85 27.7697 52495.90 28.8439 54909.22 30.1699
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 49595.00 27.2500 51518.38 28.3068 53515.46 29.4041 55979.92 30.7582
 
Chief of Maintenance - Water (5408) Civil Engineer 111 (2666) Senior Accountant (1196) 
Chief Operator - WWTP (5405) Eng/Computer Systems Manager (2625) 
Chief Operator - Water (5402) Plant Engineer - WWTP (2611) 
GRADE 248 /40 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 45077.14 21.6717 46815.81 22.5076 48620.42 23.3752 50851.01 24.4476
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 45946.99 22.0899 47741.41 22.9526 49565.15 23.8294 51836.93 24.9216
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 46831.41 22.5151 48638.72 23.3840 50517.58 24.2873 52843.02 25.4053
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 47734.34 22.9492 49578.26 23.8357 51495.18 24.7573 53867.01 25.8976
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 48655.57 23.3921 50540.88 24.2985 52495.87 25.2384 54909.09 26.3986
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 49595.10 23.8438 51518.48 24.7685 53515.49 25.7286 55979.87 26.9134
 
NONE 




CITY OF NIAGARA FALLS, NEW YORK
 
LOCAL 9434 - CIVIL SERVICE
 
EFFECTIVE 111199 -12131199 
1STSTEP =1. 2ND STEP = 2. 3RD STEP =3. 4TH STEP = 4. 
GRADE 1 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 17991.79 9.8856 18452.07 10.1385 18851.92 10.3582 19311.29 10.6106 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 18291.00 10.0500 18785.13 10.3215 19147.31 10.5205 19477.82 10.7021 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 18520.14 10.1759 18911.98 10.3912 19378.27 10.6474 19704.78 10.8268 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 18979.69 10.4284 19378.27 10.6474 19836.18 10.8990 20168.15 11.0814 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 19446.70 10.6850 19836.18 10.8990 20301.55 11.1547 20633.16 11.3369 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 19906.61 10.9377 20301.55 11.1547 20735.62 11.3932 21094.71 11.5905 
NONE 
GRADE 2 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 18850.29 10.3573 19311.29 10.6106 19648.36 10.7958 20168.15 11.0814 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 19147.31 10.5205 19542.80 10.7378 19872.40 10.9189 20404.02 11.2110 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 19378.27 10.6474 19771.75 10.8636 20232.94 11.1170 20663.92 11.3538 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 19836.18 10.8990 20232.94 11.1170 20696,49 11.3717 21132.38 11.6112 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 20301.55 11.1547 20696.49 11.3717 21161.50 11.6272 21592.12 11.8638 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 20764.93 11.4093 21161.50 11.6272 21617.96 11.8780 22051.85 12.1164 
NONE 
GRADE 3 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 19645.08 10.7940 20178.70 11.0872 20663.92 11.3538 21094.71 11.5905 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 19939.19 10.9556 20467.36 11.2458 20864.12 11.4638 21327.12 11.7182 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 20301.55 11.1547 20730.71 11.3905 21161.50 11.6272 21655.45 11.8986 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 20764.93 11.4093 21188.80 11.6422 21627.97 11.8835 22120.46 12.1541 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 21224.66 11.6619 21655.45 11.8986 22086.43 12.1354 22583.65 12.4086 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 21682.75 11.9136 22120.46 12.1541 22547.80 12.3889 23043.57 12.6613 
Clerk (1550) Junior Account Clerk (1112) Typist (1910) 
Data Clerk I (1259) Library Clerk - FT (9230) 
Financial Jr. Account Clerk (1114) Senior Services Aide (1309) 
USWA Local 9434. 1/1/99·12/31/99 11/9/98 
1ST STEP =1. 2ND STEP =2. 3RD STEP =3. 4TH STEP =4. 
GRADE4 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 

























































Leased Housing Intake Tech (2453) Stenographer (1920) 
GRADE 5 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 

























































Assessor's Data Clerk (1260) 
GRADE 6 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 


























































GRADE 7A (35 HRSI 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 


























































Account Clerk (1115) Cashier (1120) 
11/9196 USWA Local 9434: 111199 - 12131/99 
1ST STEP = 1. 2ND STEP = 2. 3RD STEP =3. 4TH STEP = 4. 
GRADE 78 (40 HRSj 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 


























































Complaint Report Technician (8285) 
GRAOE 8 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 





























































WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 


























































Computer Operator (1155) 
GRADE 10 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 


























































Assoc. Leased Housing Counselor (2452) 
Automotive Storekeeper (1845) 
Senior Clerk (1570) 
Senior Library Clerk (1560) 
Senior Stenographer (1940) 
Storekeeper (1820) 
J • '~~ i·.: ,'. 
USWA Local 9434 1/1/99·12/31/99 11/9/98 
1ST STEP ;:: 1. 2ND STEP ;:: 2. 3RD STEP ;:: 3. 4TH STEP ;:: 4. 
GRADE 11 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 24758.01 13.6033 25318.75 13.9114 26045.47 14.3107 26698.49 14.6695
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 25152.95 13.8203 25778.66 14.1641 26442.42 14.5288 27033.37 14.8535
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 25483.28 14.0018 26173.78 14.3812 26768.56 14.7080 27494.92 15.1071
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 25942.83 14.2543 26637.16 14.6358 27233.39 14.9634 27954.84 15.3598
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 26404.56 14.5080 27100.16 14.8902 27693.12 15.2160 28416.57 15.6135
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 26874.67 14.7663 27561.72 15.1438 28153.22 15.4688 28883.04 15.8698
 
Assessor Technician (1250)	 Asst Research/Planner Consultant (1478) Senior Assessor's Data Clerk (1261) 
GRADE 12 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 25385.54 13.9481 26110.45 14.3464 26768.56 14.7080 27363.52 15.0349
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 25842.18 14.1990 26537.78 14.5812 27100.16 14.8902 27891.68 15.3251
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 26240.40 14.4178 26836.99 14.7456 27561.72 15.1438 28187.43 15.4876
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 26698.49 14.6695 27296.54 14.9981 28021.45 15.3964 28647.35 15.7403
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 27161.68 14.9240 27762.10 15.2539 28485.18 15.6512 29112.17 15.9957
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 27626.69 15.1795 28216.37 15.5035 28946.19 15.9045 29573.73 16.2493
 
Engineering Aide (2810) Principal Library Clerk (1575) Senior Account Clerk (1130) 
Principal Clerk (1580) Principal Stenographer (1980) Senior Storekeeper (1840) 
Rehabilitation Asst (2446) 
GRADE 13 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 26110.45 14.3464 26768.56 14.7080 27494.92 15.1071 28124.10 15.4528
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 26537.78 14.5812 27197.53 14.9437 27891.68 15.3251 28553.07 15.6885
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 26967.12 14.8171 27626.69 15.1795 28288.08 15.5429 28980.59 15.9234
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 . 27423.21 15.0677 28086.24 15.4320 28746.17 15.7946 29443.78 16.1779
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 27891.68 15.3251 28553.07 15.6885 29213.37 16.0513 29903.69 16.4306
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 28353.05 15.5786 29012.80 15.9411 29671.10 16.3028 30367.06 16.6852
 
Leased Housing Counselor (2451) 
GRADE 14 ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 26836.99 14.7456 27563.54 15.1448 28331.03 15.5665 28980.59 15.9234 
WITH 5 YR. lONG. .1 27265.60 14.9811 28059.12 15.4171 28746.17 15.7946 29408.11 16.1583 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 27821.43 15.2865 28486.64 15.6520 29180.42 16.0332 29843.81 16.3977 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 28288.08 15.5429 28946.19 15.9045 29645.43 16.2887 30298.81 16.6477 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 28746.17 15.7946 29408.11 16.1583 30102.07 16.5396 30763.46 16.9030 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 29213.37 16.0513 29873.12 16.4138 30567.08 16.7951 31223.74 17.1559 
Information Proc Speclalist-1 (1160) Library Spec - Disp/Comm (9221)	 Library Spec - local History (9219) 
Survey Instrument Tech (2825) 
USWA Local 9434: 1/1/99·12/31/99 11/9/98 
1ST STEP = 1. 2ND STEP = 2. 3RD STEP = 3. 4TH STEP = 4. 
GRADE 15A (35 HRSI 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 



















































Computer Programmer (1152) 
Junior Drafter (2842) 
Housing Quality Specialist (2443) 
Industrial Waste Inspector (5557) 
Meter Technician (4640) 
GRADE 158 (40 HRSI 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 


























































Laboratory Assistant (2235) 
GRADE 16A (35 HRSI 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 


























































Computer User Support Coord. (1159) Engineering Systems Aide (2820) 
GRADE 168 (40 HRSj 
NORMAL INCREMENT 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 


























































Auto Mechanic (5930) 
.,'.' 
USWA LOC319434. 1/1/99 - 12/31/99 1119198 
1ST STEP =1. 2ND STEP =2. 3RD STEP =3. 4TH STEP =4. 
GRADE 17A (35 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 30004.52 16.4860 30860.83 16.9565 31621.77 17.3746 32478.08 17.8451 
WITH 5 YR. lONG. .1 30500.11 16.7583 31356.78 17.2290 32150.12 17.6649 33006.61 18.1355 
WITH 10 YR. lONG. .2 31095.06 17.0852 31852.37 17.5013 32640.43 17.9343 33500.56 18.4069 
WITH 15 YR. lONG. .3 31553.34 17.3370 32307.00 17.7511 33102.16 18.1880 33963.75 18.6614 
WITH 20 YR. lONG. .4 32016.89 17.5917 32779.11 18.0105 33565.53 18.4426 34422.02 18.9132 
WITH 25 YR. lONG. .5 32478.08 17.8451 33235.57 18.2613 34030.36 18.6980 34885.40 19.1678 
Admin Asst - Assessor (1554) Principal Account Clerk (1137) Sec to Supt of Police (1427) 
Computer Services Librarian (9223) Principal Storekeeper (1841) Senior Computer Programmer (1153)
 
Environmental AsstlGIS Coord (2460) Real Property Appraiser (1225) Senior Housing Counselor/
 
Librarian I (9217) Records/Asset Control Officer (1557) Training Coordinator (2469)
 
GRADE 178 (40 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 30005.04 14.4255 30861.58 14.8373 31621.62 15.2027 32478.16 15.6145
 
WITH 5 YR. lONG. .1 30500.50 14.6637 31357.04 15.0755 32150.14 15.4568 33006.69 15.8686
 
WITH 10 YR. lONG. .2 31095.17 14.9496 31852.50 15.3137 32640.82 15.6927 33500.48 16.1060
 
WITH 15 YR. lONG. .3 31553.60 15.1700 32307.18 15.5323 33102.37 15.9146 33963.90 16.3288
 
WITH 20 YR. lONG. .4 32016.82 15.3927 32779.34 15.7593 33565.38 16.1372 34422.13 16.5491
 
WITH 25 YR. lONG. .5 32478.16 15.6145 33235.70 15.9787 34030.26 16.3607 34885.34 16.7718
 
Asst Foreman-Bldg & Grounds (5419) Asst Foreman-Sts & Sanit (5416) Traffic Signals Technician (2835)
 
GRADE 18A (35 HRS\ ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 31719.14 17.4281 32577.27 17.8996 33500.56 18.4069 34360.51 18.8794
 
WITH 5 YR. lONG. .1 32312.46 17.7541 33167.32 18.2238 34095.33 18.7337 34950.01 19.2033
 
WITH 10 YR. lONG. .2 32779.11 18.0105 33630.32 18.4782 34591.28 19.0062 35517.66 19.5152
 
WITH 15 YR. lONG. .3 33237.20 18.2622 34095.33 18.7337 35053.02 19.2599 35977.40 19.7678
 
WITH 20 YR. lONG..4 33714.23 18.5243 34551.61 18.9844 35514.02 19.5132 36437.31 20.0205
 
WITH 25 YR. lONG. .5 34160.67 18.7696 35016.98 19.2401 35977.40 19.7678 36893.95 20.2714
 
Auditor! (1193) Compliance Offflndus Waste Insp (5558) loan Technician (2445)
 
Admin Asst - Community Dev (2467) Engineering Technician II (2840) Senior Indust Waste Inspector (5556)
 
Building/Housing Inspector (4220) lsd Hsg Spec Prog Coord (2449) Senior Meter Technician (4645)
 
Clean Neighborhood Inspector (4620) librarian \I (9210)
 
GRADE 18B (40 HRS) ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 31719.38 15.2497 32577.38 15.6622 33500.48 16.1060 34360.77 16.5196
 
WITH 5 YR. lONG. .1 32312.59 15.5349 33167.47 15.9459 34095.57 16.3921 34950.03 16.8029
 
WITH 10 YR. lONG. .2 32779.34 15.7593 33630.48 16.1685 34591.02 16.6303 35517.87 17.0759
 
WITH 15 YR. lONG. .3 33237.15 15.9794 34095.57 16.3921 35052.78 16.8523 35977.55 17.2969
 
WITH 20 YR. lONG. .4 33714.72 16.2090 34551.92 16.6115 35514.54 17.0743 36437.02 17.5178
 
WITH 25 YR. lONG. .5 34160.05 16.4231 35016.80 16.8350 35977.55 17.2969 36894.00 17.7375
 
laboratory Technician (2240) Senior Auto Mechanic (5407)
 
1119198 USWA Local 9434 111199 . 12131199 
1ST STEP =1. 2ND STEP =2. 3RD STEP " 3. 4TH STEP = 4. 
GRADE 19A (35 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 33500.56 18.4069 34422.02 18.9132 35445.96 19.4758 36374.16 19.9858 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 34095.33 18.7337 35016.98 19.2401 36074.95 19.8214 36998.23 20.3287 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 34688.65 19.0597 35712.59 19.6223 36637.33 20.1304 37563.71 20.6394 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 35152.03 19.3143 36171.04 19.8742 37097.42 20.3832 38023.99 20.8923 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 35611.58 19.5668 36637.33 20.1304 37563.71 20.6394 38486.99 21.1467 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 36074.95 19.8214 37097.42 20.3832 38016.71 20.8883 38945.45 21.3986
... 
Business Manager - Cony Center (1491) Planning Resource Coord (1423) Senior Draftsman (2845)
 
Engineering Systems Tech (2245) Programmer Analyst (1158) Senior Eng Aide-WTP & WWTP (2832)
 
Librarian III (9205) Sr Ctz Prog Adm/Handl Prog Tech (1305)
 
GRADE 19B (40 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 33500.48 16.1060 34422.13 16.5491 35446.11 17.0414 36374.21 17.4876
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 34095.36 16.3920 35016.80 16.8350 36075.10 17.3438 36998.21 17.7876
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 34688.78 16.6773 35712.56 17.1695 36639.62 17.6152 37563.76 18.0595
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 35151.79 16.8999 36170.99 17.3899 37097.42 17.8353 38023.86 18.2807
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 35612.10 17.1212 36639.62 17.6152 37563.76 18.0595 38487.07 18.5034
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 36075.10 17.3438 37097.42 17.8353 38016.99 18.2774 38945.09 18.7236
 
Landscape/Garden Maint Worker (5715)
 
GRADE 20A (35 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 35445.96 19.4758 36437.31 20.0205 37492.00 20.6000 38550.33 21.1815
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 36074.95 19.8214 37097.42 20.3832 38088.60 20.9278 39111.07 21.4896
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 36734.70 20.1839 37758.99 20.7467 38811.86 21.3252 39736.79 21.8334
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 37194.61 20.4366 38222.00 21.0011 39276.87 21.5807 40201.80 22.0889
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 37652.89 20.6884 38681.73 21.2537 39736.79 21.8334 40659.53 22.3404
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 38119.72 20.9449 39141.83 21.5065 40201.80 22.0889 41126.72 22.5971
 
Accountant (1195) Clerk of the Works (4472) Leased Housing Supervisor (2455) 
Auditor (1194) Construction Inspector (4450) Project Designer (2645) 
Cross Connection Inspector (4611) Rehabilitation Spec (2437) 
GRADE 20B (40 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 35446.11 17.0414 36437.02 17.5178 37492.21 18.0251 38550.51 18.5339 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 36075.10 17.3438 37097.42 17.8353 38088.96 18.3120 39111.28 18.8035 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 36734.88 17.6610 37759.07 18.1534 38812.18 18.6597 39736.74 19.1042 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 37194.77 17.8821 38222.50 18.3762 39276.85 18.8831 40201.82 19.3278 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 37652.99 18.1024 38682.18 18.5972 39736.74 19.1042 40660.05 19.5481 
WITH 25 YR. LONG. .5 38119.74 18.3268 39142.27 18.8184 40201.82 19.3278 41127.01 19.7726 
Foreman - Outside Water Maint (5459) Operations Foreman - Parks & Bldgs (5422) Senior Lab Technician (2241) 
Foreman-Traffic & Elec Signals (5470) Operations Foreman - Public Wks (5414) Senior Water Plant Operator (5551) 
USWA Local 9434. 1/1/99·12/31/99 11/9/98 
1ST STEP =1. 2ND STEP = 2. 3RD STEP = 3. 4TH STEP =4. 
GRADE 21A (35 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 38811.86 21.3252 39871.65 21.9075 40955.46 22.5030 42013.79 23.0845 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 39470.34 21.6870 40596.56 22.3058 41677.27 22.8996 42671.90 23.4461 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 40135.19 22.0523 41222.27 22.6496 42342.12 23.2649 43396.81 23.8444 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 40596.56 22.3058 41677.27 22.8996 42801.85 23.5175 43863.82 24.1010 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 41058.29 22.5595 42145.56 23.1569 43268.13 23.7737 44323.19 24.3534 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 41522.94 22.8148 42607.11 23.4105 43733.87 24.0296 44786.56 24.6080 
Chief BUilding/Housing Insp (4215) Constr Plan Review Spec/Zoning Officer (4222) Rehabilitation Supervisor (2436) 
Chief Construction Inspector (4470) 
GRADE 21B (40 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 38812.18 18.6597 39871.94 19.1692 40955.62 19.6902 42013.92 20.1990 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 39470.29 18.9761 40597.02 19.5178 41677.17 20.0371 42672.24 20.5155 
WITH 10 YA. LONG..2 40135.26 19.2958 41222.27 19.8184 42342.14 20.3568 43397.12 20.8640 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 40597.02 19.5178 41677.17 20.0371 42801.82 20.5778 43863.66 21.0883 
WITH 20 YA. LONG..4 41058.16 19.7395 42145.79 20.2624 43268.37 20.8021 44323.34 21.3093 
WITH 25 YA. LONG. .5 41523.46 19.9632 42607.14 20.4842 43733.66 21.0258 44786.56 21.5320 
Forester (7210) Head Mechanic· Utilities (5411) Supervisor of Malnl - WWTP (5403) 
Greenskeeper(7660) Senior Instrument Tech (5954) Supervisor of Meter Maint (5460) 
Shift Operation Supervisor (5565) Supt· Heating, A.C. & Refrig. (5471) 
GRADE 22A (35 HRSj ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 41418.83 22.7576 42607.11 23.4105 43793.20 24.0622 44883.93 24.6615
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 42078.58 23.1201 43396.81 23.8444 44557.79 24.4823 45677.27 25.0974
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG. .2 42938.53 23.5926 44029.44 24.1920 45244.84 24.8598 46434.57 25.5135
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 43396.81 23.8444 44485.71 24.4427 45711.30 25.1161 46894.48 25.7662
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 43863.82 24.1010 44949.09 24.6973 46165.94 25.3659 47360.95 26.0225
 
WITH 25 YA. LONG. .5 44319.91 24.3516 45410.46 24.9508 46631.31 25.6216 47817.59 26.2734
 
Billing Supervisor (1138) Senior Auditor (1145) Traffic Engineering Planner (2635) 
Civil Engineer (2630) Senior Planner (2440) 
GRADE 22B (40 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 41419.04 19.9130 42607.14 20.4842 43793.36 21.0545 44884.11 21.5789 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 42078.82 20.2302 43397.12 20.8640 44557.76 21.4220 45677.22 21.9602 
WITH 10 YA. LONG..2 42938.90 20.6437 44030.06 21.1683 45244.78 21.7523 46434.54 22.3243 
WITH 15 YR. LONG. .3 43397.12 20.8640 44485.58 21.3873 45711.74 21.9768 46894.64 22.5455 
WITH 20 YA. LONG. .4 43863.66 21.0883 44949.01 21.6101 46166.43 22.1954 47361.18 22.7698 
WITH 25 YA. LONG. .5 44319.81 21.3076 45410.56 21.8320 46631.52 22.4190 47817.95 22.9894 
Supervisor.Plumbing, Heating, AlC (5473) Supervisor-Sewer Constr & Maint (5466) 
USWA Local 9434: 1/1/99 - 12/31/99 11/9/98 
1ST STEP =1. 2ND STEP =2. 3RD STEP =3. 4TH STEP =4. 
GRADE 23A (35 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 43897.67 24.1196 45181.50 24.8250 46434.57 25.5135 47687.46 26.2019 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 44622.58 24.5179 46073.85 25.3153 47191.69 25.9295 48479.34 26.6370 
WITH 10 YR. LONe:;..2 45480.53 24.9893 46762.90 25.6939 47991.76 26.3691 49203.88 27.0351 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 45942.44 25.2431 47227.73 25.9493 48446.58 26.6190 49669.07 27.2907. 
WITH 20 YR. LONG . .4 46400.54 25.4948 ··47687.46 26.2019 48909.95 26.8736 50135.54 27.5470 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 46865.55 25.7503 48149.37 26.4557 49376.60 27.1300 50591.63 27.7976 
Chemist· Environmental (2269) Economic Dev Professional (2456) Project Administrator (2447) 
Chief of AdmlTech Support WWTP (1420) Industrial Monitor Coord (2220) Project Manager (2640) 
Civil Engineer II (2665) 
GRADE 238 (40 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 43897.57 21.1046 45181.97 21.7221 46434.54 22.3243 47687.95 22.9269
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG..1 44622.45 21.4531 46074.08 22.1510 47191.66 22.6883 48479.18 23.3073
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 45480.66 21.8657 46762.98 22.4822 47992.05 23.0731 49203.86 23.6557
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 45942.21 22.0876 47227.65 22.7056 48447.15 23.2919 49668.74 23.8792
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG..4 46400.43 22.3079 47687.95 22.9269 48909.95 23.5144 50135.49 24.1036
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 46865.52 22.5315 48148.88 23.1485 49376.91 23.7389 50592.05 24.3231
 
Chief Electrical Inspector (4270) Chief Plumbing Inspector (4280) Microbiologist (2273) 
GRADE 24A (35 HRSI ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 46429.29 25.5106 48220.17 26.4946 50078.94 27.5159 52376.51 28.7783
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 47325.28 26.0029 49173.67 27.0185 51051.91 28.0505 53392.07 29.3363
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 48236.37 26.5035 50097.68 27.5262 52033.07 28.5896 54428.37 29.9057
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 49166.21 27.0144 51065.38 2B.0579 53039.90 29.1428 554b2.B8 30.4851
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG. .4 50115.16 27.5358 52057.10 28.6028 540'70.74 29.7092 56556.50 31.0750
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 51082.85 28.0675 53063.92 29.1560 55120.88 30.2862 57659.24 31.6809
 
Chief of Maintenance - Water (5408) Civil Engineer 11/ (2666) Senior Accountant (1196) 
Chief Operator - WWTP (5405) Eng/Computer Systems Manager (2625) 
Chief Operator. Water (5402) Plant Engineer - WWTP (2611) 
GRADE 248 140 HRS} ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY ANNUAL HOURLY
 
NORMAL INCREMENT .0 46429.55 22.3219 48220.22 23.1828 50079.12 24.0765 52376.48 25.1810
 
WITH 5 YR. LONG. .1 47325.41 22.7526 49173.70 23.6412 51052.14 24.5443 53391.94 25.6692
 
WITH 10 YR. LONG..2 48236.45 23.1906 50097.84 24.0855 52033.07 25.0159 54428.40 26.1675
 
WITH 15 YR. LONG..3 49166.42 23.6377 51065.66 24.5508 53040.00 25.5000 55482.96 26.6745
 
WITH 20 YR. LONG . .4 50115.31 24.0939 52057.20 25.0275 54070.85 25.9956 56556.45 27.1906
 
WITH 25 YR. LONG..5 51082.93 24.5591 53064.13 25.5116 55121.04 26.5005 57659.26 27.7208
 
NONE 
USWA Local 9434. 111/99· 12131/99 11/9/98 

